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PRESENT STATUS OF EXPLOITATION OF MUSSEL REOOURCES 
IN INllIA 
K. ALAGARSWAMI, P.S. KURIAKOSE, K.K. APPUKUTTAN AN1l K. RANGARAJAN 
Central Marinr Eisheries Research Institute, Cochin-18 
ABSTRACT 
The two species.of. ·'Illl.Ssel, Perna viridis and!:- indica, 
contribute to a sustenance f ishery in India, particularly along the 
south-west coast. The paper deals with the characteristics of this 
fishery in the zones Ratnagiri to Gangali, Cannanore to Calicut and 
Kovalam to Muttom md also at other dispersed centres. The magnitude 
of the fishery in terms of manpower, production means and production 
has been estimated. While admitting the limitations of the data 
)resented, it is stressed that the f:igures are indicative of the scale 
of operations in the ·absence of more reliable data. A significant 
growth of the fishery has been recbrded during last one decade and the . 
landings as estimated have shown a three-fold increase. The paper also 
reviews the constraints and prospects for the future development of 
the mussel fishery. 
INTRODUCTION 
Hornell (1917, 1922) gave the first glimpses of the sea-mussel 
resources of India although references to their occurrence along the 
Indian coast have been made by earlier workers. Jones (1950, 1968) 
provided a detailed account of the musselfishery of the west coast, with 
••• 2. 
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particular reference to the brown mussel. He (1950) had also 
.suggested certain lines of inquiry on the mussel resources for 
better exploitation. A mona detailed account of the resources and the 
magnitude of the fishery was given by Jones " nd AlagarsVTami (197:». , 
These authors estimated the musse l production by the sustenance fishery 
around 1000 tonnes. Silbsequent to the development of techniqtJes of 
r.ussel cuI mra in India (eMFRI, 1978 ) there has been a grOwing interest 
in t he country on the exploitation of musse 1 resources more by culture 
techniques t.han by the tradtional ,fisbery. 
DISTRIBUTION AND EXTEI~ OF MUSSEL BEDS 
The green mllssel ~ viridis and the brown mussel Perna indica 
are the two species occurring along the Indian coasts . f. viridis 
enjoys a wider distribution along both the east and west coasts of India 
including the ilndallRn islands, whereas f . indic~ is restricted to the 
extreme south..west coast, from Varkala near Qll.ilon to Huttom near 
Kanyakumari. The east coast is relative ly poor for the mussel resour.ce 
and exploitation is nearly ab se nt except in a few centres such as 
Ennoreand Kakinada. On the other hand, there is a rich resa urce on the 
west coast wmre t he f ishery isor considerable magnitude on the sustenance 
scale. The mussel distribution follows the presence of coastal- or ._. 
submerged rocks which form its habitat. Based on abundame and level of 
ellqlloi tation, both of which show close correlation, three zones could 
be delinei;.ted along the west--eo.a.s.:L= :a-]-Ra.tn~ejri tQ __ Ganggli, 
. . ---:---.. 
b) Canhanore to·· Galicut, and 0) Kovalam to Muttom. Along the ~t 
....... -.-......., 
coast the mussel-bearing rocks are far between and, therefore, no suCh 
zonation could be lffi.de. 
. "..:.. .  '-.-'... :. 
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Ratnagiri to Gangoli 
This zone lying in the maritime states of Maharashtra, Goa and 
Karnata.ka has a dispersed distribution of the green mussel f. viridis 
which is expl oited by the fisp.srmen of the !l.ocalities on a low 
stl s tenance s cale . The granite ffitlssel beds are fewer and are submerged. 
Around Ratnagi:r i, t he green IDtlssel i s f otllld in _Bhatia Creek, 
Purnagad, Goa Khadi, Goolamkeri, Bathkarnada, Jayatap nr and S~kunata. 
Near Malwan, ffitlss'els are collected at Deogad, Mohar and Kochra . 
As reported by Rao et al. (1975), R. viridis occurs in Goa 
scattered all along t he, coastal r egi on at the river-mou ths of Tirakol, 
Chapora, Mandovi and Zuari. It is in ,fair abtlndance in Chapora, Anjuna, 
Oalangute, Agnada, Miramar, Dona Patlla (includi ng Cabo-Raj 1!ivas) and 
Velsao. In these area.s mussels are fO tlnd over ,the l a terite rocks and 
granite bOtllders, sometimes t hickly set and someti llEs sparse '(Rao et al." 
1975). 
Around Karwar , the mussel i s found in Hanavar- Mtlllukarve, 
Shedeguli, GtldiangaQi, ' Holangadde, Ga~g~v~li , Bel ambare , Ohendia, 
Binage, Kamath I s Beach, Nichanhi pp2,1 -"Viajali and axotlnd Kcramgad I slands in 
Karwar Bay. PhiH ppose et ~'1.' (1 980 ) have r eport8d that the most import-
ant mtlssel beds of this ar3a are locatee. itl Sbankarbag, Devagad and 
Kuramgad areas. In Dakshina Kannada section of the Kartlataka coast 
mu.ssel-bearing rocks are scattered f rom Ge.ngoli to Kap . 
Cannano re to Calicut 
The ' -coast.o:LY~al'h Jr-?ffi Cannanore t o Calictlt i ,,_ :th~.Y.irj;tJ.al, 
mtlssel zone of I ndia where t~-,;iiurro:ance of' I. -viridis a nd its e"'Pl-Jli-
tation are at maximtlm. Intertida l and stlbmerged laterite or granite --
rocks form the habit a t of the mtlssel. Table 1 gives details of, the 
muss e l fishing centres of this zone a long with infbrmation on t he 
, 
approximate extent of beds, potential stock and estimated prodnction • 
. .. .. .. . 4. 
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. The data have been collected based on detailed enquiries with the 
knowledgeable local fishermen engaged in mus sel fishing a t different 
centres and al so from r andom samples of mussels collected from 
variQus beds . 
MU,gsel s occur on the coastal rocks in the intertidal zone, 
man- made granite protection walls and submerged rocks which are 
either: soattered or form continuous stre tches of a feYf kilometres 
distance and extend in depth upto 12 metres . Collection of mussels 
is: normally· restr i cted to the upper 5 metres in view of abundance of 
mussels 
divers . 
up to thi s depth and limitat i ons 
The total extent of mussel beds 
of physical endurance of the 
in this zo ne 
2218 ha , of whi ch 1~3 ha are in the intertidal regi on 
on the suboorged rocky stretohes . 
is approximately 
and the rest 
Although the limitations of the projections given are admit t ed 
and the figures are subject to re'l i si.on in future , they are indicative 
of the magnitude of the fishery potential in the absence of more 
r el i able data. In terms of area, t he beds at Thik.lcodi and Moodadi, 
Chombal a , lilahe , Koduvally ani Tellicherry are of considerable importance. 
Kovalam to Mut toID 
This zone which is partly in Keral a and partly in Tamil Nadu is 
well known for the fishery of the broVin mussel Fe'S,!§!: indica (J:m6s, 
1950) . The habitat occnpierl by the brow n mussel is siJni.lar to tha!_.0'_ ... _. __ . 
green mo.ssel, naJE ly intertida l and submerged rocks. But the coast i s 
expo sed to exceptionally he avy se.aff- tl:I:l.r.:Lng_ the monsoon and in spite of 
'. . I - - .•• • --
this the mu'sse.l_.thrives in great abuprlance on rock;-f;:'-om~ 16V7 ~'tide t o 
a depth of up to-15-iii: -"Dm:iDg the r :ecent years, the green mus..s.el .. ____ .'--.~-
E. viridis is al so found i n t his ~ne to the extent of ~~ of the tota l 
population. The mussel fishing cen tres in thi s zone are Kovalam, 
Avaduthura, Pulloor konam, Vizh in,iam, Kottappura l", Karimpally, iV!ulloor, 
•... 5· 
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Pulinkudi, Chowhara, Enayam, Colachel, Kadiapatnam and Muttom. No 
estimates halTe been made on tiextent of mussel bed~ in this zone. 
Apart from the centres m tioned abo'!e, mussel fishery at a low 
sllstenance level is condllcted t some centr.es, Sloh as Chilakkoor, 
Papanasam and Vettoor nea r var~la (south of Quilon), Valiathura near 
Tri'!andrllm and Kodimunai, vani1udi, Kurumpanai, Enayam, Enayam-
Puthenthurai, Ramanthurai and Ifovalam (near Kanyakumari) . This 
fishery is dependent on the brJwn mllssel and the beds are limited · in 
extent . It'~ SCIre centres the mJssels are found on the concrete 
pillars of harbour structure al at Val iathura and Fort Co"hin, 
breakYfaters (tetrapod structur1ls) as at Vizhinjaro ~~d wave breakers 
at Varkala. 
A recent development reI ting to the mussel resources is the 
settlemtnt of green mussel on he stone embailku1ents and groynes laid 
as an antierosin liE) asure a long the central coast of Kera.la. This 
re!;lOUrce was identified by Jon s and Alagarswa1ni (1973) and surveyed 
by Nair et~. (1975) . At se'! ral cent:res mussels are collected from 
. these rocks either for domesti conimmrtion or for sale. 
Along the least coast, muJse l resource (Ii:. viridis) as known at 
present is restricted to a fewJcentres. On the coast of Tamil Nadu, 
mussels a:!?e found at Porto Nov j M'l.habal ipurruu, Cuddalore, Pondicherry 
and Ennore of whic~ only the e l1tuarine bed a t Ennore is of some 
importance. At other centres, these are found on concrete pillarS of 
jetty and side walls . In Andhra Pradesh, the only known mussel bed 
is at Kakinada Upputeru to an .4xtent of 1. 5 krn along the creek. In 
Oris.,a, the green mussel is fOltnd in the Sonapur backwater on the 
river Bahudha, conjointly WithJ the edible oyster. :BTom the Andamans, 
R. viridis has been recorded f om Chippighat n!,~ .. ~ort Blair • 
. . . .. -- .~~- --~ .. -.... -~------ -
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MAGNITUDE OF MUSSEL FISEERY AND PRODUCTION 
The mussel fishery ~f India is of a sustenance nature and is 
slightly more evolved in the form of a trade in the Cannanore-Calicut 
Zone with a concentrated market in Calicut. Jones (1950, 1968) has 
given detailed account of the mussel fishery. The divers reach the 
mussel beds either by swimming or in canoes depending on the distance 
of beds and collect the mussels e ither by handpicking or with sharp 
tools like chisel. Invariably each diver has a bag tied around his 
waist in which he keeps the masse l till he surfaces after a dive. 
Women and children collect mussels f rom the intertidal rocks. No 
i mprovements on the metDods of fishing have taken place except that 
some use locally made masks while diving. 
Manpower employed 
Jones and Alagarswami (1 973) gave some estimate of manpower 
employed in mussel fishery. Accordi.ng to them, about 24 to 36 persons 
are in mussel fishing in Ratnagiri, Malwan and Karwar; 250 full-time and 
75 off-Ume workers in the zone Cann2c:lo:::e to Calicut; and about 690 
persons in the Kovalam - Muttom Zone . 
Current estimations have been made on this aspect for the last 
two zones. In the Cannarore-Cal i.C!l't zone 335 persons are en~d 
actively in the mussel fishery out of a total 530 mussel collectors. 
These persons aI'e distrib'..lted among the 16 centres refe=ed to in 
Table 1. Fif ty active mussel pickers are from Chombala, 35 from 
Badagara, 30 ~ach from Koduvally, Hahe and Chall1,llJIl •. 25Jrom.1!luttungal, 
22 from Poyilk.avu, 2'Leanb. from Tellicherry and Thallai ani the rest 
from other centres. In the Kovala;n::b1.uJ_tP!ll _Z.o ne about 790 persona are ' 
engaged in mussel picking, of whom 340 are from Vizhinjam area 
including the centres of Kovalam, Avaduthura, Pulloorkonam, Vizhinjam 
...... 7. 
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and Kottappuram, 225 are from Karimpally, Mulloor and Chowhara, and 
225 are from Enayam, Colachel, Kadiapatnam ani Muttom. Of the total 
790 fishermen, 520 are engaged actively in mussel fishing. Between 
Varkala and Trivandrum· about 45 persons collect mussels. 
These figures add up to a total manpower of about 1400 persons 
engaged in mussel fishing along· the west coast. Along the east coast, 
the ·manpower may not exceed about 100 persons, including about 50 in 
Kakinada. Thus mussel fishery offers employment to a tout 1500 persons 
in the countJ:.y,It has to be stressed that the mussel fishing activity 
is confined only to part of the year, generally November to May al ong 
the we s t coast, with peak season during December-February at most of 
the centres, and during the rest of the year, they are engaged in other 
types of small fishing operations or diving for chanks. Even during 
the season, on mapy days they go for fin-fishes. All the . major religio-
us communities in the coastal region are represented in the manpower 
and Harijans also from part of it at some centres. Tncluding the 
dependents, the mussel fishery can be considered to sustain the 
livelihood of a coastal population of not less than 5000 persons. 
Compared to the estimations given by Jones a,nd Alagarswami (1973), there 
has been a considerable increase in the manpower "engaged in mussel 
fishery presently, by approximately 20% which would indicata one aspect 
of the growth ·of this fishery. 
Production means 
Canoes and Catamarans form the main base of the means of 
production along the west coast. Simple logs are used at Thikkodi and 
carvel-built boats in Kakindda. The e stimates of Jones and Alagarswami 
(1973) were' 170 canoes and . 50 logs for the Cannanore-Calicut Zone and 
295 catamarans for the Kovalam-Muttom Zone. The present estimates are 
307 canoes and 10 logs in the Cannanore-Calicut Zone which shows a 
considerable increase over the previous figures. Revised estimates have 
not been made for the other zones. 
. . ... 8 . 
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Production 
Jones and Alagarswami (1973) have given an estimated product-
ion of 823.4 tonnes of mussels, of which 321.0 tonnes were contributed 
b~ the green mussel and 502.4 tonnes by th~ brown mussel. According 
to them, given the limitations of the study, an estimate of about 
1000 tonnes would .not be wide of the actual figures. Some efforts were 
made in the present study to update the landing figures through detailed 
enquiries. 
The estimates of production for the Cannanore - Calicut Zone have 
been given in Table 1. The annual landings of the green mussel in the 
zone are 2615 tonnes. Chombala, Thikkodi - Moodadi and Mahe are the 
most important centres, followed by Koduvally and Tellicherry. In 
terms of extent of mussel bads, manpower employed and carnes used 
these centres have a lead over others. As against the estimated poten-
tial harvest of 7910 tonnes, the present exploitation is only 33.06%, 
that is one-third of the potential . The average production in the 
total 2218 ha of mussel beds works out to only 1.18 tonnes whioh is 
pi tifully low. 
The size of mussels harvested and marketed range 40-120 mID, 
majority of the mussels averaging 75-1 00 mm. 
In the southeru.zone. Kmta113llL_ .. .Muttom-,·-ttm· annual:· llnrli:nge· of 
brown mussel have been estimated at 427 tonnes, of which 183 tonnes 
COllE from the Vizhinjam area (Ko:-,alan to Kottapuram), 76 tonnes from 
Mull oor - Chowhara area a nd 168 tor""es from Enayam-Muttom area. The 
potential har,estable stock in the first two areas bE-ve been estimated 
to be about 900 tonnes. The landir~s in these areas account for only 
28 .8% of the potential stock. The yield in terms of area works out 
to about 14.9 tonues per ha. 
TABLE 1. Extent of mussel beds eha) and estimated annual . production 
(tonnes) at different centres in the Cannano~e-Calicut Zone . 
- - - - - - - - - ~-
Centre 
- - ... - -
Azhikkal 
- - - - -
Extent of mussel beds (hal 
intertidcl deeper water 
9 
Cannan ore (Moppila Bay) 3 20 
If,ythnnapally 20 
• 
Koduval l y (Dharmodom) 5 200 
Tellicherry 30 125 
Thallai 20 80 
Mahe 30 300 
Chombnla 
·.:400 
Muttungal 80 
Bad8€ara 5 
Thikkodi & Moodadi 40 700 
Kollam 4 16 
Poyilkavu 3 10 
Elathur 3 30 
Calicut (South Beach) 20 
Challium & Be~1'0re 5 60 
Estimates of producti on (t) 
Expil.oited Po t enti al 
15 30 
J2 40 
36 60 
260 900 
220 600 
180 400 
360 11 00 
600 1200 
125 380 
13 30 
420 2400 
20 100 
26 60 
88 160 
90 100 
150 350 
------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - _0- - - - - -
Total 143 2075 2615 7910 
- - ,-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
The size of mussels harvested r emains small at-40-65-!IllJ[; ·····Due 
to the great demand for mussels, there ruts_.beBtl indiscriminate fishing · 
r esulting in the removal of stocks before they reach the normal barvestable 
size. The large sized mussels, called 'Mutbuva' , in the range 70- 90 rom 
contribute onl y to a small portion of the landings . 
• .. .• 10 
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Revised estimates of production have not been made for other 
centres, except that the annual production of the Ennore bed may 
be arcand 5-7 tonnes and from -other centres of Tamil Nadu about 
5 tonnes. 
In the liSht of the data presented here it is worthwhile to 
update the Indian mQssel prodQction figures against those provided 
by Jones and Alagarawami (1973) which were based on data collected 
in 1968. In the case of oentres for which current figures have not 
been estimated, a nominal increase of 10% over the figures given 
by Jones and Alagarswami (1973) has been made. 'l'he data are 
presented in Table 2. The total estimated annual production of mussels 
is about 3079 tonnes. This is over three times the estimate of Jones 
and Alagarswami (1973). It has been mentioned earlier that the, 
production aooounts for only about one-third of ' the potential stock in 
the two important mussel zones of the south west coast. The scope for 
increasing production to thrice that of the present level beoomes evident. 
TABLE 2. Estimates of mussel production (annual landings in tonnes) 
in India. 
- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -
Zone/Centre 
Ratnagiri to Gangali 
Cannanore to Calicut 
Kovalam to Muttorn 
East Coast Centres 
(Cudda lore , Pondicherry, 
Ennore and Kakin~da ) 
Total 
Species 
!:_ viridis 
E. viridis 
~. indica 
F. -,ir idis 
Produotion (t) of mussels 
(Shell-on) 
17 
2615 
427 
20 
3079 
-------
------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
••• • 11 • 
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CONSTRAINTS AND PROSPECTS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF 
MUSSEL FISHERY 
With the availability of technology for mussel culture, the 
development efforts in future would be towards encouraging production 
of mussel through farmihg, particularly in view of the fact that the 
yield in cult.rre is very high. However, till an organised industry -
wi th capital and all infrastructure facilities develops, the natural 
fishery will continue to play its role . It r~s been the experience 
in India tnat the artisanal fisheries ca'1not be totally replaced by 
modern fishing techniqles and this might also be relevant to the 
mussel fishery. 
The present musse l fishery is at sustenance level and is carried 
ont by certain families traditionally engaged in mussel picking. The 
fishery is carried out only during fair weather outside monsoon and 
mostly it is a part-time oocupation. Except in Cannanore-Calicut and 
Kovalam-Muttom zones, the fishery is of a casual nature. The mussel 
divers in the Colachel-Muttom area prefer to go for Chank diving which 
gives higher returns than for mussel collBction. -- The -governmental 
assistance to mussel fishery is nil. There is an urgent need to have 
a fresh look at the problems of the musse l fishery and assist its 
development in view of the fac t that it supports the livelihood of a 
few thousand people in the - coastal sector. 
The ~roduction problem will relate to providing assistance 
towards conoes/catamarans which form the only inventory requiring 
capi tal. Marketing of mussels is another aspect which deserves atten-
tion. In view of the demand in centres such as Vizhinjam and Caliout 
the daily colleo'.;i. on of l:J.ussels are sold out readily but it is not 
S) at other centres. Trucks ara engaged to move the mussels from as 
far as Mahe to Calicut and therefore a good p0rtion of the retlh'ns --
goes to the hands of middlemen who are etlgat>ed in the trade. There is 
••• • 12. 
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no organised set-up among the mussel pickers for t~king care of 
their interests. 
Some efforts have ~ready been made tow~rds develcpment of 
processed products' of mussels. This needs further attention to put 
them into commerci~l practice. At present the mUssels are marketed 
tresh \Hthout subjecting them to any purifi cation process. Simple 
and effective dQPur~tion techoiques will have to be evolved and 
practised to maintain higher hygenic conditions. Serious efforts 
must be maae for exploring export market for the mussel products 
so that more remunerative price could be realised for the raw mussel. 
There is also need for enlarging the consumer sector through 
appropriate demonstrations and foll,ow-u.p action. 
Further development of the mussel fishery tow~rds real ising 
the indicated potential would largely depend on providing the services 
mentioned above on a collective or cooperative basis. This could be 
attempted at least at the most important centres of mussel fishery in 
the Camanore-CalLout and Kovalam-Muttom 20 ne s to begin with and 
extended to other centres on a planneo. programme. 
CMFRI. 1978 
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INTRODUCTION 
The technique of raft culture of mussels developed and 
practised in Spain and followed by other European nations is a 
stimulating example of the higher efficiency of resource use, 
technically feasible to achieve several-fold increase over the 
level of natural bed ' production. This liiotivatod the efforts in 
India too to develop mussel production in a manner quite diffe-
rent from the convent ional path in which we have I1iOved so far. 
This was all the more made easy since all along our coastal 
reg ions there are large unexploi ted or not yet fully ut ilised 
mussel population. Further, the I1lOst promising way of conver-
tint'> iliarine phytoplankton into animal protein is to =lture 
shellfishes as they feed on products which are only one step 
' down in the food chain. The great resilence, rallid growth and 
easy harvesting of nlUssels together with the additional plus 
factors in our waters with reg~rdsLabsence of pollution and Lto 
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high productivity of waters warranted the maricu1ture 
attempts on mussels. This culture attempt by CHFRI 
cot1l4enced less than a decade ago, in 1971 at Vizhinjam 
where seeds of the brown mussel Perna indica were collec-
ted from nearby natural beds and seeded on to ropes of 
different lengths and suEp ended from rafts. Success was 
achieved by obtaining a five-fold greater production, in 
a shorter duration when compared to natural bed yield. 
This paved. way for extending the rap e cul tlire technique 
!for green mussel culture at Calicut and ;'1adras too' so as 
to evolve apjJropriate technique of culture depending on re -
spective local conditions. The effort at Calicut was by 
and large a great success since the yield of gTeen mussel 
here was as much as eight times the seed weight in a very 
short period of 150 days. Several obstacles encountered 
-here and there during the course of farming experiments 
ar~ be ing studied and solved so that standardisation of 
techpiques . in all _,aspects can be done in a few years time 
from now. 
In addition to the work that is being done by CHFRI, 
attempts are also being made to study the various problems 
connecte'd wi til mussel culture by the Konkan Krishi Vigya"t 
peeth at hatnagiri and also by 'the National Institute of 
Oceano~ra"hY at Goa. The success obtai ned at Vizhinjam on 
mussel I culture helped the Fisheries Department of the 
Governnlent of Kerala to take up a Pilot Project on mussel 
culture at Vi~hinjam in 1975. 
JillVIEW OF Tl'E NUSSE[, CUI,TURE W CRK IN THS 'dEST A ~ID EAST cnAST 
I. West coast: 
a) Vizhinjam; Culture of the brown mussel 1"81'na iudicaat 
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Vizh injam is a semi -culture in t he sense the seeds are 
collected from the na tural setting grounds and grown on 
floating r afts till they attain narketab l e size. The 
initia l experiments were conduct ed inside the bay area, 
wh ich is well ~rotected from the strong wave action during 
the monsoon s eason. Seeded ropes suspended from the rafts 
sho 'ded very bood growth. Based on int eresting preliminary 
results obta ined, a ttempts were made from 1978 onwares to 
carry out mussel cul ture in the open sea. RElfts of different 
. . 
sizes , r anging fl;'om 6 x 6 m Ito 10 x 10 m were fabrica ted 
with t eak and bamboo poles Iashed together by coir or nylon 
rope swerE! tried. Oil barrels of 200 litrecapacity treated 
with anticorrosive ~aint, were used as floats to give 
the requireq buoyancy for the rafts. The' r a fts were indivi-
dua lly moored by anchors using the r equired length of anchor 
chain. In the bay area it was possible to keep the r aft in 
posit ion throughout the year, but in the open sea it was 
possible only during December to Hay when the sea is fairly 
calm. The experiments in tile open sea were carried out 1-2 
kill away frcm shore at a depth of about 20 m. The 
brown mussel a t Vizhinjam area normally spawns during the 
month of Nay, prol ong:i.n€; t ill September. As it was found that 
s eed mussels of 20-35 mm size are better suited for seeding 
purposes, the collect ion of seed from the natural rocley ··be'ds 
i s best d one during September-Novelab c;r pe riod. Different 
types of Sp2. t collectors were also. . tried. ,inside the bay for . 
t he collection of spat. SpTii';~pes suspended from the r a fts 
gave good results. 
Seeding technique: 
The seeds were wrapped around coir or nylon rope and 
secured by cotton netting or bandae;e cloth. It was observed 
. ... 4 .. 
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that as the. seed attach well and grow on nylon ropes it 
will be more economical to use nylon ropes. For seeding 
purposes 1.4 to 2 kg of seed were used per meter len~th of 
ro~e . In the open s ea about 10 m. long rope were seeded 
depending on depth of the water. The seeded mussels 
suspended from the raft attach very soon to the rope and the 
outer cloth used for keeping them in position disintegrate. 
In the Bay area it was observed that the mussel s reach 
marketab le, size of 55-60 mm in a period of 8 months showing 
a rate of growth of 2.9 to 3 .5 rum fer month giving a meat 
value of 41~ at the time of harvest. In the open sea, 
60-65 rum size was atta ined in 5 months and the rate of 
Isrowth was about 5.5 rum per month. It was also seen that 
the production was 10-12 kg of mussel per metre length of 
rope in the bay area in 7 months, whereas in the open sea 
it was 15 kg for a 5 month-period. 
(b) Calicut: L.ussel culture work is being done at Calicut 
for the past 5 years . The t echnology of culture of the 
green !hussel g.viridis that was being tried was basically 
the same as that of Vizhinjam with slight modifications to 
suit the local conditions . Hafts of surface area of 275 sq. 
meters were cloated in the open sea at a depth of 8 metres. 
hussei seed ( 10 to 20 nun size) collected from the local 
natural mussel beds were used for seeding ropes. These 
s eeded ropes were suspended from each raft and 750 gm~ 
of sfied were used p" r length of rope. Usua lly 7 ·nietre of 
rope was seeded since the depth where the rafts were moored 
was only 8 m. The mussels grew at the rate of 14 mID per month 
and attained a size of 85.5 mm in a period of 5 months. 
The rate of growth of the mussels- in the natural bed was 
slower being only 6.5nm per month. The initial average 
. .. ... 5. 
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weight of .85 gm/per mussel increased to 29 g . during this 
period. \Jhile harvestinb, an average weight of 8 2 kg of 
mussel was achieved on single rope thus showing an average 
production rate of 12.3 kg of mussel per metre of rope. 
Instead of each raft being separately anchored, a few of 
them were serially connected for easy management . Follow-
ing the success of the experiments, a demonstration project 
was started in 1978. 
c) Goa: Work was initiated by the National Institute of 
Oceanography at Goa in April 1974 (Qasam et 13.1, 1977) and 
the raft method of culture was followed. Based on the 
eXr:eriments conducted it was observed that a raft of 2.5 x 
2 .5 m could accommodate 40-60 DlUfJsel ropes of 3 m length 
with 2.5 ill seeded portion . The seeded mussels grew to a 
size of 85 mm in al l month period recording an average growth 
of 8 rom/month. In the natural bed at Goa it was observed to 
be only 5 mm/month . In the farm the haryestable size of 
60-64 mID was attained in 5 months time. Based on the 
observation carried out for a ~iod of. 1 year from 2 rafts 
having about 120 ropes of mussels the economics have been 
worked out (Qasim et a l,op.cit) which gives a return of 
181% of the capital amount within a period of one year . As 
most of the materials could be used again for another one or 
two years with slight expenditure on maintenance of the 
raft, it was assumed tha t the yield for the next two years 
would be much higher although the same has not been ment io-
ned by them. 
Rao et 13.1 (1976) carried out experiments on spawning, 
fertiliza tion and larva l development of the green mussel at 
Goa . They were able to study the early develo:flIllenta 1 stages 
only up to the setting stage. Efforts .toaehieve COlilplete 
•••••• 6 • 
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weight of.85 gm/per mussel increased to 29 g. during this 
period. While harvestine;, an average weight of 82 kg of 
mussel was achieved on single rope thus showing an average 
production rate of 12.3 kg of mussel per metre of rope. 
Instead of each raft be ing separately anchored, a few. of 
them were serially connected for easy management. Follow-
ill{;, the success of the experiments, a demonstration project 
was started in 1978. I 
c) Goa: Work was initiated by the National Institute of 
Oceanography at Goa in April 1974 (Qasam et aI, 1977) and 
the raft method of culture was followed. Based on the 
ex}'eriments conducted it was observed that a raft of 2.5 x 
2 .5 m could accommodate 40-60 mU!Jsel ropes of 3 m length 
with 2.5 m seeded portion. 'The seeded mussels grew to a 
size of 85 mm in all month period recording an average growth 
of 8 mm/month. In the natural bed at Goa it was observed to 
be only 5 mm/month . In the farm the harvestable size of , . 
60-64 mm was attained in 5 months time . Based on the 
observation carried out for a V" iod of 1 year from 2 refts 
having about 120 ropes of mussels the economics have been 
worked out (Qasim et ~l,op . cit) which gives a return of 
181% of the capital amount within a period of one year. As 
most of the materials could be used again for another . one or 
two years with slight expenditure on maintenance of the 
raft, it was assumed that the yield for the next two years 
would be much higher although the same has not been ment io-
ned by them. 
Rao et al (1976) ca rried out experiments on spawning, 
fertilization and larval development of the green mussel at 
Goa. They were able to s tudy the early developmental stages 
only up to the sett ing stage . Efforts tn aehieve complete 
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success up to spat settling stage and spat growth are 
; a , necessary to evolve_sound seed production techniQue under 
controlled eondit ions. Attempts are be in::., made at ;fI' esent 
at Vadras am Vizhinjam by the CHFRI to perfect the 
hatchery techniQue vlhere some initial success has been 
achieved but the technology is yet to be po rfected. 
II. East coast : 
a) Hadras:' At Madras also the technology of green mussel 
culture is more or less the same as done at Calicut and 
Vizhinjam. This work was initiated by CMFRI in January 
1973 at Znnore estuary Where the depth ' of water was about 
2 m. Being a shallow area fixed rafts were constructed by 
means of wooden poles and mussel seed colEcted from the 
nearby natural beds were used in preparing the usual t)Te 
of mussel ropes and were suspended from the raft. Although 
the mussel seed got attached to the ropes and grow very well 
, 
within a short period the silting in that area appeared to 
'be very heavy gradually reS\llting in tota l mortality of 
mussels in the farm, A growth r a te of 9 mID per month was 
observed. As the site ap~eared to be unsuitable for mussel 
culture, the work was shifted to Kovalam bay where the 
candi t ions appeared to be more favourable. At Kovalam 
instead of having fixed raft system the rafts were floated, 
by means of suitabl e oil barrels and moored by ?~chors and 
~nchor chains. Seed were collected frolJl Kovalam natural 
beds and also from Ennore. The rate- ,of, growth at Kova 1B.lll 
appeared to be rapid and within a period of 4 months the 
mussels attained a J'llarketable size of 70-75 mm, registering 
a growth rate of 13 rnm/month. A raft with 50 ropes of 
6 TIl length each gave a 2 ton production within a period of 
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4 months. As Madras coastal zone is a cyclone-prone area 
'affecting the coast during Hay-June and or October-
December, it was felt necessary to evolve a stable raft 
system like submersible rafts. Such r~fts with conical 
floa ts ere at present being tried, so that the rafts 
could withstand any type of rough s ea . 
, 
An atteLTpt was also 'ma de at Kovalam, Madras to 
follow ' BQuchot' method of Imussel culture (Stake culture 
on intertidal flats). But this method had to be abandoned 
as the posts could not be kept in position in the sea bed on 
account of wave action and int ense fouling. 
b) '4altair: Although attelll:;,..ts to culture green ulUssels were 
made a t 'daltair they did not give any encouraging results. 
The rafts which wer e floated there could not withstand the 
strong wave action most of the months with the result that 
there ha s been always difficulty in mooring the rafts in 
position. 
c) Tuticorin : During 1975 and 1976 experimental culture of 
mussels brought from Gape GOLlorin and Guddalore was attempted 
in the Harbour basin at Tuticorin by suspending se~ded ropes 
from 5 x 5 m r aft_ The growth wa s' poor and the seed ,falling 
off the ropes was one of the ma in problems . Even after 
9-10 months the mussels did not attain sexua l ma turity and 
the meat content was very low '. It was thought the general 
paucity of , phytoplankton might be one of the controlling 
factors. The experiments ha d, to be discontinued as the area 
was considered unsuitable. Transplanting s eeds on granite 
boulders also met with little success since the lxerlation 
by perches like Gaterin sp. Teuthis_spp wiped out the stock • 
• • • • 8." 
Although different methods ',like bottom culture, 
bouchot culture, raft culture, rack culture and pole 
culture are being followed in different countries only 
'raft culture' teChnique was tried in India considering 
the high yield known from this three d ilil,ens ionsl culture 
environment. In France, it takes 2 years for cultured 
mussels to reach the marketable size of 40-50 mIT!. In 
YUgoslavia it takes 15-18 months for the harvest size of 
70 nun to be attained. ,Culture experiments at Calicut and 
Vizhinjam have shown that the green mussels reach 75 Illlt, 
size in less than 6 months and the brown mussels grow 
to 55-60 Illlll in 8 months. Comparatively t"is is a very 
rapid growth. The spanish raft systeJil cab yield 50-60 
tons (Andrew, 1968) per raft which is a J1eery good produc-
tion rate. But under Indian environmental conditions the 
indications are that the production may over-reach the 
achievement recorded in Spain. Per hectare production 
has been calculated to be as high as 450 tons at Caiicut. 
Heighed against these advontages Sallie of the 
difficulties and bottlenecks encountered during the course 
of experim'illts remain to be satisfacl;orily solved before 
culture industry can be, established on l~ofitable lines. 
The first of these concerns fabrication of an all~weather 
.- . . 
proof raft to stand aga:inst the furyofthelllOnsoon ,windS 
and wavee during June-AuguBt in the weBt coaBt and November-
December in the east coast. Year after year rafts had been 
lost alongwith the growing stock of mussel because of this 
factor. To overcome this difficulty attempts are being made 
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at Madras to find out the suitability of a sumbersible 
raft system floated at sub Slrface level. This can 
minimise the stress on the raft. An alternate method 
which is being thought of is the use of synthetic pliable 
poles for the raft frame work which will offer very littie 
resist€lnce to riding waves and swells • . Long-line cultUre, 
as is done for oysters in Japan , might also help to solve 
-
the problem. But this reg.uires selection and identification 
of areas ylear of navigation and traditional fishing 
activities . This is yet to be a ttempted in India. 
I 
Problems of sewago.and industrial contamination in 
the coastal areas do not at present hold out serious prob-
lems. But this has to be kept in view while future expan-
sion is planned. Honitoring the environmental conditions and 
studying the physico-chemical characteristics of the. farm 
areas is a bsolutely essential to keep track of the changes 
in the CJ.Uality of water. liiussels can accumula.te fairly high 
concentration of metals like z,inc, copperf'B~rcury in the 
tissue. Though these are not l etha lto . the mussels, human 
consumptiol;l of ffiUl'"sel ne at in wh ich these are stored might , 
have serio1,ls·._ conseCJ.uences. 
Very often mussel seed f alloff the ropes due to 
some unknown reasons and studying the interaction of inviron-
mental variabfes, mussel physiology and behaviour thus seems 
desirable to devise methods to avoid this. 
Problems of processing technology. and marketing are 
also to be properly studied and standardised; Pur.ifjc~{on 
of mussels after harvest appears fecs ible to reduce the 
. bacteria l iload. It is known tha t SOIlle bacterie- in 1he flesh 
...•.. 10. 
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can survive prolonged refrigeration and under normal 
storage conditions may multiply also. The usual cooking 
methods may destroy some of the bacteria but thorough 
studies are needed to gain precise knowledge on the above 
aspects. I Sanitary control of mussel farr" area is aJ. so 
desirable for which regulations and norms are to be 
stipulated based on the above studies. 
Unlike oyster meat, mussel meat enjoys popularity 
amongst different sec·tions of Indian IS ople. Consumer 
preferencl" and deillands should be a scertained through 1I"!l.rket 
surveys. Extemion \'i"ing remains to be developed to populari-
se mussel fnrming techniques among f isheruen and mussel 
eatinb habit among people who are not aware of the nutritio-
nal richness of its meat. Creating a stable internal and 
export market depends on the standardisation of the quality 
of products end the cheapness of the lilateria l offered to the 
market. Priority attention should be given to efforts to 
achis"\I:e the above obj') cti ves . Althougb our culture 
experiments have established the feasibility of farl.d ing, the 
above problems are to be satisfactorily solved to put 
industry on economically viable lines. 
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Mussel culture <",pp..rR.tio ns are in good progress at toe 
dem'lnstration ' farms of t ~le C,),:::tral Marine Fisheries Research 
I nsti tute at Vizhinjam and Oaltcut alor!g the west coast and 
at Kevalam near Jlladras on the east coast. Exper imental 
mussel farming is al so undertaken by the National Institute 
of Oceanography at Dnna Pau'c :i in Goa and at Ratnagiri by 
the Agri0ultural Un i.ve!:',slty' 0~ Maharashtra. Biological 
studies of an academj,c Ja~~'J:.'e ",::: f; Ce tYl!; f.)R.rri ed out at the 
University ("f l\"a,ar2.G <,-wi Aurcng3tC:to. It [1'3.3 been shown 
that the yield r2.i;es al'e. :1 ; g'l 2,;,:,;:~ 1: to bri.DI? fair profits 
a:ter covering the Jl~.t'.al iC Yest'h811t for hLl'.lding up 
~arming f 8.c tli ties and '::'?0~~.l:::i r:[ ma intennnce expenses .. 
3'~me of the coas tal i13iCl8J:''llSCl have now learnt to supplement 
"'~eir in J ome frOID :LlCgli la.c fisl1i ng by taki.!lg to mussel 
culture under the tec:-toi.cal guide,nee of the staff of toe 
Oentral Marine Fi.sherj,es Fecearch- Institute. 
.-"' 
Mussels are hardy to fluctuations in environmen~~ 
-~ 
-::. Cbnditic~s .to a g:ceat elf tent and are fast growing. Being 
filter · feedertl , i,he mussels feed ",pon the phytoplankton , 
the first in the fo od chain, and build up highly proteinaceous 
meats whico are di.rectly utili?able by man for his food. 
2 
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Mussel culture augments food supplies to a great deal 
mo.>:e efficiently than by fa.rming most other food species. 
In the Ind ian waters two 
mussel P"FJ:'~~ y.;:c.~~d i~ (L) 
mussei species viz., the green 
ar.u the brown mussel P. i ad ica 
- ---... --
(Kuriakcse) a.,:e kr.o,,·n to occur. The biology and life 
history of the green lIiussel occurring along the Goa coast 
have been stuJied in scme dE-tail (Rao, et ~l , ~975 and 1976). 
Adequate infornation on these aRpec ts is aJ. s o available 
on Perna 1E~j~~~ (Kuri a~Q 8 e, 1S80). For mussel culture 
procurement of oegd in r;.. ::~oqut'. -:' ~ \;.uanti ties is very 
essential. For fa:cming a t pres..;nt the seed are being 
collected from the vicinities of the nat ural muss e l beds. 
Mussel culture has come t o stay, the interest being 
awakened by the in i t ial 81~CC('OS met with in the demonstra-
t ion farms. Dependence on na-+;ural resources of seed with 
increase in d emand in future ~s bound to be met with some 
difficulties. Further transp0rt of the seed from distant 
collec t ion grounds to farmi",g s Has will present problems 
apart from expense involvc:o . "':12 l ao'lratory studies on 
green mussel h::tve ind:;'-:;c.tc:d t:·!.8 :V)il8~.Jility of inducing both 
sexes to spawn, fertilizing The ?<ss and r earing the larvae 
to the seed or spat 8etti~g e~~U~ ~~30, 1~76). These results 
are of mU.ch i.nte.~est-for eb'.:c.'J:'_ ' . S~li;1g hatchery techniques 
sf seed pioduction under co~tro l lad conditions . The 
varied aspect s of breed ing b:.ology, larval growth a nd 
habit s and settlement of se ed outlined here pertaining to 
P. '0..F2-dj'.I3J are of fUndamental importance in the 
scientific managem,=nt of ll'uGse:!. fClr"1itJ,g . 
Sexua:LM~-!;urii'C_12 f the G0...9~9~anq2£§!:~ing 
The ripe go nad f~llicles of the mussels surround the 
visceral organs and enter the mantle wall. In female they 
are ')range red and in male light cream yellow. In P. viridis 
. •• 3 
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sexual maturity is attained in all individuals at a 
length of 25 mm when they have completed 3 months of life 
a:fter settlement as spat, but some with ripe gonads even at a 
much smaller si.ze of 15 mm in length have been observed to 
spawn in the liiboratory aqt.aria. Taking the species as a 
whole, there is br e ed ~ng rO'..lcd the yeaT with t'NO spawning 
peaks. A differenoe h'ls been noted in the ,spawning 
periodicity of the older w)ssels above the marketable size 
of about 60 mm in length and in the younger ones below 
that si.ze. The spawning in t he nlder ones commences from 
July and lasts till December with peak spawning in 
September-November which is followed by abundant spat 
settling in October-Novem"!:Jer. In the younger ones the spawning 
is from Jant:rary to AprLL 'N L th its peak in about February-
March but this is notfo]lowed by an appreciable settlement 
of ,spat. During the breeding season mussels collected a 
few days before or after the full-moon days and kept in 
the laboratory aquaria spawned immediately but how far this 
is indicative of a lunar perj,odicity is to be ascertained 
by f'urther observations. In toe 2.Ct of spawning the male 
discharges the milt th1:0Ugh t he exbalent siphon in a steady, 
vis i1.:)le , whitish streafJS vJhich f~ C () D cii'f!Jses into the 
surrounding water tLD::'ning jt clour' ,y. In the case of the _---
female, the eggs whtch a:,.e or2.oge yel10w ancll-ibex.at-e'LJ.n 
a stream<l, settle dQwn at the .b.lttom in the vicinity of 
the mussel discharging them. 
--
That like most o.ther bivalves mussels can be induced 
to spawn is known from the observations of Field (1922), 
Iwata (1950, . 195:), Loosanoff and Davis (1963) and Ino (1973). 
When mussels are vigorously shaken up in water and allowed 
to remain LlOdistu.cbed for a time, they would liberate spawn; 
if an electric shock stimulation at 20 volts for 5 seconds 
is administered the mussels would react in the same manner; 
4 
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and thermal shock given by k eeping the mussels at a 
higher water temperature than that of the environment 
f r om which they are take n muss els would respond in 
rel ee.eing the eggs. Some chemical solutions as NH4 OH, 
KCl e tc. in weak dill,tions woul d also produce the s a me 
r esult when they are inj oc t ed in minute quantiti e s into 
t .he t issu es of the muss els. In the European muss el 
M.vtilus edu1i\!. pricking the pos t erior adductor muscle 
initiat e s spawning. Th e centr e of nervous control for 
spawning reaction is considcTed t o b e located in the 
. 
pos ter ior adductor ml:s cle . I t j .s a lso known that whe n 
ripe r eproductive el eme nts of a muss el of one s ex ar e 
plac ed in wat er, spaw!1:i."hg r eac tion is initiat ed in 
muss els of the oppo s 5t e sex, p'?:::'t icularly when this is 
don e along with tho thcr nal s o.o ck treatmdnt. '>vith the 
exc eption of electrical s ·i;im'.llation the above cited 
methods have been tried by the preseot writer in inducing 
E.. y'iridis to spawn. No particular method gave unfailing 
r e sult s in all the exp er i men t s. However, the therma l 
shock treatme nt of in cr easing the wat er t emp erature in 
wh i c h the mus s els wer ') !l:e;Jt t::; ",bo ut 5°C above the 
prevailing wat er t emrJ ·J l.'Htll"t" (: (r: 'c ex ceeding 35"C In the 
exp orime nts) gav e s a t ls.fac ·k r y re::::ul i s during the br eed ing 
s eas on. The mal es x' eac ted V CT Y fG.v o u1:'ably in about 30 
minut Gs in most ca82~, (75 % cases) but in 
of the expertments th.e f ema l es r e sponded. 
only about 
The eggs 
20% 
discharged were in veery good cond i tion and they wer e 
r eadily f ertilized with sp~rm l iberated by the mal e s in 
the s ame exp eriments. 
The spawned out ogg, which is orange r ed in 
colouration and e nclos ed i n a thin vitelline ffi embra ne has 
granular yolk in its cytopla sm surrounding a centrally 
plac ed nucleus and measur eS) about 50 um in diamet er •. L 
gartilization is 
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external when ova and sper matazoa are shed into the waters 
i n the natural environment, F'or trac ing developmental 
stages the spawned out eggs were mixed wit h milt in the 
finger bOVils and the developme ntal processes were followed 
by microscopic examination. A large number of spermatazoa 
swarm round the egg and one succeeds in f ertilizing the 
egg . The first polar body is given off 20 minutes after 
f er tilization followed by the second polar body about 10 
minutes after. Simultaneously with the formation of the 
second polar body at the v egetative pole of the egg a 
hyalene lobe like protrusion the 1st pol ar lobe appears . 
It may be noted that the f ormation of the polarfubes is a 
characteristic feature i n the segmentation of the eggs of 
Mytilus a.n d a few other bivalve sp ec ies (Reverberi , 1971) . 
The egg undergo es cleavage "dividing into 2 cells viz ., 
the AB and CD cells . Along with the polar lobe at, this 
stage a three lobed (trefoil) appearance is pr esented. 
The first polar lobe is now drawn into the CD cell with 
the result that this cell is larger than the AB cell. 
Before the second cl eavage st2.r~s , the second polar lobe 
appears at the vegetative poJ.e 0:' the CD cell. The second 
cleavage results in four c eLl s A, B, C and D soo.n after 
which the second polar lobe gets absorbed into the D cell . 
The third cleavage i s 'spiral' and 'dexiotropic' which 
divides A, B and C cells equally into two halves each a nd 
the D cell into one small cell and one large cell . Further 
cleavages follow soon, the smaller cells spreading over the 
l arger c ells , giving rise to blastula stage which develops 
cilia and bngins to rotate. Gastrulation takes plac e by 
epiboly the blas topore app ear :'ng first a t the vegetative pole 
but subsequently shift1.ng ventral wards. The embryo now 
undergo es a little elongation, broad at the apex and somewhat 
narrow posteriorly, passing thus to the next stage the tro-
chophore which is reached in 6 to 8 hours after the f ertili-
zation of the egg and measures about 58 urn on its long axis . 
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It has an apical tuft of a few larger cilia, an archenteric 
space within and a stomodeal pit where the blastophore 
has closed i. e . ventralwards. Mouth and anus are absent 
and the late trochophore stage has dorsally a shell gland 
developed (Figs. 1-9). 
Early and Late Veliger Stages 
The velum with larger and powerfully vibra til e 
cilia an9 the first larval shell or prodissoconch I are 
simultaneously formed after thetrochophore stage. The 
l arval shell is D-shaped and the two valves of the shell 
ar e united at the hin~e which is straight. Hence the 
larva is said to be at the straight-hinge stage which is 
r eached in about 18 hours after fertilization. It has 
been observed to measure 62 um at hinge. The well 
developed velum which is the only organ for l ocomotion 
has in its middle one or two slender long cilia, of the 
apical tuft of cilia of the trochophore. It has no mouth, 
oesophagus or intestine and anus . The archenteric space 
of the trochophore persists. This first stage veliger is 
apparently incapable of inge1)t ing food (Fig. 10). In the 
next stage the l arval s hell grows a little bigger and the 
retractor muscles of the velum are clearly seen (Fig. 11). 
The l arval shell viz. t he prodissoconch I grows 
as a result of deposition fres h shell mater ial secreted-
by the mantle. This fresh deposition sbows clear 
concentric lines of growth . The growing shell is now 
in prodissoconch II stage and the larva is often termed 
veliconcha ( Bayne , 1976). 
Between the third and the nineth day of development 
most of the larval structurES gradually make their appear-
ance. At first the alimentary trac t with the mouth, 
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oesophagus, stomach with the associated digestive gland, 
a coiled or looped intestine followed by rectum and anus 
are formed; the anterior adductor muscle precedes the 
posterior adductor muscle; the statocyst and the rudiments 
of l ab ial pal)JD, foot and gills are also recognisable. 
(figs . 12 and 13). The hinge Is still straight. 
By fourteenth to sixteenth day after fertilization 
the larva has grown to 225 - 278 um in Ilength, developing 
a d istinc"); umbo on the hLoge. Hence t ~e l arva is said to 
,be in the ,umbonal stage. In addition to the structures 
already mentioned a dark pigmented _ eye spot has 'appeared •. 
Labial pall's; the gill fil ameni;s aDd the foot have grown 
larger than in the earlier stages . The shell turns from 
yellowish to deep' brown hue at the hinge. The velum cont inues 
to ,be the chief locomotor orgao. 
The Pediveliger and Spat 
By eighteenth day some of the larvae have grown to 
300 urn in length; the shell i s now a little oblique and the 
velum is still large and us ed f~r swimmiog most of the time 
near to the bottom of t oe cu l tur e t owl . The finger-shaped 
foot is often protruded and used for creeping . The 
p ed i v el iger as it is now call ed fixes itself to SUbstratum 
by byssus formation from the secretion of the pedal glands 
of the foot and under goes metamorphosis. 
The changes that take place in metamorphosis are 
absor~tio n of the velum, disappearance of the eye spot by 
' cytolysis, elaboration of the l abial palps and gills , a 
further enlargement of the posterior adductor muscle, and 
a gradual reduction of the aoterior adductor muscle . 
There isa marked oblique growth of the shell after 
the setting of the spat with the result that the umbo is 
seen at the anterior extremity of the shell. 
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It is of some interest to note that there is no 
uniform development of the larvae resulting fr om the same 
bate h of eggs spawned by a female. v{hile some have far 
advanced in development upto eyed v eliger stage others 
have been noted to be still in the l ate straight hinge 
stage. This disparity in growth \>las not due to lack of or 
insufficiency of food as the larvae weTe fed on a plentiful 
supply of algal cultl1r es . 
Dura tion 'of Larva l Life 
In the laboratory' culture of the larvae, the 
pediveliger stage was first observed on the 16th day and 
sP~t settl ement on the 19th day aft er fertilization. In 
the natural e nvironment the duration of larval life may 
be s horter by a few days. 
It has also been observed that after the pediveliger 
stage is r eac hed settlement of spat has been delayed for 
prolonged per iods. In the 12bo.1:'3.tory cultures mos t of the ' 
pediveligers continlled to rem3.'.D act!i:ve without s ettl ement 
f or · a maximum period of 56 d~ys (Rao et al ,1976). The 
ability to del ay settlement perhap~ helps seeking favourable 
substrata, especially whe n th.e larvae are drifted by 
currents to distant environments . 
Larval Nutrition 
In r earing the bivalve larvae , algal cultures of 
a large number of speci es are widely used (Loosanoff and 
DaViS, 1963 ) .• The algal speCies selected for the purpose 
should be small enough to be ingest ed , nutritious and 
readily acceptable to the larvae. Motile or flo ating species 
are generall~ preferred to non motile ones as the latter 
sink to the bottom of the culture vessels and not eas ily 
availabl e to the free swimming larvae . In r earing the 
9 
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larvae of f. viridis cultures of Chlorella, Tetraselmis 
gracilis., 2'.. chui and Synechocystis were used. The three 
latter species grew fast in the subcultures. The mussel 
larvae commenced feeding only from the third day after 
the fertilization of the egg by which time the alimentary 
tract was clearly formed. When §J'nech.02ystis alone was 
used, the larvae remained stunted. \'1'18n a mixture of 
Synechocystis, Tetrasel~ gracilis, !. £hi&. and ghlorella 
were used, growth rate was favourable. Species like 
Isochrysi£ galban_'2: and l:lonochrysis" lutheri which are known 
to promote very good growth in bivalve !~n general were [larvae 
not available for experiments. 
Q"£.owth, Life ~£~p and MaxJ-muIg . ..§J-zQ. 
Paul ( 1942), Ranade et. al. (1973) and Rao et al 
(1975) have furnished information on the growth rates of 
f. viridis. Paul's observations show that a maximum size 
of 14.5, 19.0, 55.5 and 9.3.0 mm in length was attained by 
the green mussel at Madras hqrbour in 3~,84, 167 and 321 
days. Ranade et al observed an average growth of 7.5 mrn 
a month during October to Nay in spat set on Ratnagiri 
coast. A study by Rao et al (~oc. cit) by length frequency 
distribution of mussels along the Goa coast shows modal 
size of 96 mm at the end of 1st year, 132 mm at the end of 
2nd year[156 mm in the 3rd year, the average annual rates 
of increase being 96 mm, 36 mm and 24 mrn at average monthly 
rates of 8, 3 and 2 mm respectiyely. It was also observed 
that in seed set fresh on floating ~uoys at Vengurla Bay 
the modal shifts indicated an average monthly growth of 
8-8.8 mm during January to April Ln 1973 and a little less 
during October to March (1973-1974) being 6.0 mm. The 
. 
maximum size observed in each month was much higher as 
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shown in the Itable below: 
Month. 
January 
February 
Harch 
April 
Age 
(months) 
3.5 
4.5 
5.5 
6.25 
-10-
Modal size Maximum 
(monthly average) (Honthly average) 
nun mm 
30 
39 
45 
54 
(8.56 ) 
(8 .66 ) 
(8 . 66 ) 
(8 .8 ) 
34.5 (9.84) 
42.0 (9.2 ) 
56.5 (10.2) 
63.0 (10.8) 
It is seen from the tabl e 
of individuals l at t ain amaxi~ 
6 months after initial BettlLJ ~. 
that a certain proportion 
size of 60 mm in about 
The maximum size oithe mussel along the Goa coast 
observed was 145 mID in length weighing 72 gm ( after pre-
servation in 5% formalin). The maximum size of specimen 
kept in Singapore National Mus eum is reported to be 170 mID 
in length ( Kow et ~l, 1973). Deduced from the size 
frequency studies carried out here, this length is expected 
to be ·attained in the fourth year of its life. The life 
span does not seem to be beyond 4 years. 
Some e.cological Considerations and conclusion 
H9ssels are littoral in their distribution, densely 
set over rocky coasts. The settling of spa t is immense 
aft er the monsoon months commenc ing from about November 
and extending to April a long the Goan coast. The regions 
where the spat set are from about 1 m high at LWST to 
varying dep ths depending on the availability of hard 
substrata. In the shallow wat ers mussels become scarce 
by April a s they are fished and removed by local people 
rathe.r indiscriminately. In the deeper waters they thrive 
all round the year as their removal is met with some 
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difficulty as only a few fishers who knew diving can 
approach the beds. The deeper waters in the intertidal 
region seem to favour growth better than in the very 
shallow waters where partially or wholly the mussels 
are exposed at low tides. The main source of collection 
of spat for culture nr..rposes are vicinities of the natural 
beds and the pattern of depthwisc setting of the spat 
needs an intensive study ai' the production areas. 
In"the laboratory r earing of muss el larvae it has 
• been found that although pedivel iger stage is reached in 
large number of larvae, the set t ing of spat has been 
observed to be poor as it is not known the kind of culch 
that is favoured most for settlement. The elu2i.d ation of 
this helps hatchery techniques. 
The adult mussels appear to tolerate variations in 
water salinities of the environment a great deal more than 
the larvae as shown by Kow et . a l .. (1973)(10 to 35%0 by the 
adults and 26 to 29%0 by t he l ar'Tae ). Observations along 
the Goan coasts have shown tot a l absence of larvae in 
July - August at stations where salinities were low (6.8 to 
13.99%0) although these mO.tltho were within the breeding 
period. The occurrence of greater dens ities of larvae 
have ·been found to coincide with periods when the 
salinities were high. The choice of cultUre sites and 
collection sites of spa t should be in such localities 
where fairly high salinities prevail for most part of the 
y ear. Information on the nutritio .tlal requirements of the 
growing mussels and fouling organisms associated with 
mussel settlements is still inadequate and these aspects 
need intensive studies. 
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Life-History stages of Perna viridis (L): I. Spawned out egg being surrounded by spermatozoa, 2. Fertilized egg with 
the 1st '1.I1d 2nd polar bodies extruded out, 3. Trefoil stage after 1st cleavage with AB and CD cells and the 1st 
polar lobe, 4. Absorption of the 1st polar lobe into CD cell,S. Appearance of 2nd polar lobe from CD cell before 
the 2nd cleavage appears, 6. AB and CD cells formed as a result of 2nd cleavage, also 2nd polar lobe is promin-
ently seen, 7. Third cleavage divides the A, B, and C cells equally into D cell 2nd polar lobe enters and therefore 
it divides, 8. Smaller cells spread Over larger cells forming blastula, 9. The trochophore stage,·lO. Straight-hinge 
stage, D-larva or prodissoconch - 1st stage "Veliger, 11. Straight-hinge stage veliger developing velar retractors, 12. 
l'rodissoconch - 2nd stage veliconch early stage with digestive gland, stomach and other parts of alimentary tract-
Anterior adductor formed, 13. l'rodissoconch stage further advanced in development, posterior adductor, statocyst, 
rudiments of labial palps, foot and gill seen, 14. Fully formed eyed veliger larva, and 15. Diagramatic represen-
tation .of plantigrade larva of Mytilus. 
Source: Rao et al., 1976. 
Figs. 1-14. Indian ,. Marine Sci.,5 : 113-116. 
Fig. 15. Bayne, 1976. 
Abbrevations ': ada - Anterior adductor muscle; adp - Posterior adductor muscle; dg - digestive gland; 
ey- Eye-spot; It - foot; gl - gi1l; int - intestine; Jp -labial palp; sf - stomach; sIc - statocyst; ve - velum; 
and lor - velar retractors. 
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A B S T R ACT 
, Nussels (~viridis L) from marine intertidal 
region, when transPla~ted and grown under constan~ submerg-
ence in estuarine environment (on a floating r aft) display 
a wide array of physi~logical adapt ions in osmoregulatio.IIl, 
growth and annual reproduction cycle. l 
By employing sequential multiregression te hniqwe, 
the interaction of environmental abiotic factors irrfluen-
• 
c ing growth, both linear and in mass, has bee.n assessed, 
and the dominant role of salinity established. 
of the abundance of food for growth progression 
evaluated. Allometric growth in r elation to the 
ion of abiotic and bi?tic parameters is estimate 
DeVelopment of a physiological mechanism for ·compen-
sating the water balance in the body to counteract the' : 
wide temporal variations in salin i ty is reported ~ Synchro-
nization of annual reproduction cycle in tune with exogenous 
and endogenous variables and under d~£ferent environme.tal 
...... 2 .. 
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and metabolic stresses is discussed. Behavioural, 
physiological and biochemical adaptations of raft grown 
mussels are highlighted. 
INTRODUCTION 
Mussels which occur in intertidal to subtidal 
regions of marine and estuarine environments of northern 
as well as the .southern hemisphere have been extensively 
studied for ecological, Physiological and economic aspects. 
(Bayne 1"976; Korringa 1977). However, no information is 
available about the environmental physiology of raft 
grown mussels and theraore, it was felt desirable to inve-
stigate the changes due to the interaction between the 
exogenous and endogenous factors, which the green mussel . 
(Perna vir,~ L.) from a marine intertidal habita·t has 
to undergo when transplanted and grown under constant 
submergence in an estuarine environment. 
The environmental characteristics, growth rate and 
cultivation aspects of mussels in marine and estuar1.ne 
environments of Goa as reported earlier (Qasim, Parulekar, 
Harkantra, Ansari and Nair 1977; Parulekar, Ansari, 
Harkantra and Nair 1978) has clearly indicated the high 
magnitude of temporal variation in environmental factors. 
Of particular significance is the observed wide fluctuat-
ions in salinity; high productivity, fast growth and 
prolonged spawning. In the light of th:ese observations 
attempts are made here to analyse how best the mussel from 
a marine lntenhlBl niche, acclimatizes, grows and propa-
gates in a dynamic and demanding _estuarine environment_! .. 
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OBB3RVATIONS Ai'JD DIsm SSION 
Grow~~: Growth as a response to the integrated 
activity of an organism as a whole is a sensitive 
parameter, reflecting on the sui tabili ty of environment 
. (I:iarren 1971). It depends on the metabolic state of the 
animal, the energy expended in maintenance and b~haviour 
and the qu.ality and qu.antity of food consumed, all these 
are the !u.nctions of tl1e environment. Growth in mu.ssels 
as defined by Seed (1976) is.not simply an inCrease in 
linear dimensions or mass (weight or volume) but also 
includES tissue formation and related activities that 
precede and follow the actual change in linear dimensions 
or in body size and hence the progressive changes either 
in length, weight and/or volume may be the most appropri-
ate parameter for interpreting the growth. 
Data on the influence of environmental abiotic 
factors on the growth is shown in Figrure 1. Organisms in 
an open environment as in the present study are. not 
exposed to a single enVironmental factor at a time and the 
interaction of· two or more abiotic factors, nearing 
"tol erance limit II (Shelford 1913) and attainment of 
"Steady State" (Kinne 1964) or "biokenetic zone" (Vernberg 
and Vernberg 1978) generally produces a more drastic 
effect on a.nimal than wou.ld any single factor. One of the 
most fr"equently u.sed method for I![uantifying the growth in 
relation to the interaction of more tJi.an one abiotic 
factor is the sequential multiregression analysis. 
The method involves the measure of relationship of 
a given morphometric character (dependent aariable) in ' 
terms O.t ref~'.!)-1 ;;, tin i2; envi.rot1in0nt2il p~.~ru,rnet8t' (iodepeod'2.tJt 
••••• 4. 
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variable). As in the simple linear regression equation, 
it is presumed that the dependent variable has normal 
distribution with constant variable while the independ-
ent var iable may poss i bly have irregular o? arbi1trary 
distribution. 
Date on monthly length measurement was examined 
as a function of temperature (T), salinity (S), 5issolved 
oxygen (0) and suspended particulate matter (SL ). In 
I • other words: 
L == f (T,S,O,SL) 
The sequential mul tiregression of the relation 
between the dependent variable was first exami~ed in 
respect of each independent variable, separately by the 
regression line: 
L = b 1T + b 2 S + b 3 0 + b 4 SL + C 
~ihere L is the predicted value of the dependent 
variable, b1' b2' b3 and b4 are coefficients of independent 
variable and C is the intercept. The values of b1 , b2, b3 
and b4 depend on the unit in ""hich the original variables 
were measured and accordingly for the s ake of uniformity, 
all the values were standardized by expressing each one 
as the deviation from the mean, measured in units of 1 
sta ndard deviation. The regression line then appears , as 
L == b1 T + b 2S + b3 0 + b 4 8L 
Where b1, b2 , b3 , and b4 are standard partial 
regression ccefficients which give a measure of the con-
tribution of each independent variable to the predicted 
value of the dependent variable. For testing the effect-
iveness of the multiple regression analysis, R2 which is 
•.. 5. 
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an estimate of the proportion of total variance on the 
dependent variable was calculated. The significance of 
R2 was confirmed through variance ratio test by making 
use of F' test. All the statistical analysis was under- ' 
taken on a TDC-316 computer. 
The interrelationship between morphometri~ 
variab l es (Table 1) as assessed from the values pf rorr-
elation coefficient indicate that l ength varies ~ inearlY 
with wiath, depth (height) ~nd total weight. "lhenall 
three var i able are t ake n together, the multiple correla-
tion coefficient 
(R2 = 0 .80). 
I does not srow a ny further improveme nt 
TABLE 1 
Simple correlation coefficient (r) between morphometric 
characters in r aft grown !'~ viridis L. 
L 
W 
D 
I. W 
t 
11.00 0.91 
1.00 
D 
0.86 
0.60 
1.00 
TW 
0.93 
0.83 
0 . 80 
TW 1.00 
The relation between l ength and abiotic environmen-
tal factors is shown in Tabl e 2 and the regression 
equations along wit h the multiple correlation coeffici ents 
and F va lues based on variance ratio is presented in 
Tabl'e 3. Salinity becomes the dominant abiotic parameter 
itl view of its higher frequency of occurrence ,in combina-
•••• 6. 
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tion of two and three variables at a time. 
L 
T 
8 
DO 
8L 
TABLE - 2 
Simple correlation coefficient 
and ab iotic factors in raft 
vir id is Jd.. 
L T S 
(r) between length 
grown Perna 
DO 8L 
: 1.00 -0.06 -0.25 ~0.43 -0.22 
I 1.00 0.59 0 . 08 0.21 .1 
I 1.00 0.24 0.34 1 
1 
1.00 0.42 
1.00 
TABLE :- 3 
multiple regression 
the abiotic factors 
along with F values 
equations for predicting length from 
and multiple correlation coefficient 
based on variance ratio in raft grown 
Pe~ vir idi~.!!. 
-------------------------------------------------~-------
MUltifle F values based 
corre at ion on vari a nce Regression Equation Coefficient ratio 
R2 
---------------------------------------------------------
L == -0.051 T + 0.112 8 + 0 .130 DO 
+ 0.310 8L 0,21 1.08 
L == -0.}85 T 0 .009 S + 0 .111 DO 0.18 1.29 
L == -0.035 S + 0.238DO+ 0.1500 SL 0 .22 1.57 L == - 0 . 072 T + 0.185 DO+ 0.328 8L 0.20 1.39 
L = -0.217 T + 0.570 s 0.39 5.70* 
L == - 0.376 8 + 0.141 DO 0.19 2.12 
L == -0.079 DO+ 0.339 8L 0.16 1.75 
L == -0.206 T + 0 . 203 DO 0 .09 0.88 
L == -0.148 S + 0.281 8L 0 .12 1.30 
---------------------------------------------------------
* Significant at 5% kevel of signifi~ance 
•• ~7 • 
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The relatively low magnitude of the variance ratio 
indicate any or all of the followtng: 
a) The variability in abiotic factors is r a ther 
very large; 
b) There is hardly any tlJue relationship between 
length/weight and abiotic factors; 
c) Observations are inadequate to find the true 
,relationship, and 
d) Additional important var i able is lacking in the 
analysis . 
The R2 is a measure of mathematical association 
between variables and not necessarily the measure of 
physical relationship. Among the abiotic factors only, 
temperature and salinity shows a significant relationship. 
In view of this when sever a l abio.tic factors are taken at 
a time, interrelationship may bring the reduction in the 
value of R2 and confuse the int erpr etation of the variance 
ratio. The large amount of vari ati ons are probably due to 
wide variations in abiotic f actors. 
The role of biotic f ac tors especially , the food 
availability, in the gro wth of mussels is indisputable 
(Seed 1976). In Figure 2 ar e shown the variations in the 
distribution of phytoplankton and particulate organiC 
carbon in r elation to c'umulative growth progression in 
length and weight. Nannopl a nkton dominat e the phytoplank-
ton abundance in the area of study (Pant et al 1977). The 
. -- . 
curves (F'ig . 2) clearly ind.icate that the growth progress-
ion of both the linear (length) and exponential (weigh.t) 
parameters is to a great extent dependent on the food 
availability and the seasonal variations are mainly due 
to the quapti tati ve abu'ndance of the phytoplankton. The 
present data being mainly fi eld-oriented, the effect of 
quality of food on the growth. of mussels could not be 
••• 8. 
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assessed. 
By usi ng the si mple allometric equation Y = ax b 
(where Y is some measure of a part; X is a measure of the 
whole body or another part and ~ and Q are constants to 
be estimated by least square regression technique, the 
dependence of morphometric parameters in r espect of 
growth progr ession subjected to environmental vari~tions 
are attempted. The relative increase 1.n l ength, width, 
depth (height), total weight, shell weight, wet meat 
weight and dry meat weight ind icates (Fig. 3) that in 
terms of temporal variations in abiotic and biotic envi-
ronmental parameter, the growth continues, unabated, in 
one or the other morphometric dimension. 
Accordingly. exponential growth was observed 
(Table 4) in total w~ight, wet meat weight and dry meat 
weight in relation to lengtb with either cubic or square 
r elationship. Lubinsky (1 958) whil e discussing the 
possible adaptive advantages that mussels may encounter 
particularly in r elation to adverse environmental condi-
tions in r elation to the growth of differ ent morphometric 
characteristics has indicated that irrespective of varia-
tions in abiotic or biotic factors either jo1.ntly or 
independently, the growth as an indication of metabolic 
r ate progresses. 
COI'lPENSATORY I'BCflANISH 
Of all the environmental variables, the salinity 
because of its wide fluctuation s and its relevance to 
osmor egulation in orga nisms is a single important f actor 
in an estuarine environment (Newell 1976). Animals often 
become excitable when the salinity of the mediu'm is 
•••.. 9. 
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TABLE 4 
Regression equations describing the allometric growth in 
ra£t grown Perna viridis ~. 
--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Relationship (Y/X) Regression equation r2 SE 
..... ----.--------------- .... ------------------~----- ... -----------------
Total Weight Y = 0.000513 x 2.5001 0.9861 0.271 Length . , 
Total We ight Y = 0.000822 x 2.8756 0.9826 0.289 Width 
Total We ight 
Depth Y = 0.00563 x 2.6710 0.9964 0.247 
Wet l'Ieat We ight Y = 0.000001 x 3.6422 0.9653 0.321 
Length 1 
Drt Meat ~"ght Y = 0.000109 x 2.;:.>609 0.9019 0.298 ength 
Shell We ight Y = 0.000320 x 2.6810 0.9312 0.279 Lengtn 
~Meat Weight Y '" 0.00419 x 2.5081 0.9946 0.186 Depth 
Dr~ Meat lreight Y = 0.000924 x 2.4324 0.9852 0.214 epth 1 
Wet Meat vre ight Y = 0.3017 x 0.6524 0.6561 0.462 Dry Meat We ight 
Dr.i: Meat yTe ight Y = 0.1036 Total Vrelight 
x 0.9135 0.9115 0.318 
Dry Heat '![e ight 
Shell Weight Y = 0.2129 
x 0.8325 0,8616 0.338 
Shell We ight 
Total ~Iel.gh'f" Y = 0.4478 
x 1.0696 0.8704 0.215 
Wet Meat Weight 
Shell We ight Y = 1.1268 
x 0.8666 0.9612 0.238 
DeEth 
x 0.9298 Length Y = 0.4184 0.9890 0.296 
-----------------------------------~-----------------~----------
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changed and . ~onse~uently expend increased energy on 
physical activity aSWlll as on basal metabolic processes 
(Gross 1957). Iongterm :eesponse to given ionic conditi-
on results in enzymeic induction producing optimal 
eonclitions for energy supply (lange 1968) whereas for 
short-term changes the anirllal reacts by developing a 
compensatory response (I,ockwood 1976). 
~n the transplanted mussels growing on raft in an 
estuary, a compensatory lhechanism in respect of osmore-
gulatory behaviour was observed. As shown in Figure 4, 
the mussels develop an isosmotic internal mediUlfl to 
COntl) ensate for considerable lowering of salinity during 
the monsoon seas an (June - September). The compens8,t ion 
is achieved by the dilution of the body fluids, resulting 
in higher water cantentin the tissues. In the postmon-
soon, (October - January) and premonsoon (Febrw.ry-Hay) 
season, alipropriate compensatory mechanisrr, is exercised 
(Fie. 4) to counteract increasini, salt content in the 
envil"onment. I 
ANIWAL REPRODUCTION CYCLE 
A complex of physi ca 1 var iab les is thought to 
influence the sequence and timing of rei;roduction in 
mussels (Giese 1967). Besi. des the regulatory influence 
of exgenous factors like temperature, salinity, etc. the 
arulUal cycle of rejJroduction has dependence on the seascin-
al changes in the biochemical composition of the tissues 
(Dare 1973), ",.nd therefore, it was felt recessary to 
analyse the data on seasonal changes in temperature, 
salinity and biochemical constituents in relat.ion to 
maturation and spawning in raft grown mussels, 
•.. 11 • 
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As sh& n in Figure 5. 'in the transplanted mu-
ssels of mean size 7 - 8 mm, tile ii;ameto,senesis COIIunences 
in the first month (December). In the second month i.e. 
January (Fig. 5) more than 70% of the aaimals were in 
mat~ing sta~e . The matur~ gonads ~n small pr~portion 
(10;, ) were f~rst observed ~n the th~rd month (~ebruary) 
after transplant. The occurrence of uature/ripe gonads 
increased from 38% to 85~ in the succeeding months of 
harch t 0 l ~ay. Spawning, as evide med from the occurrence 
of ripe as well as spent gonads, oommences in the III 
;, 
month i. e. February and becomes intensive in ril,arch- April 
before attaining the peak spawning in Hay i.e. in the 
VI month si nee transplan t. The "rest ing phase" coincides 
with the heralding of monsoon rains in June . It is 
followed by the recurrence of immature gonads, in July; 
maturing in August and the spawning commencing in Septem-
ber, intensifying in Cctober and November . Thus, the 
species exhibit a prolonged breeding behaviour with spaw-
niI:\g peaks in the f?vouroo Ie se?so ns, before and after the 
monsoon. 
Annual cycle of reproduction is ,colsely associated 
(Fig. 5) witt the temporal variation's in telir~rature and 
salini ty. ~Ihile prollferat ion of germinal epithelium, 
ma turation of gametes and spawning maxima coincides with 
favourable condition of temperature, salinity and abund-
ance of food ma.teri al (Fig. 2) the resting phase coinc id-
es with the lowering of t emperature, salinity (Fig . 5) and 
scarcity of food. 
Similarly, the seaso nal change in some of the 
biochemical constituents, are associated'with the diffe-
rent pha ses of annual cycle of rer roduction. According-
... . 12. 
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ly, the protein and lipid content (Fig. 5) SM WS a 
decline coincidinb with the matura tion, spawning and 
phase of r ecovery during t he r est ing stage of gonads. 
Second maxima of prot e in cont ent in Sept ember (Fig . 5) 
can be a ttribut ed to the a bundance of food mat erial 
(1!'ig . 2). Car bohydra t e content exhibit an inverse 
rela tionship with the lipid content and t hus s erve s as 
a n i ndex of high glycogen metabolism during the period 
, 
of extreme environmental stress in the monsoon season 
(Fi g . 5 ) . 
The foregoing account of some a s pects of envi-
~onmental phys iology of raft grown mussels ca n be consi-
der ed asa ca se history , for ass essing the phys iolog ica l 
adaptations, an organism from marine intertidal r eg ime 
a cquires when transferred and made to thrive in an 
estuarine subtidal biotope. Not only doe s the organism, 
Perrg: viridis I ,. thrives under the changed environmenta l 
conditions, but establishes; i n the mos t successful way. 
It atta ins higher growth r a t e , propaga t es in tune with 
the environment and maintains a better me tabolic 
condition than in the marine env ironment (Qasi ill , Parulekar, 
Harkantra , Ansari a nd Na ir 19'77). Thus it ada pts bahavio-
ura lly, physiolog ica lly a nd b iochemically, not only to 
wide ranging externa l conditions but also r eSf onds 
appropria t e ly to r apid and irregular varia tions of these 
conditions. As dis cussed by ~ockwood (19 76), the breadth 
and flexibility of r e s ponse is -not bas~~ on the development 
of any fundamental new :process- but rather on the evolut ion-
ary adapta tion an~ Jllodification for differ ent process es 
already present in marine s];El cies. However, it mus t be_ 
I , 
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recorded, here tJ:iat the present set of ds.t a has 
further to be substantiated by experimental work 
e spe ci ally on oxygen uptake, r a te of grazing , energy 
conversion efficiencie s etc. for getting an insight 
into. the physi olog ica l ecolegy of raft grown mussel and 
the work i n this d ire ction i '3 in p regress. 
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INTRODUCT I ON 
In recent years c9Ilsiderable progress has been made 
in cultivating mussels in India. Hussel culture forms an 
important programme in the mariculture activities of 
countries like F:cance, Spain, Italy, Neilherlands and North 
-America. Hany countries in Asia like s~ngapore, Philippines, 
Thailand, Indonesia, etc., have also ta~en up mussel culture 
in recent years in view of its high production potential. 
In India the mussel culture has been taken up in 
a number of places. The Central Narine Fisheries Research 
Insti tute has been carrying out culture ;of brown mus sel, Perna 
indica at Vizhinjam and the green mu 
at Calicut and 11adras. Experimental wo 
has "been carried out in Goa by National 
Oceanography, Ratnagiri and Kakinada. A 
mussel culture has been taken up by the 
in Vizhi~jam. This shows the wide inter 
sel, ~" i.:..L_ viridis 
on mussel culture 
Institute of 
ilot projectOll 
overnmffit" of Kerala 
st that has been 
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,awakened for mussel culture in our country. 
India has a coastline of about 6100 km and offers 
iwlliense scope for mussel culture. Before a site is selected , 
for mussa culture a detailed study about the topography of the 
place, environmental conditions like salinity, oxygen, tempe- , 
rature, rainfall, pollution, etc, should be carried out. 
Let us first consider the different methods of mussel 
culture tltat are in vogue and the criteria applie'd for the 
site selection for farming by each method. 
DIFFER10Nr ttJETHODS OF CULTUR~ AND CRITS)UA FOR 
SITE SEl,BCTION 
A perusal of the available lit erature shows that the 
following method", are generally adapted for mw"se 1 culture. 
1) Husse l farming on sea beds. 
2) Husse l farming on rows of poles. 
3) i'iusse 1 farming on rafts. 
4) Hussel farming on long lines. 
5) hussel farming on racks. 
The success in f arming by any of the above methods 
, depends upon many environmental fact ors and 
be taken in choosing the site for farmi g. 
great care should 
Let us take up 
the methods one by one and sea what are the crit eria that 
should be applied in selecting the site ' . 
On bed culture: 
, I 
This type of mussel culture is t·delypr~Q.tJced in 
Netherlands, ~ngland and West Germa.n;)T. The farms are located 
from the low \-/ater level down to a dept of 5 or 6 meters • 
• . . 3. 
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The bed should be of firm texture consisting of sand and 
little mud. Areas with shifting sands and strong tidal 
currents are not suited for this type of culture. Tidal 
mud flats where mussels would be exposed for many hours 
between tides should be avoided since growth will be poor 
in these areas. 
The salinity fluctuations over the farm area should 
not be large. Sudden lowering of salinity below 20-25·/ •• 
causes heavy mortality. Areas subject to influx of fresh-
water are not suited for locating the farm. 
The water over the farm area should be fairly clear 
and rich in phytoplankton. large amount of silt in the water 
will choke the gills of growing mussels and interfere with 
their growth. Since wind exerts an influence on the amount 
of silt suspended in water, areas protected from strong winds 
S:l ould be chosen. 
The area selected should be free from the discharge of 
industrial wastes and sewage to prevent pollution. It should 
also be free of predators like star fis and crab. which cause 
damage to mussel beds. 
Sea bed culture has not been tried in our fountry. 
Hany shallow bali'S are available along our coast where this 
method of culture could be" practiced. Suitable sheltered 
areas are ava Hable inside most of the estuaries along the 
east coast. They are in cOillmunication with the sea for 6 to 
8 months and mussel parks coula be set up after preparing the 
beds. Since this is an easy method of mussel culture with-
out much capl t ·al investment, sui table 
ed for popularising muss~l culture in 
r 
reas could be select-
ur country. Shallow 
.. ... 4. 
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areas in :Falk Bay and Gulf of Hannar could be utilised for 
this type of culture. 
Pole Culture (Bouch ot method of France) 
This method is prevalent in Fra nce where musse ls 
are grown on r01,lS of long poles driven into soft mud of the 
tidal l 'egion. The ground should be gently sloping and 
tidal amplitude fairly high so that greater portion of the 
poles are ex~osed during 
selected with great care 
underlying obstructions. 
the pole should be driven 
10\'1 tide. The farm area should be 
after testing the bo.ttom for 
The lower 2 or 3 mete r length of 
into the substratum so that the 
1,01es could withstand the wave s and current. ArEjas in the 
sea where there is a thin layer of sand over rocky substra-
tum, as in Kovalam bay, are not suitable. Eales ~rected in 
such areas topple over when the sandy layer is eroded by 
current a nd waves. 
Areas e xhib iting wide fluctuations of temrerature and 
salinity should be avo ided. She lt e r ed a rea s shoJld be 
preferred as heavy m"ells and waves uproot the p.oles if they 
are not firmly fixed. Areas in the sea prone to infestation 
of Teredo sp., Phola~ s p . e tc, should not be selected. In 
course of time' the. submerged portions of the poles are 
h eav ily riddled with Ter edo and the poles break at t he wat_~:r: .. 
level when waves and swells sweep across the f a rm area. 
Suitable areas for _pole culture are available in 
kutch, Sunderbans and Andalilan --I~ iands vlhere tidal fluctue.t-
ions are high. I· . -
•••.• 5 • 
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Raft Culture: 
Raft culture is carried out in Spain extensively 
and very high production has been obtained by this method. 
Large rafts are anchored in deep bays and the mussels are 
grown on ropes suspended f rom the raft. The substratum 
should be of soft mud so that the rafts could be securely 
anchored. Areas with rocky outcrops should be avoided 
since the anchors are likely to get fouled up. Moreover 
swells wnen they pass over submerged rocky outcrops 
increase in height and disturb the rafts. 
For raft culture to be successful fairly calm waters 
are absolutely e ssential. If rough sea conditions prevail 
in the area selected for raft culture, the r aft will be 
tossed up and down violently. The mussel ropes as a result, 
swing violently and there is a likelihood of mussels falling 
down from the rope due to ropes getting entangled with each 
other . At the thle when seeded rope s ai'e suspended from the 
r aft. calm conditions are essential at ~ast for a few days 
so that the mussels cov.ld attach themselves securely on the 
ropes. vlaves seem . to influence the time taken to form the 
byssa l threads. If the substra tum i.e. the rope is in 
continuous motion , the mussels do not s ecrete the byssal 
thread s and fall t o the bottom of the sea when the cotton 
netting enclosing them disintegrates. 
Area s 0l,posite to or slightly south of the bar of a n 
estuary are not ideal to locate the rafts. During· tnera iny 
season these areas are subject to heavy _influx of fresh water 
and sudden lowering of salinity. Freshwater moves over the 
more saline water as a fast current and due to the preva iling 
... ... 6. 
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winds at that time is carried south wards. Hea vy morta-
lity of mussels in the top 0.5 - 1.0 meter of rope takes 
pla ce due to sudden lowering of salinity. 
Areas near submerged rocks abound with fishes bel on-
a:in$'~ to the !oj'enu'" Cn.,..nnx "nCl' "l" t a t' a S' at h . ~ c- '" _ -::.,:::::.::::: __ sF" . CAUB , ~_~ l er,-,, ' C op a-
gllS a r gu§., etc , and they caus e damage to the seeded r opes . 
Before the musse ls have time to secr ete the byssal threads 
for attachIT~nt, these fishes punc ture the netting cloth 
used for seed ing by constant nibbl ing and the s eeds fall 
out. The fishes damage the cloth whi l e feeding on the 
detritus which settle upon the cloth due to the filtering 
action Qf the lliussels . 
Another criteria which should be borne i9 mind is 
tha t the area selected for f arming should be as rear as 
possible to natural mussel 1;eds. Sillie the wholle culture 
operation at present ma inly d epend upon the mUs j e l seeds .th~~. 
settle profusely on rocks, locat ion of the site r' scu- Ile1'tural 
beds will cut down the cost of transport~.tion ~f - the seeds • . 
Since fouling organisms like ascidians, ,onges , etc., 
compet e for space and food with mussets on the clul ture rop es, 
areas which abound wi t h the above org nisms shoUld be avoided. 
. I 
The area selected for farhlin,g JnllSse-ls -"by Iraft should be 
free from pollution bj -ae.wag.e .. - jJssticides , indu, ltrial wastes, 
discha r ge from nuclea r power plants, oil spills a nd chelIdcals. 
1,Jl1ile selecting the site it should be borne in u) ind tha t these 
, 
pollutants a r e likely to be carr ied by ocean c~rent over 
long distance. 
To ensure high bacteriological purity th lilUSSe:LS 
should be cleaned and left in large t anksconta ning filtered 
..• 7. 
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pure sea water for about 24 ~ 48 hours. In order to cut 
down the cost of production the farm area should be located 
very rear or in a place where these infrastructure facilit.,. 
ies are available. 
Generally the fisherll1en resent the presence of these 
r afts in their fishing area . Bafts in tile inshore area are 
likely to hamper the shore~seine and drift net.' operations 
of the fishertilen . It will be a problelil to select a site 
which will not clash with the ilnterests of the fishermen. 
I, 
Suitable areas for raft culture could be found in the 
west coast of India and in Andaman Islands where there are 
numerous sheltered deep bays with calm conditions. 
Long Line method: 
In this method the mussel ropes are suspended from 
long ropes stretched between b~oys ai-lChored firmly on the 
sea bed . Floats are used at r egular intervals along the rope 
to prevent it from S8.6ging too m~ch and touch the bottom. The 
long line method can be used in f a irly deep waters. The area 
should be free from pollut. i on and have rich phytoplanktonL 
to ensure ra~id growth of mussels. Lproduction 
The long line method could be used in areas \vhere the 
, .-- ' 
sea conditions are rough and r afts are difficult to maintaiJ:l.-.. ---
The usefulness of this method is being evaluated ... a.ot..,:Kova-r-ru; 
not.." • 
Rack cultivation: 
In this method prac.tic.edl-:tn'-Yugoslav.ia. mussels are 
grown on racks which are kept submerged but well above sea 
I , 
bed. It is an ideal method for shallow creeks where low 
tidal current is present. This method has been succ'essfully 
- 8 -
used in Tuticorin for growing edible oysters. The 
growing mussels in the racks are likely to be covered by 
dense silt. The rack requires periodic cleaning in order 
to relIDve, not ,only the settled silt but also the predators 
that might have reached the rack. The wooden poles and 
racks are su'b j ect tv attacks of Teredo and are likely to be 
destroyed quickly. Sheltered conditions are essential and 
polluted areasLavoided, Creeks with influxoffreshwaterLto be 
are not, suitable. 
GE~TEHAI, CONSIDEHAT IONS 
Whatever method is adouted for mussel farming the 
success in farming depends to a larbe extent on the site 
selected. It lllay be stated that the site selected should 
be located in a sheltered area which is not subjected to 
extreme variations in temperature, salinity and oxygen. 
Areas subject to influx of freshwater should not be chosen 
for mussel culture since musse), cannot tolerate low 
salinity for long time. 
Hussel culture in estuaries and backwater areas cannot 
be carried out throuLshout the year since for part of the year 
the barLof mOst of the rivers remain closed. horeover L month 
estuarine areas are subject to human intrrference and are 
p~lluted by industrial "mstes ,and sewage. H~avy mortality js ' 
l:Ll<ely to occur to the ,mueeeTs when the ar:LG cLosed and 
the water gets more polluted. In Nussels grown in estuaries 
there is a possibility of bacterial load going up and the 
pI'oduct ma,y not be good for human consumption. 
Areas in open sea are generally )ree fro~ pollution 
and are suitab le for mussel farming. If the site is free 
..... 9. 
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from storm and cyclones and located in sheltered areas, it 
is ideal for mussel farming by raft method. The sea 
conditions playa vital role on the success of mussel farmi-
ng. Calm conditions are essential not only for the safety 
of the raft but also for successful spat fall and attachment 
of seed on the ropes. Fast experience at Kovalam shows that 
calm conditions are absolutely essential when seeded ropes 
are put on the raft. In fact the total production depends 
upon local weather conditions. In rough weather the mussels 
fail to produce byssal threads, fall down from the ropes 
and are lost for ever. 
Another point which should be taken into consideration 
is that although sui table vast areas are available for mussel 
culture it iliay not be possible to carr:i.'L'the cult1..U'e operation 
in many of the areas. Suitable areas in the open sea overlap 
the area of fishing operations by local fishermen. Rafts 
cannot be located in fishing areas sinqe its presence will 
interfere with the sl1Orc-s" i:le and dr' i~t net or-erations. 
Steeped as they are in age r:>lrl practic~ of capture fishery the 
fishermen, especially of Tamil Nadu, are very slow to 
appreciate new ideas. The idea of culturing marine animals 
is strange to the:n and lot. ai' l)ersuasion is reQuired even to 
tolerate the presence of rafts in thei~ fishing areas, leave 
along their active co-operation. The situation is bound . to 
change in the course of time when they realifjc . thect Iilari-
,', culture is another reward ing llJethod for improving the ir soc io-
economic conditions. 
. ..... . 
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PRESENT STATUS 
All leading mussel farming countries in the world 
product ng an.nually 330000 tons (weight in the shell) of 
mussels dep end on natural seed resources to meet their re-
qu-ir ement of seed, whether it is for bottom culture (Nethe-
rlands), bauchot culture (Fra nce), raft culture (Spa in), 
rack culture (Italy) or submerged pole cui ture (Phillippines). 
Hatc hery system of :mass seed production, therefore, has not 
become necessary unlike in the culture of other edible mollu-
scs like 0yst.ers , clams a nd abalones wher in sui t able t ec h-
niques are employed by the industry. ,"hi e the above systems 
confer specific advantages like productio of f ast growing 
and disease resistant str a ins tb-.rough cro s breeding and 
immunisation, mussel culture industry goe 
need for such developments, since non e of 
on without aoy 
the mussel farmiog 
countries has experienced s hortage of nat~ral seed sup ?ly . 
so far. The mll.s se l spa"tBsettle dowo a nd ~olo oisethe inter-
tidal rocky areas as well as hard substra ta of the subtidal 
zo oe. 
• .. • 2. 
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Myriads of seed thus availabl e are easily collected by 
simple inexpensive methods like picking or scraping. 
From table 1 below it may be noticed that i n many 
countries spat collection by employing collectors, mainly 
synthetic ropes is also bein g done . 
TllBLE 1. MU ":;SbL spa COLLECTI ON Hl :THODS llYIPLOYED IN 
DIFFERENT COUNTRIES 
-----.... -----------------.,....-------------....:.---~--------.---------
Country $eed coll ec ti on methods 
---------------------------------------"-------------------
1 . J.u s tralia 
2. France 
3. Germany 
4. Ind i a 
5. Italy 
6. Ireland 
7. Ne t h€r:J..aads 
8 . Newzealand 
9. Norway 
10. Philippines 
Thailan d 
11 • sc::>tland 
12~ Spain 
I 
13. Venezuela 
. ~ 
. . 
Jpat collecti::>n by suspending ropes 
Horizontally s treching coco fibre ropes 
under sea water; erecting Pine-pole s in 
shallow flats 
Suspen di ng ropes of different diam eters 
Natural bEds; suspending fril lE d ropes 
(nyl:m and coir); empL)yic g roofing 
tilES; layir.g concrete blocl;;s 
I 
Natural beds; empl oying artifi ci al spat 
collectors. 
Spa t transported from Sco tlan d 
Natural beds 
3uspEnding 'Sisal ' ropes; twi gs . 
Suspending 'Polypropylene' ropes 
Deployin g bamboo structurEs erected 
over shallow flats 
Suspending 'Cdr' ropes 
Natural grounds; suspending synthetic 
fi bre ropes from mussel Parks. 
Naturai grounds; suspending synthetic 
fibrE rop ES from mussel Parks • 
------------------------------------------------------------
. 'i I 
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Mussels which settle down on natural beds often . 
do not srow there satisfactorily from a variety of cause$ 
Prolonged exposure of such inhrtidal beds during low 
water neap tidE destroys the seed stock . Silting of such 
areas due to sand and mud thrown in by wave action 
Engulfing and destroying coloni.es of mussel spat season 
after season is another adverse factor. With increasing 
industrialisation of coastal belts the danger Qf cQastal 
PQllution upsets theeoQsysteID thus creating problems 
. _for seed settlemEmt and survival. This pr:Jblem is JBrti-
cularly r e levant tQ advanced sQuntri e s where thE coast 
line is res.tricted. In India this problem has not beccme 
acute so far. · ~I'hE abQvE consideratiQns would naturally 
imply that in the distant future hatchery seed prQduction 
may havE to bE restQrEd to for an assured seEd supply. 
,.part from repQrts of efforts in mass prQductiQn Qf· mussel 
spat in Polynesia ( ... quaco p , 1980) and l aboratory experiments 
:SlIDmarised by Bayne (1976) there app6ars to be nQ 0 ther 
attEmpts for contrQlled mussel SEed p~OductiQn. ~his gap 
in our knowledge needs to bE adequately filled . 
. I 
• .nother aspEct demandin " attenti:Jn l is thE developm ent 
of standardised tEchnique for th€ transport of mussel seed 
fran areas Qf availability to dista nt fark sites. For a 
I 
country like India wi th a long coast line and two distinct 
monsoon periods for the WEst and East coast thE above 
technique may btcome invalu able especiaily because of :hE 
p auci ty of grEEn mussel reSQurces along thE east coast . 
lherE is an e lEmen t of unc ertainty of see~ availability 
....... 4. 
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along east coast since the breeding stock is thin a1 d 
restricted to certain strips. 'I'he spawning SEason of 
east coast mussel happens to bE just 3 months prior to 
the outbreak 'of north east monsoon and the seeded stock 
may be destroyed by the actiVE mons:)on winds and choP9Y 
sea. ThE seed settlement in west coast is in OCt::lber-
November when mussels of size 25-30 mm can be collected 
and safely tran sported to faming sites 1in east coast. 
This would enable seeding in lJeceml:lr-Jarhuary period ' 
which happ'er:: s to coin dde wi th the aba t~mEn t of North 
East monsoan. ~h€ r afts car: also be safe ly floated and 
mu s s els grown to market siz,€ in a p Erio~ of 4-5 months. 
~h e <l bundan t, unutilized SEed re so urCE S ct WESt coast 
area i'ram Oochin -Malabar-Sou th hanara zone can bE purpo SE-
f'ully utilizeD. In the intEDsi ve d€VelpPIDent prograrmne 
of mussel culture mana€.em~'nt of SEEd reSOlICES is one of 
the PI' iori ty areas for atten tion. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Mussel cult~e b..as been proved as one of the feasible progra=es 
for large-scale production of cheap protein food in many of the European 
countries having considerable potential for production to the tune of 
600 tonnes/hectare as is reported.1i'O TI) Spain. It also opens new avenues 
for generating employment possibilities for Lmemployed. personnel and; ,-. ' , 
also for fishermen to take up as a subsidliary source of income in addi-
tion to their normal fishing activities, wei.ch ~ay help in improving 
their social condlitions also. 
The Frogress in the line of ~crk is rece t in India and the 
Central ~arine Fisheries Research Institute has initiated the work in 
1971 at Vizhinjam on clllturine brown mussels Perna indica and subsequently 
on green mussels f. viridis at Caliout and l'Ilad.ras. The results produced 
by 1'Iational Institute of Oceanography (Qasim et .':'l 1977) and the Konkan 
Krishi Vidya Paath, Ratnagiri are also encoura€fing. The central Marine 
~'isheries Research Institute has already , spons9red a pilot project, which 
has' oeen' taJ-:en up at Ilizhinjam by the Department of Fisheries, Government 
of Kerala. It is quite approvriate at this context to have a system design 
for mussel culture for formulating large-seal! programmes to be taken 
up whereever it is possible in the Indian coa t or elsewhere. The 
••• c .2. 
information given in this paper is only a broad outline of the system 
developed in many of the advanced countries and the production patential 
of mussel mlture and the system suitable for our condition which could 
be considered with marginal vari ations at different places depending 
upon· the cost of material and physical as well as biological features 
of the _environrnant while formulating projects. 
DIFBBF'.ENT ECOSYSTEMS·_AliD: .. 'I',c;,-srI'rKmE 
METHODOLOGY 
India is having an extensive ~oastline bordering the different 
maritime states with rocky as well as sandy shallow areas, intertidal 
fla ts, lagoons and bays wi th fully marine conditions where mussel 
culture is possible. As mussels prefer to have saline conditions 
ranging 25 'to 361«:>,suitable areas are to be identified at the above 
ecological regions before taking up l arge -scale programmes . As such 
rope culture using floati ng rafts a nd by us i ng longlines, stake cuI ture l 
tray culture and relaying or spreading mussels ih favourabl e shallow 
areas are the methods developed and suitable farming procedures are 
to be adopted for the respective areas . }!ormally cul ture programme 
no t only helps in increased production bllt ~ also help3 in conserving 
enormous quantities of spats or sced-muss~~~h.; inter:tidal 
areas which in course of time perish due to ·continued exposure. It is 
worthwhile 
ecological 
to mention A • the dirferent methods I sui table 
conditions in this connection. 
CULTIVATION IN DEEPER AREAS 
for the different 
Ropes suspended from fixed frames, loat i ng raft method or 
suspending ropes from long-l ines are the met ods adopted in various 
coUntries whereever the depth is more than _'ve metres. 
• .. ... ..3..------
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The method of suspending ropes from fixed frame is common 
in southern France, Spain, Yugoslavia and Italy (Maso n, 1972). 
However, this can be possibl e only along the border areas of the lakes 
in shallow regions and is a flourishing industry in Naples, Italy. 
An i mprovement on this method is made by suspending ropes from 
gloating frame work and this has been impressively developed in Spain. 
These structures are known as floating parks and are anchored in the 
Galici'an rias which fray extend up to 25 km length-wise and 3 to 12 kill 
width~ise ~nd having a maximum depth of 60 m. Earlier these rafts are 
constructed on old hulls of boats and at present four or more floats 
coated with cement or fibre. glass are used for floation. If the 
float is single it is 12 x 4 x 2 m and if four floats are used it is 
2.5 x 2 .5 x 1.9 m. (Andreu, 196€",;hyther,1968 ) . A f r ame-work 
of Eucalyptus beams is fixed over these floats and i s supported by iron 
stays from the end of beams to the masts fixed on the floats. Generally 
a typical raft su?ports 500 to 600 ropes and is of 20m2 area with a 
working platform and shelter for wor.kers. There are even larger rafts 
supporting even 1500 ropes (Andreu,1968 b) and
l 
the estimated cost in 
1968 for a typical raft is about £2200-2800 (\.iborg and Bohle, 1968). 
Anchoring is done by chain, 32-36 !!'or, tbic~me s s and 6 to 7 times that 
of the depth and using hllge cement blod,s as a chors. The annual mllssel 
prOduction is estimated at 50 tonnes per wch aft (Andreu,1968 0). 
At vif:hinjam, rafts of 5m x 5m are corstruc.twLl!.S~.l1IL~6 bamboos 
and using nylon rope of 4 mm th:i:ckn=s-.U>-·4;i;e-·them into a frame-work. 
Each raft is floate d using 4-6 empty oil barrels (200 litre) and in 
few cases a coating of fibre glass is given. Fhe raft i s anchored using 
12 mm nylon rope at four cornpr s and using grarite stones with iron 
clamps as anchors . This is found to be the c hpapest method for cal~ 
areas . }'or rough cond it ions additional teak pb les are llsed for the 
frame along wi th iron chain and iron anchors for anchoring- i:n·-the---epen 
sea as is done at Calicut. Experiment is in prof gres~ for a de sign of 
.. . ... 4 .. 
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submerged raft at Kovalam, liladras. ,A raft of the above dimension can 
support 50 ropes for culture. The annual production is estimated at 
3 to 4 tonnes if six metre seeded ropes are suspended. The production 
potential and rate of growth of ' brovm mussel Perna indi ca at Yi zhinjam 
bay is presented in table I and fig. I for further details. 
(1) Open Sea 
If wave~action i s prevailing heavy inve stment is required for 
keeping floating structures, at l ea st an average l ength of 5-6 metre is 
to be retained for the seeded portion of t he rope for getting good 
returns. The production per raft and per hectare will depend upon the 
number of ropes suspended in the area as well as the length of the 
seeded portion of each ropes and invariably whenever heavy inves tment 
is required for the construction of the raft as we ll as for anchoring 
them in the sea the above factor is to be given special consideration. 
It is already observed that a reliable average production of 10 kg/metre 
of rope l ength co uld be obtained per metre of seeded rope at Yizhinjam 
(Achary and Thangavelu, 1980 ) and the production cos t and returns can be 
computed as given el sewhere in thi s paper. If rafts cannot be 
permanently retained in the sea due to rough weather, an additi onal 
expendi ture for the Iseasonal operation also is to be anticipated. 
(2) ' Bays and Lagoons . 
Raft culture i s most successful in bays and l agoons whe r e 
depth is more than ' 5 me'tres and having a r ich production of phytoplank-
ton. Areas protected. by r eafs and or islands ' also can be included 
under this type of ecosyst em but the pro.duction can be at a. higher rate 
because of the frequent replacement of water by tidal action • 
• . . •• . 5. 
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CULTIVATION IN SHALLOW '1'IATERS 
The principle' involved is .to give a favourable environment, .. , 
for the mussels to grow at a faster rate compared wi th the growth at 
the normal mussel beds by either spreading them on very shallow areas 
having hard substratum or if the depth is at least 2 m. during the 
low tide; culturing them on stakes utilizing the three dimensional 
culture procedure. Since the procedure is too simple these methods 
have been evolved in U.K and France respectively much earlier to the 
introducti6n of hanging cu.lture in Spain. 
(1) Stake culture. 
This method is used since the 13th century on the western coast 
of France and even now is the principal method in France, (Aud~in, 1954) 
and is known as 'bouchot' system. Fine stakes are planted as collector 
bOUchots off from the shore. ' Poles of 4-5 m lebgth protruding 1.6-2 m 
are planted 35 cm. apart on the tidal flats. From these mussel spats 
of 20 mm size are collected and transferred to . earing bouchots planted 
at a distance of 75 em aod horrizontally interw ven with branches of 
willow or chestmlt tree. Seed mussels are then transferred to them 
in bags of fine mesh netting and after disinte ation of the netti~g, 
mllssels attach themselves to the rearing'hll;u:ch()l\;;s (lilason, 1972). The 
total length of bouchots exceeds 600 kID on the mid western coast of 
France (Lambert, 1939). Young (1969) reports about 900 kID of them. 
Since natural spat fall is not 
Brittany they are collected by 
available on me northern coast of 
. I 
suspending ~Ji T'DV"O ropes at the 
na tural be ds at laRochelle and are transferred o Brittany and wrapped 
spirally around the poles (Ryther, 19613) • At family , n average a 
maintains 10,000 to 25,000 pol,es in 1 ~:3.nce (lta on Loc cit) and the ,-_._-
total mussel production in France a!1X)unts to 3 -' 000 tonne s (FAa, 1970). 
•••• 6. 
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Obusen and Urbano (1968) ha"'re described the methods of 
Philippines. By this the stake method is used in two ways. In 
areas of about 2.5 m depth during low tide , bamboos are staked at 
a di s t ance of one metre in two rows and they are interconnected at 
the top by ho=izonta l bamboos. The second IOOthod Which is known as 
'wigwam' is by planting 8 radial bamboos just like the ribs of an 
umbrella from a central pole and the bottom portion of each bamboo 
will be staked at a slanding position 1 .5 to 2 metres away from the 
central pole. These nethods are known to give good prodl4ction of 
ml4ssels in philippines. 
In India, stake method is to Qe developed in shallow 
suitable areas. Experimental trials conducted at Vizhinjam bay 
using' transplanted bamboo poles has been fOWld successful and the 
production potential is given in t able I ani II. At Madras also 
this experiment is conducted at Kovalam in the open sea. 
BOTTOM CULTIVATION OR RELAYING I N FAVOURABLE AREAS 
'rhis method, being the su", ~,le s t, ha s been practiced in 
Great Britain, Ire land and many of t he Europe a n countries including 
Denmark and West Germany (Korring::>., 1970) 3J1 d!bas beccIDe the chief 
method in HollmJl. (Lambert, 1951) and D~.t ch mL:S~e l production has 
. I 
reached 1,00,000 tonnes per year (FAO, 1970). I Areas of 5 to 10 
hectares are alloted to f a rmers as IDusse l parks on a rental basis 
by the Government. Seeds are first transplanted to shallow grounds 
• 
and subse quently t o deeper areas (Havinga, 1956) and thinning is done to 
avoid overcroV.ding and for faster growth (::l'verson, 1968; Havinga, 
1964). As a ver y thriving industry, bottom c ultivation is a mechaJ1i.sed, 
activity in Balland using dredges of capacity 40 tonnes per hour 
" I 
( 'Valne, 1963). In Norfolk,England the annua~ output per man reaches . 
50-60 tonnes using hand net, rake, fork and , mall boat (navies, 1968). 
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Howeve~inIndia t his method is yet to be developed and suitable 
areas are to be identified for introducing the bottom culture of 
mussels. 
SYSTEM DESIGN FOR MUSSE L CULTURE IN INDIA 
The foregoing account gives a general picture of the 
various types of culture practiced in many of the developed countries 
and in Indi~ Rillall, medium and large-scale culture of mussels is to be 
taken up by identifying suitable areas in the different maritime states. 
Based on the e'I'Perimental re'sul ts obtained by Sta.k:3 and the rope culture 
method at Vizhinjam it has been pos sibae to trace the production 
pattern of the brown mussels (Achary and Thangavelu, 1980) and the 
investment required for taking up the work oy single fisherman, 
a group of fishermen wmrking under a village society or an enterpreneur 
may work as follows: 
SINGLE RAFT SYSTEM (5 m :x: 5 m) 
I Investment 
1. Bamboo @ lis. 15 x 36 
2. Nylon rope 0)) Rs. 30 x 6kg 
x 8kg 3· " 
4. " x 50 kg 
5. Granite block and Iron 
clamp @ Rs. 40 x 4 
6. Diesel barrel (200 litre ) 
@ Rs. 60 x 6 
7. Fabrication and Launching 
8. Unfo== expenditure and 
working capital 
Total 
Rs 
540 
180 
240 
1500 
160 
360 
120 
400 
3500 
.. .. 8. 
II Operational cost 
1 • collection of seed, 
2. Cotton netting 
). Mainte :1anQ8 of Raft 
6 drums (150 + 360) 
40 Unfor"s~'1 expenses 
- 8 ~ 
seeding etc. 
and cost of 
Rs o 
300 
190 
510 
100 
Total operat ional cost 1100 
' III Sale value of Mussel 3000 kg 
@ Rs . 1. 6 (6 m rope @10 rlg/m x 
50 ropes) per Kg. 4800 
IV Gross surplus (III-II) 3700 
V interest 'on capital @ 9% 315 
VI Depreoi ation @ 20 % 700 
VII ' Net surplus 2685 
,VIII Income of Fis mrman 2685 
IX Percentage retllrn on Capital 76.71 
X Income for fi sherman i.f 
two rafts are maintained 5370 
If imo rafts are managed by a single fisherman family the 
, ~~turns may COFB to Rso 5370/- per season provided the '~uality of seed 
and transplantation season are properly maintained and periodic 
husbandry work is ' done upto the harvest stage properly . This system can 
I 
wor-k as a small sca.le prol::,Tamrue whereever seed mussels a.re available 
in the nearby area and suitable farming area is also availabl e near 
the farmer's village . 
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50 RAFT SYSTEM FOR MEDIUM SCAlE OPERATION 
I Investment for 50 r afts 
(Rs, )500 x 50 ), ' 
Manage:rent and other 
expenses @ 30.10 
Total 
II Operational cost 
(Rs', 1100 x 50) 
III Sale value of musse l 
Rs, 
1,75,000 
52,500 
2,27,500 
55,000 
(3 tonnes x 50 x Rs 1600/ tonne) 
IV Gros s sll:rplus (III-II) 
V Int erest on capi tal @ 9 % 
VI Depreciation @ 20 % 
VII Net surplus 
VIII Ne t profit 
I X Per centage return on 
capital 
20.475 
45,500 
1, 19, 025 
52 . 31 
2,40,000 
1,85.000 
1,19,025 
X Man power re'l.uirement 4250 man days for farming work. 
This coul d be t ake n up by a g~oup of fishermen or by coopera tive 
aotivity, . The s uihtability of the area is to be considere d with priority 
and technical as well as management support is also to bs given bsfora 
cOITrrnitt ing with heavy inv8stm,",nt . .. ." - .. - . 
• ••• • 10. 
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STAKE METHOD Fm MEDIUM lEVEL OPERATION 
(System of 10,000 stakes of 2+' m length and 
areal stake' per he ctare ) 
1 .5 m settlemtnt 
I Investment 
1. Bamboo 5 m. 2500': :@Rs. 15 
(split and cut into 4 pieces) 
2. Netting 2500- m. 
3. Seed (2 kg/m . and 1.5 m. each 
for 10,000 poles) 
4. Seeding charges Re. 1/Pole 
for 10,000 stakes . 
5. Unfo~~n expenditure 
Total 
II Sale value of mussels 150 tonnes 
@ Rs • 1600/tonne 
(@ 10Kg/m production for 1.5 m) 
III Gross surplus (II-I) 
Interest @ 9 1~ 
IV Net profit 
V Percentage return on capital 
Rs. 
37,500 
15,000 
30,000 
10,000 
7,500 
1, 00,000 
9,000 
31 % 
2,40,000 
1,40,000 
1,31,000 
VI Man power requirement 4000 man ays fo r farming work. 
Even though this system is to vo.rk .. ag . ..a. med.ium l evel operation 
.-_.-
this method Ci.lso ~s _ a,n advantage that those f shermen who can operate 
wi th even 100 or 200 stakes adjacent to their esidence, where shallow 
areas and seeds are available, it can be a sub idiary income for the 
' family and such small unit system alSo can be 'ntroduced in suitable 
ar.aas. 
• ••• 11-. 
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TABlE I 
Average production per metre by culture at Vizhinjam (Weight in 
Kg . including on e 11) 
- ------------
Month 
• 
By rope 
culture 
----------
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
september 
October 
November 
December 
, .. 
10.166 
12.942 
·~5 . 816 
17,. 360 
18.512 
22~969 
16.204 
13.697 
13.258 
Average production per ruetre 
(in Kg.) 
By bamboo 
culture 
8.621 
10·505 
12.835 
16 .065 
14.352 
19.163 
15.577 
14.545 
11.063 
Average for 
Rope & Bamboo 
9.640 
12.115 
14·831 
16.947 
18.613 
21 .737 
15·987 
13·977 
12.533 
Retarded 
seed mussel 
1.848 
3.045 
2.467 
2.292 
2 .222 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
••. 14· 
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TABLE II 
Average yield of flesh in ~ . per me tre by calture at 
Vizljinjam 
I 
- - - - - - - "- - - ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------
Month 
Average prodaction per mtre 
(in Kg. ) 
By rope 
culture 
By bamboo 
culture 
Average for 
Rope & bamboo 
-------------------------
March 
April 3.773 3.123 3. 551 
May 5.895 4.369 5. 377 
June' 6.499 5.211 6.025 
July · 7.362 5-5C)O 6.764 
August 7.083 4·918 6.383 
September 9.735 7.222 8.942 
October 6. 262 6.039 6.185 
November 5.120 5.786 5.340 
December 5.283 4.389 4.981 
- - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Re t arded 
seed mllsse l 
0.631 
1.1 04 
0. 914 
0.728 
0.819 
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INTRODUCTION 
Mussels are sedentary a nimals growing attached to 
hard substrates along the coasta l region by means of self 
secreted threads called byssus. They can be transpl anted 
fr om their natural habitats t o any artificial hard objects 
in the s ea where they will re-attach secreting fresh byssus 
threads . This unique character of mussels is t aken 
advantage ' of culturing these an imal s . I Mussel cul ture is 
being practiced in Franc e since the beginning of thirteenth 
centuary. From there it spr ead t o countries such as 
Spain, Holland , Belgium, Italy, Philipp ines, U. S. it , 
Australia and New Zealand , where different techniques are 
adopted depending on the hydrographic , social and economic 
cond i tions. In Ind i a mussel cul:iur.e-has been introduc ed 
only very rec ently. In 1971 the Central Mar ine Fisheries ~ 
Research Institute, initiated culturing of brown mussels 
at Vizhinjam Bay and later successful experiments were 
c onducted at Calicut and Madras in 1975 , to study the 
poss ibili tiaa .. ..o.£ .' c.ul:tY.rinK ,mussels in. the open sea . 
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TECHNIQUES OF J1USSEL Fl,RMING 
Differ ent method s are adopted for the culture of 
mussels such a s the sea bottom culture, pole culture, long 
line culture and raft culture. 
SEA BOTTOr-! CULTURE 
This t e chnique is '" , '.dely pract is ed :: .. '1 Netherlands 
and in a numb er of other European countri.es including 
Denmark ,and West Germa ny. The principle of bottom culture 
is the transfer of seed or jU~Tenile mussels from areas - of 
great abundance where growth is very poor due to over-
crowding t o areas of fast growth a nd f at tening potential. 
Seed mu..::1Sd :!.. s d .redge~ f:=o;:n -t!.12 .ca·~:..:..:-.:::..J b eds are spxeac. in a 
thick layer in the shallow gr ounds. Whe n they have reached 
a length of about 25-30 mrn they are thinned out and trans-
ferring the excess portion to deeper areas for fast growth 
and fattening . When ready for marketing the muss els are 
I 
dredged and dumped in a thi.~k la.re!' in an ax'ea of little 
tidal mov~ment f!'se from d!'tfting s~ld, where they are left 
for 48 h01J.rs to rill t hense1v 1es off s~lt. When mussels are ·· ·· 
2 to 2t years old they attain a 21ze 10i about 60 to 70 Illi" 
and aI'e r eady for harv 9.3 'v • 'Ihe ch~ ('4 adv antage of bottom 
cul'vivation ts tha"t the mllsseb are f qr most part of the 
time in wate;c and therefo:ce feee: l onger. The main drawbacks 
are expossure to bottom pr.edat ors like "tar fishe.s .. and 
,::cabs. and n eeel to :Jlean the mussel.s of silt. 
Pole cu:L tur e is the oldest anq pri~c ipal method of 
hlUssel fa rmi.l1[', in France. In th_'.s Method muss els are 
grovm on rmlS of .poles err e ct·ed in t he intertidal area. 
!lluSE'E:l se ed o!' C'Jat is call ected on spat collector poles 
••• :3 
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errected near the natural bed. When the seed mussels 
reach a l ength of about 20 mm they are taken out at 
int ervals and transferr ed to rearing pol es closer to the 
land. The poles are 75 cm apart and are set in r ows at 
right angle to the shore. The seeds are attached to the 
rearing poles in bags of fine netting which rot and fall 
apart after the muss el s attach themselves to the poles, 
by bysous threads. As the mussels grow they are thinned 
out in order t o r educe competition for f eod and the 
thinninc,/il are transferr ed to a nother reG.r ing posts. 
J..nother s eed collectio{l technique recently practic ed in 
France involves susp ending l oosely woven r opes 13 mm in 
diameter a nd 3 meter long in the intert i dal reg i on near 
natural b eds . iii th i n 3 weeks seed mussel s of <,.bout 5 to 
10 1llffi·.siz.e will b e conc entrat ed in the crevices b etwee n 
the strands o~e r opes . The r op es are then wrapped 
--
around poles driven -Tn--';·he intertida l fl a ts. The muss els 
quickly b ecome established on the poles. The procedure 
is simil~ to the traditionRl method . The mussels are 
thinned out perbdical ly as they .l;1'OW and wrapp ed roun d 
other poles . By the end of S e CO~](1 yeaJ the mussels ar e 
harvested, and mark"ted havi ng r e2.ched a size of about 
50 mm. 
-~ 
The m2in adve.ntage of pole culture is th • ..t,-tne" 
-~~ 
mussels are l ess expo s ed t o the bottoffi l l i Ving predatory 
crabs and star fishes . Pr ed a tion is frr ther r educed by 
the adoption. o:C.P]_.a.s.:tio--..sh.."oa.:l:bz:cround th e be,se of the 
pole. The ma i n drawback hOW ever -;:;-thb.t,--thB mussels are 
expo sed a t low tide especi8.1ly on spri ng tide and s o l ess 
time is availab l e f or feeding growth and f att ening. Also , 
the poles are vulner ab l e t o s t orms. 
• •• 4 
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LONG LINE CULTURE 
The long line method of mussel farming was intro-
duced very recently in Europe. This method is very 
successful in open sea mussel farming. Long lines are 
50 to 75 metre long and consists of a pair of ropes strung 
between two parallel pair of metal, wooden or stylofoam 
floats. Each end of the line and sometimes the middle is 
anchored. Floats arc spaced 3 to 7 metres apart. Mussel 
seeds are. collected from natural beds and transplanted 
over the rc)pes and suspended from the long lines 2ebout 
0.5 metre 2epart. The mussel growing rupes should not be 
allowed to tau qh the bottom at any time. The growth in 
this system is very rapid. 
RLFT CULTURE OR SUSPENDEr CULTURE 
The raft culture techn i~ue has undergone the gI'eatest 
developmGnt in reoent years offering the best prospects 
for farming of mussels in the ,,!lie!., tax'ed and 'open c02.stal 
waters. ~his method is generally used ' in waters more than 
three metres depth. The nature of the sea bottom is not 
important beCam;B--_~h.?_ , .~.':l~£-=~_d ed, ropes _Ir~ not touching the 
bottom. The raft is rather a"ol.ffiple aeViee. In the 
beginning the rafts were made from tbe Ihulls of old fistlir:&_--------
vessels to provide floatation and the top is equ)J2ed-w:ttll 
a wooden frame work from which the rOPfs are suspended. 
Very recently specialised rf1:fts he_ve bfen developed and the 
modern rafts commonly have four or morr lorge wooden 
floats covered with cement or fiberGlass to protect the 
wood from marine boring organisms. an i the top of the 
floats fr2-me work of wooden beams are provided, about 
6 ' L th h fhn Sl'ze 50 to 0 cm apart, from wh'L-Cl± , ,-<2 .. r.DQos are ung. ~ 
-_. __ . - - ----
of the raft V8J'y but an aver are r2.ft is 20 x 2O--metre siz~_ " --
: •• 5 
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and will accommodate 500 ropes. 
have constructed stronger rafts 
Recently large operators 
of about 700 square metre 
size for use in more deeper waters. Such rafts can hold 
1000 ropes. 
In India the suspended culture or raft culture 
method was found to be more suitable and a series of 
experim~ntsare being conducted en this method in bay and 
open sea since 1971. Square rafts of 6 x 6 metres are 
found more suitable in the bay whereas rafts of the size 
8 x 8 metres are found to be ideal for the open sea 
conditions. The main frame work of the raft is made of 
teak wood poles having 6 to 8 metres length and 20 to 35 
cm girth. In the open sea rafts are made of 10 numbers 
of teak poles whereas the rats in the bay are made of only 
8 numbers of teak poles. The poles are tied together using 
coir and nylon ropes of 5-7 mm thickness in the shape of a 
square raft. The raft is pr'l' l~'''(~ with a trellis work of 
12 numbers of s01::'<1 (Kallan:, -1JiJ.J1,boo poles of 12 em diameter, 
which wer e tied to the ma;_L _fn:.rJe './o:.'k of teak wood poles. 
Nylon ropes are found more durab~~ a~d strong when compared 
to the coir ropes.· Five to six empty sealed metallic drums 
of 200 litres capacity are used as floats. These drums are 
tied to the main frame work of teak wood poles, at four 
corners and at the centre. The l number of floats have to be 
increased as the weif ht of ';he taft incr eases due to the 
growth of muss els, so as V) keer the raft floated well above 
the water level inorder to aVOip the damage caused by 
marine borers and foulers. A few wooden planks are fixed 
over tlle r :l ft to provide wc::kine: space. 
The rafts are towed to the farm site with the help 
of a mechanised boat. Two to three grapnel type or danfarth 
• •. . 6 
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types anchors each weighing 100 to 125 kg are used for 
anchoring the raft in position . Tested iron chains of 
11 to 13 rom line diameter size having a l ength of about 
3 to 4 times the depth of the farm site are used re anch('r 
chains . Proper anc horing is of gr eat importance especially 
in the open sea. After anchoring it has to be checked if 
possible with the help of divers . Flags and warning wink 
I 
lights are to be provided to Keep the ' fishin" or 
! 
sailing vess els away from the ,farm ar ea . 10 the bays ir0n 
aochors ;;lnd anchor chains are not necessary because !"If the 
calm nat ure of the water. Gra nite blocks of 100 kg weight 
are used as anchors . These gran i te blocks are drilled a t 
the centre and a nchor clamps are pruvided to tie the 16 mm 
nylon ropes to use as anchor ropes . Four such anchors are 
used one a t each corner of the raft . When a series !"If r afts 
ar e used in the bay the number of a nchors can be reduc ed . 
but in the open sea each raft has to be anchored separately. 
CULTURE T~CBNIQUE 
Mussel seeds are to be collected from the natural 
muss",l beds . Seed mussels of l ength varyi ng from 20 to 35 mm 
are found to be ideal for s eedi ng. Seed s collected from the 
submerged rocks are far better than those from the inter -
tidal exposed rocks, as t he small mussels available over the 
intert i dal rocks may be of stunted growth . Before 
I 
traQsplantation seeds· are to be cleaned properly in sea 
water to remove the adherins mud par~icles and epifauna. 
Mussel seeds can live out of water for about 24 hours 
provided they are not expcsed to su n. Transportation o.f seeds 
from the collection centr es to the f arm area and, the whole 
seed ing process has to be completed wi thin this period . 
The s eed i s gener ally transported in gunny bags in moist 
condi tion . Seeds can be stored in l arge cement t anks 
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provided with sea water circulating system. In such tanks 
the seeds can be kept for 2 to 3 days . 
Nylon ropes of 14 Inm diametre or coil' ropes ran g ing 
from 20 to 25 mm, d iametr e are used for seed ing. The coil' 
rop es ar e more ideal for the initial attachment of the seed 
mu'ssels du'e to its rough fibrous na ture, but they are not 
durable . They can be used only for one sea son. Nylenropes 
can b e us ed for a minimum c£ 4 seasons . The l engt h of the 
repe usea for seeding is decided according ,to the dep th at 
which the r a fts are anchored. Experj,ments have shown that 
6 to 10 metre l e ngth of the rope is ideal for seeding • 
. Incr easing the l ength ()f the rope is not advisable sinc e 
there is every chanc e of th e rope get ting en tangled or 
twisted each. other due to water curr ents. About 750 to 
1500 gm of juvenile mu s s els can be seed d t o on e metre 
l ength of the rope. Th e s eeds are k ep t a r ound the rope and 
securely attached by e nclosinr, and stit hing in knitt ed 
cotton o~b~ndage cloth Df 25 em wi dt h. The knitted b a nian 
cloth having 5 rom mesh s ize are more sUl.table because they 
disintegra t e quickly a nd hav e mOTe elasticity. Before 
s eeding small wooden pegs or SI'~' ~ '3i'B are inserted to the 
ropes at intervals of 40 to 50 em to a'Toid sl i page of mussel 
se eds 'from the rope after s eed i ng. In ' he upper portion 
. of the rop'e about one metre is left fre for tying t he ,rope 
to the r aft. The .seeded ropes are to b suspended from the 
tr ellis work of bamboo po l es of t he raf a t about 0.5 to 
1 me tre apar t "ith the lower fr ee e nd a out 2 metre above 
the bottom, for elemina ting the bo tt'Jm redators. The seed 
. muss els get attac hed over the rop es wi,t in 2 to 3 days a nd 
the cloth covet dis int egrat es in sea 'Nau er within 10 days . 
---.. 
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MAINTENANCE OF' RJJi'TS 
Periodic visit to the £arm is essential for the 
inspection uf the rafts and suspended ropes. Oil 'barrels 
used as floats may develop holes, they have to be replaced 
immediately. The damages caused to the frame work of the 
raft should be attended to immediately. Due to the 
increase in weight of mussels raft show a tendency to sink, 
more floats have to be provided. Occassional thinning of 
the over-crowded mussels from the ropes may be necessary 
and these thinnings can be transplanted on to other ropes. 
If the water .in the farm area gets polluted due to red-tide 
or blooms of other toxic marine organisms etc, the rafts 
have to be towed to safer areas. ·· !J[easures against. unusual 
predation as noted at Vizhinjam bay in 1979 (Appukuttan,MS) 
are also to be taken. 
Spawning of mussels will take place in the farm much 
earlier than in the natural beds. In the Calicut area 
green mussels in the farm wi:l s~awn toughout the season. 
Artificial spat collectors like roof ti es, cement blocks 
asbestose sheets, strings of c<)')<):l'.l.t sh Ils, split bamboo 
peles, cOir ropes, frilled nylun rcpes nd iron happas 
covered with nylon netting can be used for the collec'Uon "f 
spat from farm in the bay as well as in
l 
the open sea, 
Roof tiles, iron happas and fr illed nylpn and. coir ropes 
are ideal material for spat :::ollection. 1 
The harvesting of the mussels ha,s to be done when 
they are in the prime 
this condition 5 to 6 
reach a size of 50 to 
condi tion. T'he ~rown mussels reach 
months after see9ing, when they 
60 mm. The green mussels will attain 
months after seeding when they reach a this condition 5 to 6 
size of about 70 to 90 mm. 
I 
, But in the open sea mussel 
culture, very often, the onset of monsoon forces a premature 
harvest, whereas in the case of bays harvesting can be made 
as and when the mussels grow to marketable size. 
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I In India a sizable commercial fishery for green 
mussels exists along the Malabar coast only. The green 
mussel. beds extending from Calicut to Kasargode is roughly 
estimated to spread to an area of 2500 hecrlares .• ... The beds 
are scattered from the intertidal region to an area of a1iout 
10 metres depth. In this area annual potential stock of 
about 8000 metric tonnes of mussels are available. From 
the important mussel landing centres in l the Malabar region 
an annual average of about 2500 tonnes of mussels are 
collected. 
The russel fishery extend only for a period of 8 to 9 
months from September to May. During , June; July and August 
mussel picking is not possible due to ~he monsoon. The 
important fishing method is collection of mussel by diving. 
The divers gJ in a canoe or floating logs locally known as 
"mutti" to the submerged rocks away from the shor p. They 
dive and collect mussels by hand using share iron chisel 
for scraping the mussels from the rocks. Abou.t 800 people 
.... 2 
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.are engaged in mussel fishery from Kasargode to Challium 
near Calicut. Out of this about 400 are ac tual divers who 
collect mussels from the submerged r ocks and the rest 
are engaged in marketting. The fishing is carried out . in 
l ow tide, calm water and sunny days . The fishing duration 
varies pepending upon the availab ility and market demand. 
Generally the fishing time i s from 07.00 hours to 14.00 hours. 
Fisherman Can collect on an average about 45 kg of mussels 
per day. He sells this to the merchants at thelandi~g 
centre at.a fixed rate of Rs . 0 . 50 per kg; The mussel 
fishing fisherman thus earns about Rs 2 .50 per day. One 
kg of mussel in the market fetches a pri e of about Rs . 1. 25 . 
f1USSEL PRODUCT I ON IN CT] SYSTEM 
In the culture system a standard aft of the size 
8 x 8 m can hold 100 mussel ropes Each of an average 
length of about 6 metres. One metre lengtll of this rope 
is s e eded with about 750 gm of mussel sed. At this rate 
for seed ing all the ropes in a raft about 450 kg of seed 
will be necessary. After five months one metre length of 
the seeded rope can pr oduc e about 12 kg of mussels and the 
production fr om one rope will be 7 2 kg of mussels. The 
whole r aft can thus prod uce 7200 kg of mussel&._ 
ECONOMICS OF MUSSEl, CULTURE 
I 
The economics of mussel culture mainly depends on 
the market price of mussels. 
muss el f etches[price of about 
At present one kg of cultured 
Rs . 1.25. On the basis of 
this the expenditure and income fr om a single mussel 
cultur e r aft are given below: 
.~ 
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CAPITAL COST OF ONE RAFT FOR 3 ¥El\RS 
1 • Teak poles 10 Nos (Rs. 25/- per pole) 250.00 
2. Bamboo poles 12 Nos (Rs.15/-
3. Anchors 100 kgs 2 nos 
4. Anchor chain 100 kgs 
5. Nylon ropes 6 kgs 
6. Shackles etc . 
Total 
RECURRING EXPENDITURE 
1. Oil drums 5 Nos Rs. 100/-
2. Coir ropes 300 kgs 
3. Knitted cotton cloth 
4. Seeding expenditure 
5. Expenditure for farm management 
Total 
ie., The total expenditure for 3 years 
3250 + ( 3000 x 3 ) 
Salvage value of the raft after 3 years 
, 
" 180.00 
1000.00 
1400.00 
170.00 
250.00 
3250.00 
500.00 
1500;00 
400.00 
200.00 
400.00 
3000.00 
Rs. 12250.00 
Rs 500.eO 
Depreciation of the raft after 3 years l Rs 2250.00 
One mussel -culture ra;f.t can hold _100-mussel culture ropes 
and the average production per rope in one year is 50 kgs 
of mussels. 
::e:::et::::eY:::d1f::mm:s:::: per year
J 
=50::~~500~~~~e~; 
The total return for 1 year = 5000 x 1.25= Rs. 6250.00 
ie., the average return for 3 years = 250 x 3=Rs 18750.00 
Total profit at the e.nd of 3 years = Total revenue -
" \Total cost including depreciation - salvage value) = 
18750.00 (12250 + 2250 - 500) = 18750-1400 = 4750.00 
, -
Therefore the profit for 3 years = Rs 4750.00 
• •• 4 
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Till recently mussel was considered as a poor 
man's food, but of late it is becoming mor e and more 
papular. With the increas ing demand, margin of profit 
from the system would be considerably enhanced • 
... 
. - . 
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INTRC;DUCTION 
I 
Brown mussel is distributed along the Southwest 
Coast of India and is much relished by the people along 
the coastal area. Considering the vast potentials of 
this resource, the Central l'1arine Fisheries Research 
Institute Carried out a preliminary survey to assess the 
stock along the coast and also initiated experiments on 
culturing the mussel a t Vizhiojam froIl) 1973 onwards. ' The 
abundance of planktonic larvae, the dense settlement of 
spat in the inter tidal rocky area around Vizhinjam and 
the availability of a protected bay su i table for culture 
work were the important f actors in initiating mus s el 
cui tur e experiments at Vizhinjam. Initial exp eriments in 
th.e Bay have shown that Spanish method of' raft or rope 
culture yield ed higher than the natural production and is 
most ideal metbod of culture to this area. 
• •.• 2. 
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THE NATURAL MUSSELPROTIUCTION 
At ~izhinjam the mussels are found attached to 
rocks and ether hard objects along the intertidal area 
upto a depth of about 15 meters . Generally mussels do 
not move about cnce they settle over these substrata. 
80 far no s ,y-stematic attempts were made t" estimate the 
potential and the exploited stocks of mussels fr0m 
Indian Coast. Jones and Alagarswami(1973) made a 
preliminary survey of the mussel fishery resources of 
India and' estimated the tcta l mussel l anding as rougbg 
1000 n:e tric tonnes.Fo Vizhinjam ar ea the total l and ing 
was 180 tonrnes. A r ecent survey conducted for 
estimat ing the potential stock and exploited stock of 
brown mussels in the natural bed revealed that the 
Vizhinjam area, frem Kovalam to Chowarah, 10 Km stretch 
of coastal line with continuous stretch of intertidal 
rocks with dense settlement of bz'own mussels is highly 
productive. For calculating the potential stock in the 
natural bed, munbercf r8.t1dt'm ~am9les were taken from 
unit area at di.fferent cen~r"s around Vizhin jam. 
Explo i ted stock was est~ma·';ec :f'ro.ffi the average catch per 
person per day, average numbe.t' of persons e ngaged in 
mussel picking anq number of' active f ishi ng days • 
The fishing starts frem October and lasts till 
May with a pe~k during December to .February in this area . 
The fishe.rmen re8ch th," f!luss'3l b ed b.y swimmihg or by 
catamarans a nd collect mURRels ranging from 45 to 60 rom 
size. The niuss_els attached to hard substrata are scraped 
out using sharp ··chissel and collected in nylon bags or 
'mal ' tide around their waist. From deeper waters mussels 
are collected by diving. 
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The important mussel centres around Vizhinjam 
Viz. Kovalam, Avadl!.thura, Pulloorkonam, Vizhinjam , 
Kottappuram, KarirJpa lly, lvlulloor-Pulin)n l"ly and 
Pulinkudy-Ch.owar a h were selected for e sc;ima ting the 
pote n~i al stock <'.nd exploit ed stock. The tota l estimated 
muss e l bed fer the wtwl e area i s 17.44 ha. TJ.e random 
sampling revealed that 5kg of mussels are found in a 
square metre area and thus tf:te potential Rtock could be 
estimated as 872 tonnes. Regarding the exploited stock 
the average catch per person per day during an active 
fishing season is 14 kg. and the total fishermen engaged 
in mussel picking ar e roughly 325 per day. Average 
fis hing days for a s eason is 50. Bas ed on these details 
the tota l exploited stock could be <>omputed as 227.5 ' 
tonnqs of mussels every y e ar . Th is stilOViS that out of the 
I 
pot e nti al stookestimatec, only 26 per c e nt is being 
emplMted every year. A preci se estim& t e for Vizhinjam 
centre alone by r egnlar s<J E';>li ng f rOID 1976-79 has revealed 
that the yearly explo it ed s-t: c c]- Y3Ti e fro:n 4 to 15 tonnes 
per hectar e depending on the v c"2' i a t i o in the settlement 
rate in ths natnral ber!. l"rom dl<:.uir and ioforll]F'tioo 
gathered from fishermen , it was under 
was the same at other c e tltr es also . 
Muslim fishermen go fo r mussel pickin 
toad that the tr end 
r 'ostly Harijan and 
in this ar ea . 
Me thod of dispos a l of exploited s tock from a ll these 
centres ar e id e ntical . The Eluss els brought by fishermen 
are cl e aned , grad,3d a nd s rId ' in numb8rs to the merchants. 
The Ir.us s el i s t a k en to interior markets by local merchants 
as head l()ad or cycl", load packed in gu nny b ags or baskets. 
The av erage s i z e of shell varies from 45-60 mm . and the . 
l arge s ized mussels loca lly called 'muthuva' varies from 
...... 4 .. 
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65-80 mm. The maio ·marke t c entres for'browo mussel are 
located Boround 20 kilomet ers rad i ';19 of Vizhinj am and 
nearby plac es. 
100 nllmb ers of mllssels cost Rs. 3 to 7 a nd the 
average pX'i ')c c alc ula ted I'rom the disposal rat e f or the 
las t IO'.,lr ye,l.t~s is Rs . 4 . :;)arge mussels ('mlJ.c.huva chippi') 
are sold u,sually for Rs . 6 to 10 . ]i'rom observation it is 
not ed that 100 numbers of marke t able sized mussels weigh 
3 kg. K"eping the total cxplo i t e d stock as 227 .5 tonnes 
the eGtimr:Dted cost nf mussel s explo i ted frnm Vizhi njam 
area is roug hly Rs . 3,00, 000 atJ d the income of El.tl active 
fisherman per da y during fishing seaso.n is about Rs .1 8;50 ~ 
!'rUSSEL PRODUCTION IN CULTURE SrSTEH 
Among the five diff er e nt types of mussel culture 
met ho ds y_~~. sea bl'ttom cuI +'uT e , pole culture , r ack cul-
ture, Inog ·line cult~re an ~ =e¥t cult~re practiced in 
differ en t co untri f~s , r a:':t C',, '~ ';'1.:'8 '",as tried at Vizhinjam 
bay on experimental b~'ri'l8 1:' l,,:: ,~ frJ m 1973. It was found 
tha t r aft or r 0pe C'.,ll ture i s El U i t able for large scale 
produc t ion of bro1t!t' mu sse l at Vizh i njam . 'Simi l ar experi -
ments conducted in th.e coastal waters lof Calicut , Madras 
and Goa on green mussels a l s" proved ~ uccessful 
(Kurj,akose ()\IS) Rangarajan (MS ) and QiaSi ID §t a l (1977). 
Experimeots CY) nduct ed a t Vizhiojarn Bey has shown 
that Spanish type of raf+, r o.ng ing from 6 x 6 meters to 
10 x 10 meters, fabrica t ed with t eakwood poles a nd bamboos 
l ashed by coir or oyloo rJpes with met al drums of 200 
Ii tre c apac i ty as. flo a ts, can be used for r Hft culture 
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with minimum capital investment and subs t ant ial yield. 
For mooring the rafts, iron a nchors or granite blocks 
with a nchor chain are us.ed ins id e the bay and open sea. 
At Vizhinj am bay the cultur e c0uld ':J e conducted through-
out the year whereas in the open sea it wo.s restrict ed 
for fiv e month period as the monsoon was severe in this 
area affectir.g the post ti.on of rafts . Experiments 
conducted so far in the bayard open sea ha s shown that 
the ideal,le ngth of tke seed ed r op e which c a n be susp en-
ded in t he r afts is i n between 5- 6 met ers an d the growth '.1: 
r a t e of mussels in the upp er 2 met ers of the rope was 
fcund to be f ast . 1,ihj.le comparing ·t he growth r a t e in 
. 
the op e n sea a nd bay it wa s fOL<nd t ha t brown muss el 
grow f as t er in the open s ea condition . Seeding of muss e l . 
don e during November-December period c uld be h2rvested 
from May onwards adjusting the local d mand. The av erage 
we i ght of mussel seed u.sed for seed ing one meter rop e 
varies from 1.4 to 2 kg . and the avera e production is 
10-12 kg . per meter insid e tree bay wi ~rl in 8 months . In 
the Vi zhi nj a.cn bay by r 2ft cuI ~i)r n met!10d the mussels 
at t a in the model sise of 55- 60 r~ . \:it : in 8 months r esul~ 
tingan av er age g.r rwt!; h rate r.f 2 004 om per month . This ' 
size i s i deal for ha!'vest a., th e r a t 0 of meat weight 
"';o . .total WGight was observed as 41.31 % (Nay-June p eriod) . 
1'1 a single r aft of 6 x 6 meter siZG 5 nLl!ub()rs of 6 
met er long seedGd ropes could' be accom" oCated. Based on 
~his it is estim~ted that from a sing le r aft 3 tnnn es of 
mus se l s could b8 ln rvest 8cl in a seas'onJ It is quit e 
. poss i b l e to ' accomoclate a minimum of 50 ISUCh rafts in a . 
nectare ar ea and thus the production comput ed per hec t ar e 
ar ea i s 150 toar] es. Open s ea mussel c ultur e experiments 
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conducted during 1978 a.nd 1979 in the coastal wat er s off 
Vizhinjal'l showed that the product i on rate is compari t iv-
ely higher than that observed in the bay . The seeded 
rop es of 5 meter length r each harvestable size wit hin 5 
months io the op eo sea aod per meter production is es ti-
ma t ed as 15 kg , ·Thl'S the p,::o:]l!.ction per hectare area is 
c alculated ro~ghly as 180 t nnneso 
, 
To understclnd t!J.e econom ics of . exper i mental brown 
muss e l cuiture , the (j,"t i'.1ls of expendt ture and anticipa-
t ed i ncome from the yield for an year are give n below . 
1. 
2. 
3 . 
4 . 
5. 
6 . 
7. 
8 . 
9. 
O~~!~.L.!:£.v~stme'1t for P_:lS. 6 melre Eaf.:t inside 
I 
the 112L~:.t:L:.!D __ §~.§d e<L.£0pes . 
Teakwood poles 8 nos. @ Iis . 20.00 
Bambou po l e s 12 nos @ F, • 15.00 
Nylon :rope (5 mm. ) 7 kg . @ fL. 30 .00 
Nylon rope(12 mm.) 60 kg~ @ Rs . 30 . 00 
Anchor (granite 
blocks with aoch- 4 n08 ~ @ R~ . 40 . 00 
or clamp and 
ancho:r rcpe.) 
Fabric" tion ilnd l aunc hing oharge 
Oil drubs of 200 
litr e capac'i..t,yr . 6 nos . @ Rs. 60 . 00 
Wages for s8i2d iog and ether expenditure 
I1osquito netting 
Tota l 
Rs. 160 . 00 
Rs. 180.00 
RE'. 210.00 
R3 .1 800.00 
Es . 160.00 
Rs . 150.00 
lis . 360. 00 
Rs. 120 . 00 
R5. 180 . 00 
------------
Ri! . 332J. 00 
Out ·of t~ese items me ntio ned above , materials 
·used for raft construction a nd the nylon . rop e us ed for 
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seeding can be used subs equ ently for 4-5 seasons, 
without incurring additional capita l inves tment. It 
could be observed t hat r ecuxring expend ituxe wil l be 
Lnc urrcd fro m the s8cood season oow8.rd s f cr r ep l ac ing 
oil drums , mendi ng Qn d r,"pair charges of r aft, wages 
for seeding and cos t of mosqui"t0oett i oG . Thns 
r ec urr ing expenditL:re is ml, Gh lew and t he pro fi t rate 
may incr ease aft er the first harvest . In the opeo 
sea mussel cultuxe the io i tial inves t ment will be 
higher t han that of Bay rafts Si nce , iron a nchors a nd 
test ed i ron chains c~ e to be used for positioning the 
r afts . Recu=r i ng expendituxe for l a unching and posi-
tioning the raft a nd beco,c hing the r aft aft er h.arvest 
are the ad di tional expen(li ture t o be met with every 
year for open s ea mussel etU tuie. 
Detai1..!u?Lf2l?.f._££.~~_u~~ of-.Ef~n m,ussel a t Vizhi n jam 
--------- -----------------------------------------------
1"articu18.t's Bay Op en sea 
-------------------------------- -------------------------
1 • Time ta\':en for harvest 
.2. Average marketable size 
range 
3. L<; ngth of seeded ropes 
used 
4. No . of rope per nft 
(6 x 6 meter) 
5. Produ.ctio n per metre of 
rope i n a seaso n . 
6. Production per r aft 
7, Produc t i on per hectare 
8. Heturn from- a singl e r 
r aft 
8 months 
55-60 mm . 
6 meter 
50 oos . 
10-1 2 kg . 
3 tonnes 
150 t onnes 
5 months 
55 - 60 rnm . 
5 meter 
50 nos. 
15 kg . 
3.75 t onnes 
187 .5 toones 
11:; . 4800 .00- 6000.00 Rs . 6000 . 00-
7500.00 
9. Value of marketable size 
mU.s sel per kg . K~ .1.60 - 2.00 fls. 1.60 - 2.00 
10. Net profit for a season 
from a siogle r aft . ~.1480.00-2680.00 •••• 
--------.--------------------------- .~- ---------------._-----
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REl"IARKS 
. In recent years mussels around Vizhinjam are 
being exploited indiscriminately due to greater demand 
in the market. It is a lso observed that compared with 
previoll.s years mussel settlement is also poor in this 
. area, bll.t the number of fishermen engaged in mussel 
'pickinghas co nsiderably increased. Mussel cuI tilre 
experiments at Vizhinjam has revealed that production 
from raft' cuI ture is much hig her than that of the 
natlU'al bed and further if far mipg is 
open sea the yield can be increased . 
taken up in the 
Keeping the rafts 
in the open sea condition during monsoon period is felt 
much difficult and attempts are yet to be made to find Oll.t 
suitable teahnique to do muss e l cultur.e throughout the 
year in the open sea condition . Though attempts to raise 
good quantity of mussel seed by releasing artificial spat 
settlers in the farm area have proved successfu.l, earnest 
effor t to prod uce large quanti ti es of mussel seeds by 
hatchery system is to be made for l arge scale mussel 
cuI ture . 
. JOn:ss , S. 
R:r:)1!'I~RBNC :sS 
AND K. ALAGll.RSVIAMI. 1973. :vru~sel Ii shery resour-
ces of India . )?ro£ .• .§Vm • ~ivi ng Eesources 
of the Seas around India , Special 
pUbEcatI"on. CHFRI ; 49:519-528. 
" QASIM; S. M, .A.H.P.4RUI,EKJ..R, S.N. HARKANTRA, Z. ll. . ANSARI 
AND A. NiiIR. 1977. AquacultlU'e of green mussel 
, N.ldllu!3. :,!,.i£irlif2. L . Oultivation on rop~s 
flam floating raf~s . 1£9j~£ l.~. SCL; 
§.; 15-25 . 
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Kovalam,a fishing village 35 km south of Madras 
was selected for open-sea mussel farming experiments in 
1976. Bas ed on the early r esults and noting its poten-
tialities an Operational Research Project involving the 
, local fishermen was started in this village in 1978. 
I 
The green mussel, Perna viridiE!, is sparsely 
I , distributed in the Coromandal Coast. ' There is a well 
established;mussel resource at 'Ennore, 20 km north of 
Mad'ras. Th mussels are found attached to the' concrete 
, pillars of I h~ dredging pier constructed tnto the s ea 
, near the moJth of the Ennore ri~er. There is also a 
mussel bed tn the river about o~e kilometre from the 
,mouth 'near the Railway bridge. Here the mussels are 
f ound attached to dead oyster shells imbedded in the mud. 
In ~1adras city i~self there is a small settlement of 
mussels in the rocks dumped in the sea off the outer 
• •• 2· 
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harbour wall. F~rther ro uth in- Pondicherry and Cuddalore 
there are small settlemetl,ts on the pier structures. At 
Cuddalore the harbour wall at the mouth of the river has a 
mussel settlement. 
At Kovalam, there were no mussels till 1976. Spat 
and parent stock was first introduced here by the 
Central Marine Fisheries Resear('h Institute, wh,en the 
mpen-sea mussel culture programme was started. They got 
quickly acclimatised to the new environment and spat 
fall was noticed the same year. Spat settled in both the 
submerged rocks and . , " 
the patches of partially exposed rocks in the 
intertidal region of Kovalam bay, But still the natural 
beds have not developed to any sizeable proportion to 
support a fishery, 
At present t~ere is a small retail outlet for 
mussels in Madras city \lnd in Pondicherry. Mussels of 
, 
75 to 80 rum size are Collected by a few fishermen and sold 
I ' 
in these markets for a period of about three months from 
July till the onset of the North east monsoon in October. 
I 
A market survey conducted recently in Madras has 
shown that mussels are sold in six markets allover Madras 
by 8 people, Each person brings to the market 1 bag 
weighing about 45 kgs (1500 nos) at a time. Except in 
Purasawalkam market where it is sold everyday during 
these three months, in the other markets it is sold only 
on sundays, In Purasawalkam 
intake on sundays is 2 bags, 
and Jambazar market the 
Thus on Sundays about 300 kgs 
of mussels are consumed in the city anr on other days of the 
week" at Purasawalkam a total of 270 kgr is consumed, " 
I 
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totalling 630 kgs per week or about 2% tons in a month. 
An estimated 5 to 7 tonnasof mussels are oonsum~d in 
Madras and the entire stook is brought from Ennore. 
This is purely a family avocation and one member 
of the family collects the mussels at Ennore in the early 
ho urs of the mor n ing and it is br ouCh t to the Madras m&rket 
by the womenfolk, along with orabs in the fish van which 
plies regularly between Eunore and Madras. They reach the 
'me.rkets by about 9 AM and by 11 AM the commodity is sold 
and they return haok to the village in the same van. In 
most of the markets it is sold at Rs 5/- per tlUndred 
(3 kilos). Only in Thousand lights and Jambazar markets 
the rate varies from Rs. 5/- to Rs. 8/-. On an average 
a woman earns Rs 45/- per day by selling mussels. 
Deducting collection, transport and handling charges, it 
could be safely assumed that a ton of mussels costs 
Rs. 1,500/-. Therefore the total value of mussels sold 
at Madras will be in the order of Rs. 7,500 to 10,000/-
per season. Nu.ssels are sold in the fresh condition with 
shells. No cleaning is done. The buyers are mostly 
people from Kerala and in Thousand lights area it inoludes 
some Chinese. 
As already mentioned the n2tural resource at 
Ennore is small and it cannot possibly supply more than 
7 tons in a year. Experiments were theref.ore started at 
. Kovalam to oulture mussels and to demonstrate its 
economic viability • Culture experiments on mussels were 
tried by the following system: 
1 • The floating raft system for rlope culture. 
2. Pole culture 
3. Submei'ged r,·]tt with rope culture. 
I 
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In all these systems, mussels gIZew well antl 
attained market able size in ~bc ut five months time. The 
rafts wer e anchored in the open sea in the 8 metre depth 
area while pole culture was tried in 4 metres depth area , 
The rough sea conditi nns of the east c oast, however, did 
not permit the floating raft and the poles to be kept at 
sea continuously. This nec ess i a ted an innovation of a 
submerged raft a nd this has withstood the rough sea 
conditions. It is seen fr om our experiments that a ny one 
of thes e methods could b e sel ected to suit local conditions 
along the Indian coast. 
The c omparative cost 2nd economics of the three 
systems are given in Table 1. 
At present only 5 t o 7 t ons of m1ussels from the 
n2tural bed a t Ennore is b'e ing marketed i (I' Madras city 
f or 3 months in a year. This could be increased by 
adopting anyone of the cultur e methods described above. 
It would be s een from the t ables that the non-recurr i ng 
expens e on anchor and anchor c ha ins in the r aft c ultur e 
method accounts f or n8arly 50% of the ot a l cost a nd in 
the pole culture the pol es hcwe t o be eplaced once in 
5 years time. Th e yields fr om these s stems are very 
enc oura ging and by judicious us e of spa ce and materia l 
a good profit margin can be obta ined. It will net be out 
of place to mention here tha t these figures 2re arrived 
at from the data collected during prelimioexy experimental 
ventures. The 0xpenses could be r edUCe d 2nd profit margin 
could b e increased by a dopting s uitable manageri~l 
principles when l i rge scale production , is plFwned • 
. . . 
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TABLE 1. Comparative Economics of Mussel culture 
.-------- -----
Expenditure heads Floating Submerged Pole culture 
N.ft raft 
-;-Ar-e'a---;(;-m~2,)----'--- -~2:;:::5---"81---1 0-0--
Capacity (rope/pole/unit ) 50 100 100 
1 • Nco-recurring 
expenditure t Rs) 
a. Anchor ( 2 Nos) 
b. Anchor!chain(2Ncs) 
c. Chain f or floa t 
d. Pile driving 
880.00 
1500.00 
2. Recurring expenditure(Rs) 
(Onc e in 2 or 5 years) 
a. Casuarinapoles ~50. 00 
b. Bamboo poles (2 yrs) r 
c. Teak poles (5yrs) 
3. Recurring expenditure(Rs) (ev ery yee.r) 
a . Floats 
b. Shackle 
o. Swivel 
d. Nylon ropes 
e. Coir ropes 
f. Cost of mussel 
bags & sti tohing 
g. Cost cf .paint 
Total (Rs) 
750.00 
48.00 
250.00 
250.00 
200.00 
100.00 
4328.00 
Zstimated pro.duction 
in one harvest (kgs) 3000 
Estimated value(Rs) 4500.00 
880.00 
1500.00 
720.00 
300.00 
1 20.00 
48.00 
92.00 
50.00 
500 .00 
400.00 
100.00 
6560.00 
000 
000.00 
3000.00 
6000.00 
500.00 
400.00 
100.00 
10000.00 
12000 
18000.00 
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MUSSEl,.PRODUCTION l\ND ECONOMICS AT BJ.TNAGIRI 
M.!.L RANADE AND f.NIL RANADE 
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Ratnagiri 
INTRODUCT I ON 
Hussels as a world food resource have been indicated 
by Davies '( 1970), because of their great potential for 
culture and world wide distribution. In countries like India 
with high population and protein malnutr tion anything that 
could be produced in large quantities at a cheaper cost 
giving aniIual protein is welcomed. In t .is respect mussels 
could be an answer meeting all the requirements. The 
culture potential for mussels yielding about one million 
tons at a rate of one ton per acre have been shown possible 
for India (Davies 1970). Experiments carried out in 1971-72 
at Vizhinjam by Central Harine ,?isheries Research Institute 
have shown th~t production of 60-70 m. rons per hectare 
(QasiJil and il.chari 1972). i:lecently it h s been stated that 
open sea farming of mussels yield a IX' ouction 'rate of 
•... 2. 
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150 tons for brown mussel and 235 tons for green mussel 
per hectare (C.N.F.R.I. 1978) but highest production with 
an annual production of 480 tons of mussels per hectare 
has been computed by Qasim et al (1 977). The results of 
these experiments given above clearly indicate that.the 
forecast of Davies (1970) of potential produption of one 
m.illion tons at the rate of 2 .• 5 tons per hectare per year 
is far too low when compared to 480 tons per hectare per 
year. However, they certainly indicate the tremendous poten-
• 
tial mussels have and mariculture of mussels will go a long 
way in future in substantially increasing the marine food 
production. 
The family Hytilidae is represented in Indianwaters 
by two s~ecies viz. Pern~ viridi~ the green mussel and Perna 
indica ~he brown mussel. The detailed distribution of 
these two species in India is given by Jones and Llagarswami 
(1973). The green mussel has a wider distribution whereas 
the brown mussel is restricted to the southern most part of 
the Ind ian l:£ ninsula. 
Occurrance of the green musse 1 Perna viridis in 
llatnagiri which envinced interest in the animal led to study 
their growth in nature and a feelar trial in culture. The 
growth in culture was found to be faster (Ranade et al; 
1973). ,\ project entitled, "Raft culture of the green mussel 
Perna (l1ytilus) viridis" was therefore, formulated and 
submitted to I.C.A.}:. for financial ass·stance. The project 
was cleared by LC.L.R. in June 1977 an funds amounting to 
rts.44,300 were made available for a period of three years. 
The work was started in rctober 1977 an the results obtained 
so far have been reported in this paper. The authors wish 
••.. '3. 
to express their sincere thanks to I.C.A.R. for financial 
assistance and for the permission to publish the results 
of the ~nvestigations. 
MATER IAL, HETHODS AjlTD DISCUSSION 
A survey of seed of the green musse 1 along the 
coast of li.atnagirti did not reveal any dense spat fall 
useful for,culture operation. It was, therefore, decided to 
collect seed mussels from Velsao, Goa where density of spat 
of 11000/m2 has been reported (Qasim et al; 1977). The seed 
collected from this place was transported in plastic pools 
on board the >1esearch Ve s se I "Varsha". The deck washing 
pump of R. V. "Varsha" was used to keep the' sea water in 
continuous circulation infue plastic pools enroute to 
. Hatnagiri. This method was found to be quite satisfactory 
for transportation of seed frma Goa to Ratnagiri . '1'he mort-
ality during transport was hardly 2-3'11" ppssibly 
injurJ' to mussel seed during collection. 
because of 
A square wooden r aft fabricated at the research 
station was taken to the shore and toed to the mooring site 
in Bhagawati Bay by H. V. Varsha . The details of the raft are 
gl.ven ota ow; 
1) Shape: Square 
2) Overall dimensions: 5 x 5 m. 
)) Space available for culture; 41 x 4 m. 
4) .iJengon OI wooutm !lV'l.C'" i ;;> . 0 =.1 
5) Length of bamboos : 5.0 m. 
6) Height of drums; 1.25 m. 
7) Girth of drUllIS : 0.7 m. 
e) lJeight of' anchors : 4-5 kgs each 
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9) Length of nylon rope used for anchorage: 20 m. 
10) Number of wooden poles required : 9 
11) Number o£ bamboos required - 11 
12) Number of drums required : 4 
13) Number of · an chars reCJ. uired· 2 
14) Quantity of ooir rope required :20 kgs. 
15) Quantity of nylon rope required: 36 kgs. 
16) Quantity of anti-corrosive paint required: 20 kgs. 
17) Number of man hours required for fabrica tion : 15 hrs. 
The method of attaohment of mussel seed to the hang-
ing ropes was similar to ths.t described by Qasim et €l.l; 
(1977). Frolll the raft of spec ifica tions given above 75 ropes 
could be suspended. 
The details of rope cultivation of mussels are given 
below: 
1) Time taken for cOllllllercial production 
2) Averae,e marke table s ize 
3) Average weight of the n~rketable size 
4) Cultivable area of the raft 
5) Number of 3 m. long ropes per raft 
6) Aver age annual production per rope in 
6 months 
7) Average annual 
. . 
. . 
production jJer rope 
(2 harvests) •• 
8) Aver age annual p roduotionper raft(161ll2 ) 
9) .bnnual produotion per m square 
10) Va lue of mussels per raft per year 
@ Rs. 4/- kg. 
6 months 
60-62 nun 
20 gms . 
16 m2 
75 
7.0 kgs. 
14.0 kgs. 
1050 kgs. 
65.62 kgs. 
Rs . 4200 
Based on the above production rates the economics of 
raft culture of Illussels at .c!atnagiri by a fisherman family 
is worked out and given below: 
••• 5 • 
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Economics of a 25 m2 raft 
I) Canital eXI!end it ure : 
1) Cost of drums (4 Nos.) 
2) Cost of wooden poles (9 Nos.) 
3) Cost of bamboos (15 Nos.) 
4) Cost of anchors (2 Nos. ) 
5) Cost of- t!ylon ropes' (36 k6S,) 
6) Cost, of coir ropes (20 kgs.) 
7) Cost of anticorrosive paint (20 kgs.) 
8) Cost of- labour for fabrication 
9) Cost of transport and mooring of · raft 
10) Cost of one tony 
Total. 
II) Recurring exnenditure: 
1) Servicing and upkeep of the raft 
2) Cost of seed 150 kg @ its. 2/- kg. 
3) Cost of transport and haneing 
4) Depreciation of raft @ 33~ 
5) Depreciation of tony@5% 
6). I.oan repa:yment in 5 years 
7) Interest on diminishine balance @ 
8) IHsce1.laneous 
11% 
TotEil 
· . 
Es. 400.00 
· . 
Rs. 99.00 
Rs. 75.00 
• • 11s. 360.00 
· . 
Rs. 1080.00 
· . Rs. 80.00 
· . 
118. 50.00 
• • .tls. 56,00 
Rs. 200 .00 
11.s. 1200.00 
-.----------
Rs. 3600.00 
-----------
• • 11.s. 200 . 00 
Rs. 300.00 
B.s. 400.00 
• • Hs. 710.00 
· . 
Rs. 60.00 
· . 
Rs. 720. 00 
Rs. 240.00 
• • Hs. 70.00 
Rs. 2700.00 
... 6. 
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III) Profit and Loss: 
1) Sale of 1050 kgs of mussels @ Rs .4/-kg. 
2) Interest on depreciation fund @ 1 0~ 
Total .lts . 
3) I.'ess recurring expenditure Rs . 
4) Net profit Hs . 
5) ilat e of return on investme nt 
•• 1(s.4200.00 
Rs. 77.00 
4277.00 
2700.00 
1577 .00 
144~ 
.i'..lthouth the rate of return on the investment is good 
the net ~ofit of Rs . 1577/- from operating one raft is not 
enough to n;aintain the f8ffiily of six for a fishermen. It is, 
therefore, necesssary that each 
operates four rafts at a time . 
four rafts by unit of fisherulen 
unit of fishermen family 
Ec onomics of operation of 
family is given below: 
I) ~p ita 1 expend i hrre ;. 
1 ) Cost of tony 
2) Cost of fabrication of four rafts 
3) Cost of transport and mooring 
Total 
II) Recurring expenditure: 
1) Servic ing and upkeep of the rafts 
2) Cost of seed 600 kg @ Rs . 2/kg. 
3) Cost of trans port and hanging 
4) Depreciation of rafts @ 33% 
... 
. . . 
Hs . 1200.00 
Rs. 8800.00 
Rs . 800 . 00 
Hs . 10800 . 00 
-----------..:.. 
Hs . 800.00 
H8 . 1200 .00 
118 .. 1600 . 00 
Rs . 2940.00 
• ••• 7. 
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5) Depreciation of tony @ 5'4 
6) Loan repayment in 5 years 
7) Interest on diminishing bal~nce 
@ 11% . 
8) HiscellaneoUll 
Tota l 
III) Profit and I,oss: 
1) Sale of 4200 kgs of mussels @ Es. 
4/kg. 
· .. 
· .. 
· .. 
· . . 
2) Interest on deprec i a tion fund @ 10% 
Rs . 60.00 
TIs . 2200.00 
lis. 730.00 
11.s. 170.00 
-----------
Rs. 9700.00 
-- ---------
11s.16800.00 
Rs. 300.00 
otal Rs . 17100 . 00 
3) Less recurring expenditure 
· .. Rs. 9700.00 
--'-'--------
4) Net profit 
· .. 11s .7400 .00 
5) Rate of return on the investment 168% 
The economics of oper a tinb four r a fts by a unit of 
fisherman family given above clearly indicates that it is 
more profita'qle to operate your r afts than one and earning 
a dec ent per capita income wh i ch is much above tile poverty 
line. 
The malin constraint for mussel culture in Ratnagiri 
district is the non-availability of seed mussels' in :large 
~uantities which increases the cost of culture operation by 
29. 2% because the seed is to be brought from Goa. This i s 
compensated by the high price of mussels at Ratnagiri 
.. .. 8 .. 
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(Rs. 4/- per kg.) which is considered a delicacy, next to 
oysters and because of scarce availability. It is esti-
mated that in the district only 1.4 m.tons of mus'sels are 
caught (Jones and Alagarswami 1973). With culture 
operations and large quantities available for .. sale the 
price is likely to fall down to Rs.3/- per kg. and subse-
quent reduction in the ret profit to Rs.3200/-. To 
offset this reduction in earnings, the raftmen will- have to 
increase tpe production per unit spac e a nd time by increasins 
size of the r aft and by utilizing open sea for mariculture 
of mussels where better production is achieved. 
The various production rates of mussels culture on 
ropes at various places on the west and east coast of India 
need to be c anpa red on soUle common groun .s. For ' this it is 
. necessary to standardise a size of raft, pattern of fabrica-
tion, quantity of seed to be attache~ sp cies to be used etc. 
This will give a correct comparison of oduction rates and 
economics a t va rious places which will help in the future on 
dec id ing the policy for development of cult ure of JIlusse ls in 
the country. I 
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PRODUCTION AND ECONOMICS OF MUSSELS IN GOA 
A. H. PARULEKAR 
National. Inst i t:!lte of G~~~~~~f~12..hrl D -!!~J)§:~-403004, 
.A B S T R ACT 
The green mussel (E2~ vi~l~. L) widely distri-
buted along t~ e Indian coastline , has great potential as a 
protein rich cheap food, The N~M.onal l Institute of 
Oceanography, India, has succeed8d in developing a techni-
que for the farming of green mussels on r opes suspended 
from floating r afts. 
Raft culture of mussel gilves an annual yield of 
184 kg/m2 and in terms of area, it works out to be 480 
tonnes per hectare per year. The technique ensures co nti-
nuous harvesting and is feasible, both technically a,9.d · . 
eco nomically. 
Cest of production is about ~ 375/m2 and the 
value of mussel meat produced iaB about p"" 1100/m2, thus 
giving a high rate of return of 181%. The teehniqLte 
developed is accordingly an apprGpriate system of 
••• 2. ' 
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aquaculture lnvolvinl., minimum use of capital investment, 
llw opera tional cost, production of low price high 
qu ality s eafo od having ef fe ctive market demand and 
involv ement of unskill ed manpower. 
The paper gives details 'about the criteria for 
site selection, fabric ation of rafts, t echnique of trans-
plantation 00 ropes, growth, food value, fouling, pre ... 
dators and 'parasi tes. Ec@nomics along wi til. cost-benefit 
analYSis ha s been worked out. Con s t rCl"ints and adva ntages 
of raft culture of mus se l s are d i s cus s!ed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The mussel culture in Goa was initiated by National 
Institute of Oceanography in early 1974. The mussels, 
both green a nd brown, or-cur' a]:)ll'1 (~ RtJ"t:J. :' along the shores 
and in estuari es of Go a a nd al'e cr ea t l y r elished as food 
by the local pop ulation. The &VCI'age ma2:' k et prime in 
1979-80 for muss els wi til. shel l S wc'.s 
the mussel meat is sold at the r ate 
annual yield of mussels in Goa from 
200 tonn es. 
ab9u t Rs. 6 per kg and 
of IRS. 10 per kg . The 
.na1ural beds is about 
Our earlier studies (Qasim, Parul ekar, Harkantra, 
Ansari and Fair 1977 ) on fxe en mussel s have revealed that 
due to exces sive intertidal exposure and heavy mnrtali·ty 
mainly du e to predation, the atta.inment of mru:.lci".tabl·e size 
in natural populations, takes more thana .sear or so. 
Consid ering t he f act that the mu s s els ar e filt er ·fe eders 
and hence, if grown und er constant submerged condition • 
.. .. • 3. 
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wherein food wili b e available all the time and if the 
rat e of pr edation by natura l enemies is monitored trren 
the growth progres s i on wi l l improve r esulting in the 
attaLn ment of mar ketabl e size in less ti llP . 
CRITERIA FOR SITE S]L2CTION 
As r eported earli er (Qasim, paryl ekar, Harka ntra, 
. Ansari and Nair 1977; -Parulekar , Ansari, Harkantraand 
Nair 1978) trre SU ccess of mussel culture on f' loating , 
rafts, depends on the inter play of a Df mb er of biotic 
and abiotic factors, some of wrri ch may , act as limiting 
f actors and hence the selectio n of si t ~ srrould strictly 
be based on the bas eline i nfo r mat ion about environmental 
and biological characteristics . I n thk cour se of our 
work on raft cul ture of mussels, t he f[rst site in the 
Caranzalem Bay of Handovi est'Jary , inspite of a numb er of 
plus points had to be aband oned due to s ever e su.b-aerial 
erosion dur ing so uthwes t mc '1s c ,O ~ 828.S0 0, resul ti og in the 
di s lodging of rafts from lT0().C ." eg . 
, 
Importaot cri teris to be c]:)serv~d ar e : 
1. A.good knowled ge of curr ents, tid es , waves, 
sediment transport a od winds prevailing in the 
local ity . 
2 . Baseline information on the s easonal changes in 
t emp eratur e , s alinity, dissolved oxygen, suspen-
ded load, heavy metal s , polychlorioated biphe nylS, 
organochlorin es etc. 
3. Thorough knowl edge of primary productivity, 
organic matter, detrital conte nt, bacterial 
flor a etc. 
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4. The proposed site should not bo in the vici-
nity of industrial and sewa ge outfall. 
FABRICATION OF RAFT 
Tthl rafts used are of wood, preferably vf cheap 
quali ty like iI!!§.!ill,". Wllich i s v ery durable and readily 
available, locally, To start with smaller rafts ·of 
2 6.25 m , !!urface area, \'I).to four heavily tarred metal 
barrels were used. In later stages,even bigger rafts 
of 15 m2 were used but diff iculti es in f a brication, 
towing, mooring end servicing were experienced, !~oreover, 
during inclem(JOt weather, the s mall er rpfts ar e easy to 
manage in cases of br ealdown . The r aftF are anchored wi th 
stee~ a nchors, and steel cha ins (15-20 f in length) 
hea.vlly tarred to reduce de t er ioration' l The fabrication 
of r afts is dooe on the shor e aojoioi.og the site aod 
towing and mooring is don " (' i. ~h ,'r by a I=all mech a hised 
boat or even by a cou.n';;c:r c.':" ,ft . ::'he sler,;icing of r aft 
which incl udes tighten:r,g of ro ;:>e·s, r epl-acemon t of barrels 
e tc, is don e wi tbi.o every 3 ll'ot:!t b.s . The cost, iocludi og 
ma t eri o.l, l abour charges for fatrl.cation, s ervicing etc, 
of each r aft of 6.25 m2 aJ: Ba is Rs, 1750/- and Rs.2900/-
for a bigger r aft of 15 m2 • 
TRliliSPLPiliTATION OF SEEDS ON ROPE 
l'Iussel spats su i to.ble for transplantation ar e 
abundantly found in Goa fr om Sept emb er to February. The 
si ze of selected seed is 5-1 Omm and these are about 4-6 
wee~s old. The seeds before b e ing tra nspla nteq. are klept 
• . .5. 
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in well aerated sea water for 10-12 ours. 
Different type of ropes, like coir, manilla, 
nylon etc. were tried but in the lon run, the nylon 
ropes are found to be most suitable. The rope (12 mm 
diameter) of desired length (3 m) is placed over strip 
Gf cotton mosquito curtain cloth cif bout 35 em width, 
and mussel seeds arranged on either ide. Sc'J.ch rope was 
seeded wi th 600~700 young mussels. To prevent the 
elQmping Of mUssels, sm3ill. bamboo tags (about 10 cm long) 
are inserted through the twist of the rope at regular 
interval of 0.5 m. The cloth is stitched around the rope 
before transfening the rope to the raft. Care has to be 
taken so that the rope does not touch the bottom and the 
mussels are always, submerged. We have been using thin 
and short ropes as OQr rafts are anchored in a water 
column of 5-8 m depth. Jlloreover for handl ing thick and 
long ropes a mechanised device for haQling the ropes would 
oecome inevitable, 
The mussels 00 rope gray.: to marketable size uf 
60-65 mm in less than 18 weeks. 'rhe growth of mussels is 
directly related to sea~o nell variations in environmental 
parameters and accordingly the growth in length is maximum 
(12mm/month) in premonsoon (February-May), average (10 mm/ 
mo nth) in postmonsoon (october-January) and minimum ('3 m[!l/ 
, 
month) in prem0nsoon (June-September). In contrast the . 
increase in weight is maximum in monsoon and minimum in 
postmonso.on. The average monthly iocrease in weight is 
11 .3 g. 
• •••• 6. 
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FOOD VALUE 
The pro tein and caloric CD ntent in thG rope grown 
mussels is higher (56.5 5:, a nd 6.2 Kc a l/g dry wt) tha n in 
natura l popula tion (54% and 5.6 Kcall g dry st.). Reeular 
moni toring of th e microflora of cu 1 tur ed mussels also 
indica t e tha t there i s l ess in tensifica tion of pathogenic 
vectors than in the natnra l pO;:JUl ations. 
FOULERS, PR3DATORS A}J1) PARAS I TeS 
The intensity of f o uli.ng vari ed s eas onally but at 
no time it ass umed elarmit'lg pr :)por tions . The f ouling 
fauna, in ord er of pr edcmilJance are bryozoa ns (50%) a nd 
barnacles (35 %). As the r opes do not touch the sea bottom, 
pred a tions by star fishes or cr abs is completely eliminated. 
No infection by !:iYti~i9.ol.a. s~ . c::: trena todes has be en 
obs erved. However, r arely the pea crab, Pinnothe~ sp. 
is found in the mantle folds of the mus s el. 
PRODUC TI ON AND EC ONOMICS 
Prolonged breed ing , ir. termit t ant spatfall a nd the 
settlement of s p e.t cn r opes , mak e it p ossible t o have 
uninterrupted harves ti ng a nd relaying of mu s sels for 8-9 
months in a y ear. As shown i n Table 1, the av erage pro-
duction p er rope in 18 weeks is 18 kg of shells or 9 kg 
of me at, a nd a c cordi ngly, t he annual production per raft 
(6.25 m2 ) wi ttl 50 ropes, b 23 tonnes of mussels which 
works out t o 184 kg meat/m2 • 
The annu.al estimated yield (Table 1) of 480 tonnes 
per hectare is lower than the 600 . tonnes reported (Bardach, 
... 7. 
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Rhther and Mclarney 1972) from Spain but many times 
greater than that has been recorded by Qasim and Achari 
(197 2 ). One of the reasons for lower yield is due to 
the use of smaller rafts with shorter ropes. Further 
refinements in the techniques to be used on commercial 
scale are likely to i nc~ ease the yield further and 
reduce the cost of prod!.lction. As co mpared to the 
rafts used in other countries like Spain, Netherlands, 
Philippine and Japan, our rafts are cheaper to fabricate 
and maintain but eQually effective and perhaps most well 
suited for sea conditions along our coast. 
As seen from T2ble 2, the value of produce per 
raft is Rs.6,900/- as aC;i;Lnst the cost of production which 
amounted to Rs. 2,450/·-. This giyes a gross profit of 
Rs. 4,450/- at a profitability rate of 181%. In fact, the 
rate of returns can "be much Plo>:e h"'gher as the base figure 
of Rs. 3 per kg, used io" C'. ;.<1. 'J.3.ti.!1g the produce is almost 
100~ less than the present day market rate . I'loreover, the 
proceeds which may accrue from the .. ale of empty shells 
(extensively used for lime making) are also not included 
in the return. 
COFSTRAINTS Mm ADVANTAGES 
The major shortcomings and constraints in mussel 
culture, in spite of i ts oeing highly remunerative are: 
i) Labour i ntensive operations a t least in the 
initia l phas e . 
ii) Losses of ropes, anchors, mussels, etc. due to 
tampering by inquisitive fisherme.n and miscreants • 
• • • • 8. 
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iii) Intensi ve care of raIts during the mons.oon 
season due to turbulent sea conditions. 
Adv~rrtage~: The raft culture of green mussels has 
the following advantages: 
a) High tolerance of mussels to wide variations 
in salinity, makes the species an ideal 
organism for cult ivat ion in estuaries a nd marine 
environme nts of tropical s eas. 
b) Growth occurs throughout the 
size 
year and culminates 
within 18 weeks as in attaining marketable 
against 12-13 months in wild population. 
c) Protracted breeding and continued settlement of 
spat ensures prolonged recruitment, which fina-
lly can g ive rise to 3 harvests in a year. 
d) }\1ussels being f'eeding on microscopic algal and 
detrital matter () '~::vr:i"g abundantly in tropical 
seas there i s DO necessity for the use of arti -
fi ci al Ieed and thus a substa ntial savi ng in 
operationa l cost and r ec urring expenditure, can 
b~ exercised. 
e) Being almbst immobile, culture and harvesting 
becomes c heap and easy . 
I) As the species can withstand a high degree of 
atmcspher,ic exposure, marketing it "live" is 
possible' j 
g) The high rroduction of quality seafood in unit 
time and larsa guarantee a very substantial 
r etur n on' the investment . 
• ..• 9 . 
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h) Small initial and low operational cost, simple 
technique, involving unskilled labour and a 
good market demand made the raft culture of 
mussels, an appropriate technology, both tech-
nically and economically . 
. , 
Nussel culture , therefore, besides being highly 
profitable offers the best scope for utilization and 
management of resources. In fact, if the mussel culture 
is taken 'up as an industry on medium to large scale basis 
all the calculations of yield and profit wil l become an 
I 
underestimate. 
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TABLE 1 
Details of Raft Cultur e Of l'Ius sels in Goa 
Time taken for commercial production 
Average marketable size of mussel 
Average \veight of marke table muss e l 
Number of 3 m rap es per r aft 
Average Production per ro pe in 18 weeks 
, Annual production per raft (6.25m2 
wi th 50 ropes) 
Annual production of meat per m2 
Annual production per hectare 
ar ea 
(By Computing1/4 area cf water occupied 
by Raft-each of 6.25 m2 ) 
" 
· . 
18 weeks 
· . 
62 rom 
24 g with 
shell or 
12 g n:e a t 
· . 
50 
18 kg mussels 
or 9 kg meat 
2300 kg 
· . 
184 kg 
•. 480 tonnes 
•.•• 11 • 
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TABLE 2 
Tnvestment, Return And Proi'i t In Nussel Culture In Goa 
1. COSTS; 
a) Direct.;.... Cos1: Amount 
i) Naterial for fabrication of raft incl-
uding wooden poles, planks, bamboos, 
drums, paints etc. Rs 
, 
450.00 
ii) Ancnor, mooring chains etc. 
iii) Rope and other .rruater ials 
iv) Labour charges for fabrication, 
transportatlon and anchoring 
Sub Total 
b) Indirect ££~: 
i) Servic ing and upkeep of raft (per . 
annum) 
ii) Travel and Overtime to staff 
iii) Unforeseen expenditure 
iv) Depreciation of raft and other 
materials (per annum) 
Sub Total 
Total cost 
2. RETURN 
P.s 750.00 
!Is 200.00 
&s 150.00 
----------
!Is 1,550.00 
Ils 200.00 
!Is 200.00 
Rs 200.00 
Rs 300.00 
lis 900.00 
!Is 2,450.00 
Value of mussel per raft (from Table 1) lis 6,900.00 
3 PROE'IT 
i) Value of produce !Is 6,900.00 
ii) Cost of production 
iii) Gross profit 
4. Rate o£ return on Investment 
. . . . . 
Rs 2,450.00 
Ps 4,450.00 
181% 
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INTHODUCTION 
Predation and ccmpetitiLon' for food and space, attack 
on shell valves by boring organisms, parasitic in:festation 
and disease out-breaks are ali some of 'the important factors 
c a using economic loss to 'the mussel t'armer because of the 
Im"ge scaleilestfuctio n and ira's 's 'nl'ortaTi1;y of' ,·t 'he co. tti vated 
stock. Therefore in developing culture technalogy and in 
the ac tual farm manageme nt considerable research effort has 
- ... , ." .~ .. . -, .-. . _- . " .. " . . _. -- ---, . .. - ... .. .. - .. - .. ... ... -. 
gone in to study the various facets of the problem in order 
to ev('ive sui tSlble strategies to tackle them by .. adequ<;tte, 
preventive and curative measures. The scope of this paper is 
limited to co nSidering the problems of predation and f'luling 
in respect of mussels. 
Predation i s one of the potential factors for the 
I 
disappearance 
tended stock. 
or destru,ction of the natural as well as the 
In natural sy.stem, depradation may start wi th 
I 
•••.• . 2 .• 
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the larval population and continue to affect upto the 
fi shable stock. Bu t in the culture system the seeded 
stock on ropes/stakes/racks or the full,grown individuals 
in the farm may suffer most. r1any species of marine 
invertebrates and vertebrates feed on mussels. Similarly 
fouling organisms including many marine forms pose problems 
" . in natural beds as well as in the farm. These 
foulers attach to ,the fully or partially submerged 
surfaces of structures and grow in profusion thus creat-
i:1g- compE!ti tion for ei ther space or food or bo tho 
PREl!.4. TI ON 
Natu,ral beds: 
lhe larval stages of mussels undergo the usual 
vicissitude of falling prey to plankton feeding animals 
and the surviving stock metamorphose and settle down as 
spat. Polyclad worms, littoral gastropods, star fish, 
crabs, ' lobsters and fishes take a heavy toll of the 
juveniles as well as adult individuals. The dog whelk, 
Thais, a littoral gastropod predator in Europe feed 
h ea vily on mussels of rocky shores. Urosalpinx, Acanthina, 
Ceratosama, ocenebra and Jaton species are also known 
musse l predators. Asteroid star fi she s are among major 
pred a tors throughou t the world. asterias ruben s and 
A. forbesi play havoc destroying O-year class as happened 
in U.K. in 1975. In Denmark, s ea-star is considered less 
of a serious predator. In Ireland Mar thasterias glacialis 
is known to feed on transplanted stock of Mytilus edulis. 
3tichaster feeds heavily on Mytilus canaliculus in ' New 
ZEaland and Pisaster ochraeus on M. californianus on the 
Pacific coast of U.S.~. 
. .. 3. 
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:the crabs Cancer and Carcinus take mussels in their 
diet. Edwards (1968) and Davies (1969) showed heavy 
mortali ty of plan tigrades due to crab predation. Of t he 
fishes that prey on muss.els the golden mackerel Sparus 
aun.ata (Andreau, 1969) is known well. The flat fish 
CPleu:£onectes spp.) also f eed on young mussels. em off-
shore beds, diving ducks and oyster catchers (Haematopus sp.) 
and other birds prey on intertidal mussels. 
Mussel farm: 
Predation of the farmed mussels is considerably less, 
especially in the hanging culture system. In France the 
stin g ray I Tere' (1'rygon pastinaca) invades the mussels 
grown on stakes . The dama8e· don·e to the mussel stock on 
ropes hung from rafts in Spain by the sparid fish Diplodus 
sargus has been reported (Korringa, 1976). It is also 
believed that Aurata aurata can destroy mussels grown in Parks 
in Italy. In Philippines, i.ustralia, New Zeland, Yugoslavia 
and otner countries fish predation does not seem to pose a ny 
problem. Very recently Appukuttan (1 980) has reported mass 
destruction of Pe~ indica grown on ropes in the wes t coast 
of India by shoals of Rhabdosarg~.~ sarba which fed 
voraciously on the adult mussels. Luring the experimental 
transp lantation of Ferna viridi s and ~. indica at~empted 
along the Tuticorin coast in In dia the seed mussels were 
devoure d by Siganus sp. and Gaterin sp. Predation by 
lobsters has also been observed i n the west coast of Indi a . 
Among gas tropod predators Nucella lapillus (Spain 
coast) ar:d Rapana thomasiana (Black-sea) have been reported. 
The seaurchin, Faracen trotus Ii vidus (Spain) an d 3almaci s sp. 
(India) pasa minor problems. 
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FOULING 
Natural beds; 
In '::'panish rias the ascidian Giona (.:.ndreau, 1968) 
, 
are stated to be a serious competi tor for space. ~he 
synascidian, Diplostoma sp" Ascidiella, Botryllus, and 
Herdmania species are : the other tunicates which are 
, 
common foulers. It may not be out of place to mention that 
a list cf100 ascidians figuring in fouling and its 
preventi'on has been given by Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institute in 1952 indicating their potential importance, 
al th(lUgh not suffiCiently abundan t to be harmful. In India 
Diandrocarpa brackenheilmi and Polvcarpa sp, seem to be 
common, apart from Herdmani-a spp. 
~'here are many encrusting, creeping, soft-tube 
building and hard-tube building forms, plants, animals and 
plant-like animal groYiths which settle down increasing the 
compleri ty of the fouling community, ~he problem of fouling 
appears to be serious in tropical and. warm temperate waters, 
where the growth is rapid, JVlany of these forms have 
nuisance value and a few like~ialus spp, and Crepidula 
fornicata are serious competitors fo~ space. Plants like 
, 
Colpomenia sinuosa, Ulva lactuca and Codium sp. are also 
reported to create proolems by profuse over-growth • . 1he 
enormi ty of' the fouling problem is such that, as Weiss 
(1948) stated, that a bucket of foulers when allowed to 
grow to ma turi ty would weigh as high as 301.0 t. 
So far as In dia is can cErnedthe rna st common forms 
(Purushotham .and Jlao, 1971) in the mussel bed areas are as 
follows: 
. .. ..5. 
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(i)·Coelenterates:- Laomedia bistriata, ~. spinulosa, 
Bi,mer:i"a &nciscana and Pennaria sp; ",ea anemones. 
(ii) Annel~:- Calcareous tubes of serpulids Mercierella 
sp. ;"er.mlla vermicularis, Eydroides norvegica, Parcbment 
tubes of sabellids and free living species like Perinereis' 
cavifrons. 
(iii) ::rthropods:- Balanu~ amphi tri te, 12. 'liintinnabulum 
tintinnabulum, Cthamalus stellatus, ilmphipods and Isopods 
like Coro'phium triaenonyx, Meli ta zeylani ca, Cirolana, 
~phaeroma, Metaponorthus and crabs. 
(i v) Ectoprocta:- Bugula, Electra, Schizoporella and 
Zoobotryon species, ~.mathia Qistans, Crisia, Membranipora 
and Bowerbankia species. These are next in abundance to 
barnacles. 
(v) T<!olluscs:- !:ill2.~ sp, Crassostrea cucullata, Mo diolus 
striatubus, l::l,- barbatus. 
(vi) ~unicates:- tlerdmania spp_, .l22J£.vlloides sp., 
Botryllus sp., Polycarpa sp. Diandrocarpa sp. 
(vii) Filamentous Algae, .Padina, Codium, Valoniopsis sp_ 
Eypnea sp. and Halimeda sp. 
Mussel farm: 
The pattern of settlement of foulers resembles the 
fouling in natural beds excepting that the complexity is 
increased because of the change to the three-dimel1l'sional 
environment. ~he succession of animal communi ties and 
intEnsi ty of fouling varies from season to season and from 
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one geographical area to ano ther . Therefore the problems 
faced by the cu lturist can be solved by studying the local 
condi tions and ilevising proper me"ihods to minimise the 
ill-effects of fouling community. 
Rll1.\RKS 
The question of mu ssel predation by fishes and crabs 
has not so far 8ssumed serious dimensions in many countries 
practiSing culture. Bu t th is should not give room t o 
oomplacency since the depredation , e ven though sporadic, 
might wipe out harvestabie stock t)Ws affecting proouction. 
Hanson (1974) suggests several methods, like a ir barriers , 
electrical barriers, acoustical barriers, animate barriers 
and chemical control to contain the menac e . But in a 
country like Inoia introduction of barriers t echn ique is 
not possible in the present stage of development ana economy 
of the industry. .:.>e a-star menace is comparati vely absent 
even in the natural beds and. in r aft culture the bottom 
living animals do not hold out much threat. Howe ver there is 
one source of preoation to be guaro eo agains t namely the 
polyclad worms which are commonly n oticed on the culture ropes. 
On many occasions planarians had been found wriggling inside 
the emp ty shell va lves of mussel seeo and a dul ts . Whether 
the mussel flesh had been ea t en away by them or it is a case 
of the worms occupyin g de a d she~~ valves is not c~ear . 
However polycla ds are known oyster enemi es according to 
Bromhall (quoted by Lavies, 1968) ano mussel meat may also 
qui te po ssibly f all wi thin their diet r ange . 
TILe r ·estr ictions imposed by foulin g organisms can be 
t a ckled by inexpensive methOdS. Some of the methods followed 
i n containing these are 1. Exposure of the culture ropes to 
••..• 7. 
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atmosphere . In the fixed cuI ti vati on in the Gulf of 
Trieste, Favnetto (1968) states that a ll roulers excep t 
barn acles are killed by l eaving the ropes out of "Jater 
in the shade for a day. The rop es ar e then re placed in 
water . kmbert (1939) describes simi l ar method for 
French :C'ledi t<:rrane an coast also. Hs .Brenko and Igic (1968) 
r e commend immersi,m in fr esh water- for not longer than a 
day~ Lesirable biological and chemical controls ha ve b een 
sugge sted a n d followed in many areas of the \f.'orl d . Trea t-
men t of r?pe wi th I. D. T. spray before seeding also may be 
u seful t o k eep down f oulin g , i ntensi ty . Periodica l cl ean in g 
of the s t a ck an d remova l of un desirable growths is also 
r ecommended , esp ecially during season s of peak foulin g . 
\~'here the question of foulin g is not on th e musse l 
stock but or. the wooden r af t stru ctures or on the oil 
barr el floats caution n eeds to be exercised in proper 
maintenanc~ like painting or by coating them with an ti-
corrosive and an ti-foulin g paints . Thus heavy boring by 
'l;eredo c an be kept down as other wise the r aft might n o t be 
str:mg enough t o wi t hstand wave - bea tin g and might in due 
c:Jurs€ disintegra t e . ]i'rom the for egO i ng account it i s 
clear tha t predation contro l ar.d antifouling measures a r e 
i mportant aspec ts nEedin g careful ac tior. . 
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I N T I{OJ;1]CT I0 N 
The culture of D.lussels. oysters and clams in shallow 
and intertidal areas in the i nshore coastal and estuarine 
waters is being practised widely in developed countr ies to 
sUl'plement the an imal protein resources for human consumpt-
ion. Spain, U.S •. :L, Jar,an , Canada and France have made 
notable progress among the nations who have taken to the 
bivalve culture. Of' the average annual }lroduction of 
molluscs in the world of about 3 .5 ILillion tonne s, India's 
contribution is a meagre 2000 tonres. There are extensive 
mussel beds along the rocky coa sts of' India and the clams 
and oysters in some of the estuar ies and backwaters offer 
• breat sco:fie f'or development. 
FOOD VAnE 
The value of the meat in the bivalves depends on 
its nutritive val ue. The chemical cOlJlposition of the meat of 
oysters, mussels and clams is broadly as follows: 
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Ho isture }'rotein Fat Ash 
~ ~ ~ , 
--------------------------------------------_ .. _---------
Oysters (Ostrea sp) 
- -.. 76.8 11 .2 1.9 2.0 
Hussels (UY! il us .I'lP .) 83 .3 10.2 1.6 1.9 
Clams (Heretrix ~!). ) 75.2 10.3 2.1 2.1 
The above molluscs are also very good sources of 
glyc~en'and winerals like calcium, phosphorus, iron and 
iodine, besides vitamins ' A' ana 'B', (Venkataraman and 
Chani, 1951). 
Cur.TURE, ENVIRONS AND HEALTH HAZARDS 
The culture production of the bivalves as well as 
production from natura beds pOse some :olroblems which have 
to be t aken note of when these are harvested , processed 
and n~rketed. These molluscs are the most easily contam-
inated due to the nature of their habitats . Oyster end 
mussel beds are a potential hazard to public heal th on 
account of possible epidemic infect i' ons be ing carried by 
the shell fishes. 
They are to be cultivated in areas which are away 
from possible sources of contamination like sewers, 
bathing places, drains, oil jetties, etc • 
• The oyster .and mussel beds a r e invariably located 
along the coast and especially in river r.iouths with tidal 
a nd rain water 1110VeUients. This provides the risk of 
dane:,erous contaminstion by f;athogenic bacteria present in 
such environwents. These bivalves filter the water of the 
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environment but retain a substantial 2,art of the 
bacteria present. They are sometimes eaten raw and if 
these biv2.1ves al'e cultured in environments of ins8lnitary 
C ondi ti ons and if these are not jJrOfler ly treated or 
purified before being consumed raw, a serious healtH 
hazard due to bacterial food poisoni:t:\ij; .Iill result. 
The )athoge nic organisms in contaminated sea water areas 
have been variously r eported as Salmonella , Vibrio 
parahaernolyticus, Steptococci, K.roli , Aerobacter 
aerggenes, Proteus! lara colon bacteria and Clostridium 
.ill2 • 
Another type of contamination or ·pollution of the 
oyster a nd mussels can be by heavy metals frool industrial 
effluents. Arsenic, iron, cadmium, copper, zinc, l ead, 
mercury are some of the metals rel'orted to be absorbed by 
mussels. H.adio active wastes let into the sea can also 
be a health hazard to the mussel a s well as to the 
consuming public (Roberts, 1976). 
There is an instance of bacterial mussel pollution 
reported by Venkataraman and Sr eenivasan (1955) nea r 
Calicut. ~aecal pollution (].Coli type I, r aracolons 
and Proteus) has been observed in the mussel of the 
bivalve mainly during the South West monsoon (June-August) 
when the rain water carries the town refuse into the sea. 
Saliilonella-shigella organisms were absent and so also 
vibrios. 
Another he!llth hazard Can be from pesticides . 
. j.;ussels are known to assimilate the se organochlorine s 
(D. D.T.), Endo sulfan. Toxaphene, Parathion etc.) washed 
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into the beds from agricultural drainage by storms, 
which can be a risk to the consuming public if the 
mea t of such b ivaI ves arc consumed raw ox" wi thout any 
treatment before consumption, as such pesticides while 
not likely to be toxic to the bivalves can affect the 
consuming public. 
Yet another type of health hazard reported 
elsewhere, though not in our country, is the paralytic 
shell fi'sh poison:l.ll€; due to consumption of the Dleat 
of mussels and oysters taken from beds during certain 
periods of the year when there was a bloom or heavy gro-
wth of planktonic organism. Dinoflagellates of the 
genus Gonyaulax are chiefly associated with the paraly-
tic toxin formed in filter feeding molluscs. (Halsted, 
1965; Robinson, 19G8). other organisms like Prorocentrum, 
Exuviaella and Gymnodinum££ . have also caused poisoning 
(Ingham . et aI, 1968). Normally these dinoflagellates are 
harmless, but when the blooms occur, (the so-called 
'red tide'), vast number of the organisms are taken in by 
the filter feeders which acculllulate the toxin in their 
flesh. 'If such affected shell fish are eaten by the 
public, the outcome can be ser ious, resultin,; in neuroto-
xic symptOlliS and occa.sionally death. (Ealsted, 1965). 
:!'he pOioon extracted fran the mussed meat and the· 
incriminating dinoflageDates seems to be a heat resistant 
alkaloid with muscarine-like action and a potent neuro-
toxin. It has also a depressant action C"epler and 
Ioubster, 1960). In our country, poisoning due to consu-
m~tion of mussels or oysters of this nature has not been 
reported, though discoloration of patches of sea water 
due to blooms of roctiluca, Trichode'smium, Hornellia 
...... ,5 .. 
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mar ina and even Gymnodinuru have been x'evorted sporadically. 
(Subramanian, 1954; Prakash amd Sharma, 1964). 
BACTERIAl POr.I.m ION IN OYSTEHS AN:;) MUSSEl,S A~TD PROCE-
.DDHE FOR RENDERING THEH SAFE 
The fish feeding bivalves have a tendency to 
concentrate the coliform bacteria from the sea water and 
this fact underlines the public health si. gnificance of 
oysters as potential agents of e .meric infection. 
While it is advisable to culture oysters and 
mussels in unpolluted or 'safe' water spreads, it is 
.difficult to avoid completely the pollution in such areas. 
So they must be marketed after a systemat ic cJe aning Snce 
they are consumed raw. The cleanill6 or de}uration methods 
are based on the principle that molluscs contaminated witt, 
Entero-bacteria free themselves from these bacteria within 
24 to 48 hours when they are placed in water of sufficient 
salinity and devoid of bacteri a . Chlorire.ted water 
subsequently dechlorinated is uEied. (Dodgson, 1928). 
This technique of chlorine treatment is now being replaced 
by ultra violet light or ozone treatiilent. Relaying of 
oysters before marketing in clean beds which are certified 
to be non-polluted ha s also h elped the aqua-culturists to 
bet a safer product. This technique can be adopted as a 
batch process ie. holding the bivalves in tanks where the 
seawater after chlorine and dechlorination treatments are 
fi lIed in and kept for 12 .nours whereafter the water is 
drained and refilled with a fresh batch of pure sea water. 
In the continuous process the pure sea water is allowed to 
, 
flow through the holding tanks continuously where the 
... ... 6. 
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bivalves are kept and the purification can be CJ.uickened 
by this procedure. In view of the similarity in . the 
physiological functions among the biva lves, the meth ods 
applicable to cleanse oysters of harmful organisms can 
also be applied to · others like mussels, clarus, 
scallops, abalones etc. 
Jv"iAPJ{ET ING AND Pll.OCESSING 
• i Srrellflshes are not only the most p erishable of 
sea foods .but also are the illost easily contarn inated due 
to the nature of their habitat. 
A great many ro il and wat c;r bs.cteri a which a ppar-
ently had no effect on oys ters are found in the decompos-
ing oyster meat. 
Decolllposi t ion of the shucked llleat from the shell 
fishes is due to the act}vitics of spoilage bact eria as 
cOllJIJ)only found in fis~1 like ~e1rlollonas, Achromoba cter 
Escherichia, Hicrococci etc. Hethods of preservation must 
be directed towards this flora. 
}'iathogens when present in 2re,e numbers, survive 
freezing and cooking. Cooking should be vigorous if it 
is to kill 2.001i £nd it Lmy be impossible to remove the 
~.2£li from the meets of the polluted shell fishes by 
washing alone. These bo.cterio. are responsible for causing 
infections like diarrhoea, bEl.stro-enteritis etc. 
Bulk of the oys ters and mussels are marketed in 
live conditions after the depuration jjrocess in most of 
the countri<:! s, since oysters are consUmed raw while the 
mussels arc cooked and utilised Lwnediately. 
. .•.. 7. 
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The meat from the mussels c.m oysters are 
shucked and washed well to removc sand, shell particles 
etc. and chille d in co ntainers in ice boxes. The meat 
is Dl[trketed in this way for local consuIiiption. 
The shucked Dlcat can also be cooked and frozen 
, 
as for fish slices or prawns at -40'C and held in frozen 
storabc at -23'~ upto about 44 weeks for marketing as 
frozen lIlollusccn IllBct. 
George (1974) has shown that during freezing and 
storage of the frozen mussl es, the total be.cterial load 
comes down by 99~ and the ]1>athogenic germs like .:g. coli 
and faecal Streptococci E',re completely destroyed at the , 
end of 44 weeks of stora0e at -23·C. 
Canning of musoel llleat in oil has been experi-
mentally attempted at the Central Institute of Ji'iffieries 
Technology "(Balacmndran :md Nair, 1975) with ,:,romising 
results. r ,ight smoke curini.': of mussels and drying to a 
moisture content of 10'1, after self purifice.tion of the 
live shell by Is ivi ng a starvation treSltment for one day 
to eject the sand in the meat fOllowed by immersion in 
chlorinated water (5 ppm) for 2 hours ha s been reported 
by huraleedharan et al (1979). 
l'"ussel lllJ at may be stewed, roestelit, fried, creallled, 
pickled with vinegar or made into fritters and chowder. 
Pickling is a common way of preservation of mussel 
liWo.t. It is also used as a bait. 
hussels can be converted into protein concentrate 
(protein 70!,) aft8r iso1Jropanol extrnction. 
. .. .. 8. 
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Blue lllussel llleat is also used as ,1 val uable feed 
for pibs in SOIlG areas of 3ussia. In 'l'hailand, young 
LlUssels are harvE.sted from the baruboo collectors and 
used a s ' animal feed . 
In the context of the development of brackish 
water spreads for molluscan aCluaculture for supplementing 
the\iilerinc food resources, the followin,s investi,sstions 
are reCluired to be ca rrie d out in our country as v ery 
little information is avail(,~ble at present . 
(i) Survey of the grounds suitable for culture of 
the molluscs e specia lly oyst ers e.nd mussels with p:trticul-
ar reference to the extent of pollution of t LCe se areas by 
industrial effluents, Pesticides frOll; irrigation drainElt,e 
systeIi.s, and by po.thoGcnic orga nisms and the id e nt ity of . 
such orbanisills. 
(ii) A depuration t echnique must be "larked out ~d 
sta ndard is cd to make the c onsulllpt ion of oysters and lllUSS-
. els safe for huma n consumpt ion. 
(iii) j{esearch on such metllods of pr eserve.tion of 
the meats of these molluscs like drying, salting, 
pickling, freezing ~,nd cm ning am developmc.nt of dive-
rsified 11roducts witi; these meats as the br:. se may ha-ve to 
be intensified and the conslMption of oysters and clams 
popularised among the 1119.sses. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Green mussel (per.E!': viridis) and brown mussel CE. indica)are 
available in ~ubstantial quantities from the i r natural beds along the 
sOllth- east and south-west coasts of India raspectively. Mussel is . 
locally collected.foi' its meat which i s ~oQsu.Eled in the nearby areas . 
Mussel meat normally finds favo.ur with peo111e of low income group and 
that too when the fish ·is scarce o~ costly, which often results in 
poor economic returns to the collector. 'l'''ere are quite a large number 
of people engaged in it s col1.ection and, ti:sy together with the 
middlemen and. the act!J.al venders in the market and their dependents 
constitute a large nUlllber of people earning a living from mussel. 
Any poor respose from the mEzket directly affects the economi c and 
social status of these people and in turn their region as a whole . 
Why product development is necess~{? 
Even in the absenoe of aocurate stat i stical informat ion aboQt the 
·availability of wild ouliured mussel , it is well known that there is the 
potential fo r a VErry large sustainable quantity available from the 
••..•• 2 . 
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natural beds, the present rate of exploitation being far less than ' the 
potential av*ilability. The recent tempo in its culture stands a sure 
guarantee tor continued abllUdant availability . capture along with 
cui tura promises a greater q.l,anti ty flooding the markets which, if not 
met with ready demand from the consumer s, wi'll result in a further 
fall in its ya.lue as also "·/astage. 
Mussel meat, like fish, is a highly perishable commodity. One 
of the ways of ensuring reasona,ble returns to the producer is to 
convoJ;'t the mussel meat into stable processed products and market them 
in far off areas from the collection centres. 
Popular processed products from mussel meat 
'I'here are several procecsed produ8ts known to be popular in 
several overseas countries, particularly Europe. Canned, frozen, 
marinated and light, smoked and dried are SOIre of the most popular proce- , 
ssed mussel products. Mussel rr.eat canned in oil or brine and pickled 
ei ther in brine or vinegar with or wi thOllt heat processing are widely 
used. If products conforming to the requi:r'e~nts of oveI'seas markets 
can be processI}d. mussel neat can even find re'Uly demand from such 
inarke'ts. hospects of t",atlPI,ortatic. n of fresh mussel or meat to 
distant areas can be given a fair tr'l'l.1. We have recently developed 
processes for converting fill'sRe 1 I!Emt int.o stable processed products. 
Adoption of these for p::-o10n~'~d T'~te"CVatj.cn :;tnri wider distr~bu.tion, 
coupled with transportation (.1' 'fro8h Il'ussel or meat are sure ways of 
ensuring ade(llate returns to those engaged in the trade and thus 
enhancing their economic sta.tus. 
STUDIES ON PRODUCT DEVELOBENT 
1 . Purification 
Mussel is a sedentary animal found in the littoral and mblittoral 
rones where they are attached to rocks by means of byssus threads. They 
feed by the Jrechanism of filtration of microscopic food materials suspen-
.d~din;the surrounding water. .At any given time their stomach will 
"dntail1 a 'lot of s a nd and other gritty materials which, if allowed 
i;~ 1eriJairi, will inpart grittiness to the end product . Besides, the 
~~a&ta.iwaters are likely to be polluted by sewage water, industrial 
.• ' ~if1u~nts a8 well as human faeces. C'ontamination of the water and hence 
· .the·· m~~s"l ; ','L th . faecal , and pathogeniG bacteria, and to a leSser extent 
wi"th heavy metal's canno~ . be ruled out. Paralytic shell fish ppisioning, 
' ttl~ugh ·n~t freqlJ.ent" is known to occur inb:i.valves in Atlantic ' waters • . 
H~wev'er; this is not considered so .' significant. in waters ' of tropic,,} , .' 
re'&i;~S; One" of the most inpor-tantprerequisites of any tyPe otprocess:., 
ingJ.s to plJ.rif y . the mussel. 
If the musse 1 i s bacteriologically polluted its purfffGation is 
. rather simple si nce the mussels cleanse themselves of all polluting 
· .•. baote;ia J;f they ~e kept in clean .sea water for a number of hours.. In.' 
'. spffie ' places' mussels are kept. in clean sea water in tanks o";'~r two 
. 0"·. • 
n..Lghts wlth a change of water on the second day (waterman) . The saIlE 
. ":', '. . . . 
" ' treatiDent" can also free the musse l of most of the sand from their ;,;tomach • . · 
It has'· been experimentally proved tha t russel kept alive in se'; w';'t~r ..• ' 
'. reir 24 hOtU-sfollowed by chlorination at 5 ppm leve l brings dovmthe 
~andcontent to 0 . 02% on dry weight 1:)",,,; 9 of the rtBat , . (Balachandrad 
. and Nair; 1975): No faecal or pathogenic bacteria have beend~tected 
'. in ' so purified' musse ls. However a cor;tinllous;ooni taring oitha qua:lity ' 
',ofIl)9 at and water in the s~oundings with respect to incidence of •. 
· • p8,ihcii,inicand faecal bacteria 'l,S well as oontami.n~ti:on vii th oo~~ 
metalS ' is al:)solutely necessary. The practice of keeping them ,.in 
- . 
clea.'1iilg taaks on the shore or of keeping them in cages or net bags on, 
.' p+a.tform~ left under- water in clean areas for' fe\''; days appe~: re.co~rnen­
dable processes for cleaning mussels. It will be . ideal ' for grea,""r ' . 
safety to meek all bat.ches of ml1ssels so cleaned f qr, any probaple 
incidence of paralytic shellfish poisoning before reteasing for 
processing. 
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2. Product development 
i)Products for ~ophisticated markets 
a) Canning Mussel meat has J ,been found to render itself well for 
canning. The purified mussel is either heated in open vats or steamed 
in an autoclave and the meat is shuclred out. The shucke d meat is 
washed in water and blanched in 5% boiling brine for 5 minute s . 
Blanched meat is packed in cans. filled with either hot brine or oil, 
exhausted, sea med and m a t processed followed by cooling. This method 
has been foutld to yield a products with good organoleptic ani keeping 
qualities (Balachandran and Nair, 1975) . 
Under the conditions obtaining in South India the ava ilability 
of mussel !Jl> at being at places far away from the probable centres o,f 
canning, processing a,lvrays incolves an element of transportation over a 
considerable distance . Though transportation of live mussel appears 
ideal, it involves the transportation of the bulk of shell which is a 
waste material (fnd thcts adding to the co s t . Therefore some studies have 
been undertaken on the shelf life of mus sel, whole or meat, and 
transportation of vr role mussel and meat in i ce under di f ferent conditions 
subsequently to be used for c anning . T~e sB s tQdies hav e prOVed tha t 
canned products prepared out of whole mLcs s31 or fresh shu_cked Jre a t 
yielded canned products with good org2~t"Ycle:9ti.c characteristic s when iced 
and stored upto2 days . The De p-rOdU8-GS had better colaur, flavour and 
juiciness of the IlEat compared to e a rned meat prepared out of similarly 
iced,stored,boiled a nd shucked IT~at (Balachandran a rn Prabh~, 1980). 
b) Freezing 
Helatively little work has been carried out in the field of freez~ 
ing mussel mea t . Chinnamma George (1974) working on the frozen storage 
characteristics of mussel rooat reported that frozen meat prepared out of 
whole musse 1 -iced stored for 8 days remained in acceptable condition only 
upto 15 vleeks whereas fresh frozen l1E at remained in acceptable condition 
for 40 weeks ~ 
...• 5· 
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ii) Importance of ~ussel meat in human nutrition and product develop-
ment.j..£vol·~:\on!L low cost technology for the local =kets. 
Meat of green mussel (;E. viridis) has the following proximate 
compo si tion 
Moisture' ,% 78.24 80.28 
Protein % 11.08 - 12.61 
Filt % 2.38 - 3.02 
Glyoogen % 5·36 - 7.91 
Ash ?~ 3.06 - 4.21 
The sweet flavour of mussel meat, owing particularly to its 
relatively high content .of glycogen, i's comparable to that of prawns, 
crab etc. That is much cheaper compared to the price one has to pay 
f'or the above comrr-tOdi ties at the sane time meeting same or similar 
nutritional requirements makes mussel rreat poor man's delicacy. Wider 
distribution of mussel meat into areas where there is deficiency of 
protein in the diet of people, can go a long way in bridging the protein 
gap 'particularly of animal protein. This requires the c~evelopment of 
low cost technology for preparation of inexpensive stable processed 
products. This 'a!lpect is engaging the F..ttenticn 0 f sdlientists and tech-
nologists aud-a number of such prod1lcts bave already been developed. 
a) DrieiLmussel meat 
The cheapest lIBthod of preservation applicable to mussel meat 
" to yield a stable product with rep-senable shelf lEe if drying. Meat 
shucked from fresh purified nussel after blanching in 5% boiling brine 
for 5 minutes is dried by spreading in trays either in sun or in an 
artificial dryer until the moisture level reaches 1010 or below. After 
allowing the moisture to equlibrate by keeping in a closed container for 
a day or two it can be packed and distributed. The storage life of this 
product has been estimated to be around six ~~nths. After reconstituti-
ng by ooaking in water for 30 minutes this can be used for any culinary 
preparation as is done with fresh meat (Anon, 1980). 
. .... 6. 
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b) Smo!~~ dried mussel neat 
A product for which there a lready exists demand from overseas 
markets and also can have demand from the do~estic consu~~rs is .light 
smoked and dried musse 1 mat . Method of preparation involves drying 
'. . . I 
of' blanched mussel meat is the SUrl or artifioial dryer for an hour 
(until the rooisture level comes to 40- 45%) follovied b,r smoking in a kiln 
.for half an 110ur and f urther drying to a moisture level of 1010 or below. 
After ' equili~ration of the mo isture in the dried product as is done for 
dried mussel meat, the product can be packed for distribution. :Li ght 
smoked 'and dried mussel meat tastes bette" comp=ed to heavy smoked one . 
Hence cold smoking for a shorte" pe"i od is ideal for this. Coamnut 
husk and saw dust C2.n be employed as source for generating smoke 
(Muraleedharan, !lair and Joseph, 1979). 
c) Mussel meat pickle 
Anotber product involving low cost technology for processing and 
which can meet with ready- demand from the conswuing public is mussel 
meat pickle. ThEre are several pickles made with vegeta:, les , fish, prawns 
ete • . alreadY popula" in the nnrket. DeJTI3,nd for diverse type of' pickle s 
i s ever i n =easing, pa"ticularly from the arban population . Method has 
been worked out for preparing mussel meat pickl e having a shel f life upto 
six months. A recipe for the pickle now being popularised is as follows : 
. '.1. Blanched mussel meat (of which the stomach is 
cut out) 
2. Refined salt 
3. Green chilly (cut into small pices) 
.4 . Gi nger (skinned and chopped) 
5· Garlic (skinned and mashed) 
6. Chilly powde" 
7. Tux'meric 
8 • Mustard seeds (Powdered) 
. . 
, 
- :. ': ' .... 
iKg 
80 g (dissolved 
80 g 
70 g 
50 g 
75 g 
2. g 
15 g 
in 400 ml 
boiled and 
cooled water) . 
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9. Sesame oil 
10. Vinegar (3-4 ml of fo od grade acetic 
acid in 100 ml boiled and cooled \'later 
11. Curry leaves 
Method of preparation 
- 250 g 
- 250 g 
- as re'l.uired 
Blanched meat after cutting off the stokach portion is made 
into three or fOllr small pices and is fried in oil in low flame until 
the colour turns brown. Green chilly, ginger, cllrry leaves and garlic 
are fried in the . oil remaining in the pan after removing the fried 
meat. Then are - added chilly powder, tupmeric powder and mustard powder 
and the contents stirred well. salt solo.tion is added to ths mixture 
and brought to boiling. The fried meat is added to this mixture, the 
pan is. removed from the flame and when sufficiently cool is mixed with 
vinegar. The pickle is stirred well to make it uniform, cooled and 
packed in dry clean glass bottles. Care should be taken to see that 
no solid portion is left exposed. A layer of oil should be present at 
the top in the finally packed sampl es, (Muraleedharan, George Joseph 
and Devadasan 1980). 
A delictous product which c~~ be COu3umed as appetizer along 
with the South Indian preparation of 'dosai', 'iddli' and the like, 
mussel meat chutney powder, is easy to prepare, handle and store . Ths 
method of preparation employing the following recipe is as follows: 
Dried mussel meat 
Skinned black gram 
Red chilly 
Coriander 
Asafoet4.da 
Refined Sal t 
Recipe 
- 500 g 
- 500 g 
75 g 
50 g 
5 g 
- to taste 
.. .• 8. 
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Dried meat is fried well in a pan until the colour turns 
brown. Other i ngredients exce:r>t salt are separately fried in order 
to render them ready- for powdering . All the ingredients are powdered 
well by pounding and mixed together with sufficient quantity of salt . 
The chutney powder so prepared should be packed in dry polythene 
bags or dr~ air tight bottles for safe storage. Mixed well with 
little warm coconut oil at the time of use this yields a delicious 
- chutney. (Anon, 1980) . 
e) Marinated mussel reat 
A prodUct- which involves low cost techno logy iii processing and 
is already popular in overseas markets is mussel meat marinated . A 
method of processing marinated mussel meat reported from U.K. is as 
follows . Live mussel is he ld in boil ing brine f or 4-6 minutes depending 
on size . Meat after shucking is held in weak brine containing 2-3% salt 
for 2-3 hI'S, drained and then packed in containers, typically glass 
jars, and covered with vinegar containing 4- 6% acetic acid . The 
vinegar for ccvering mllssels is often spiced before being added (R .McLay) . 
Stad.ies are underway at the Central Insti tllte of Fisheries 
Technology to work out a slli t able process of narinating mllssel meat 
having desirable organoleptic characteristics and good storage life. 
NEED FOR EXTENSION 7IORK IN POPULARISATION OF MUSSEl, PRODUCTS 
around 
Presently mussel meat is cOnfllmed fresh only in areas at or 
t he collection centres. Peo~le in other areas, more often than 
not, are not aware of this commodi ty as a nlltri tions food material, nor 
has any attempt since been made in popularising it in such areas , It is 
only recently that some attempts have been maeeto preserve mllssel meat 
into stable processed products by the application of low cost technology 
so ihat the comrrodities will well be within the purchasing capacity of 
rllral population. 'Any new product coming to the narket, particularly 
•.. 9. 
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based on raw materials like mussel, clams, oysters etc whidh are 
supposed to be low cost food of poorer section of the popul ation, is 
like ly to meet with some consumer resistance. Therefore it calls 
for an exhaustive extension progrrulliTe to educate the people of the 
importance of mussel meat a s a protein rich.food IlRterial and about 
the ways of cnnsnming it. There shonld also be a regnlar system of 
moni.toring feed back information on the oonsurrer 's reactions particular-
ly regarding the acceptability of the products and the t>~e of i mprove -
ments they would desire to have on the product as a whole so that the 
scientists gan devote their attention in improving them without 
deter~ment to its tlutritional CJ.uality and without additional drain on 
the pocket of the oonsumer . 
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• MARKETING OF MUSSEL AND ITS PRODUCTS 
The aspects such as production characteristics, 
demand and consumption pattern, trading practice and 
nature and form of the pl'oducts determine tlle marketing 
prospects and potentials of any commod i ty. The mussel 
fishery of our country is co~~osed of two prinCipal species, 
namely, the green mussel (Pe£.£§; Y-i.r..j;;~ is) occurring all 
along the coasts and the brown mUGGel (Perna indica) 
having a restricted distribution from south of Quilon to 
Kanyakumari on the west coast and along Tirunelveli coast 
on the east. The mussels exploited at present in our 
country forms only, a subsistence fishery. They are fished 
mainly from Varkalay near Quilon to southern Karnataka 
coasi;. Along the Tamil Nadu coast, they are fished from 
eolachel to Kanyakumari. The important fishing centres 
are in the Calicut - Cannanore zone, at Vizhinjam, 
Colaohel-Muttom and Kanyakumari. 
There is nei reliable statistics on the annual 
production of mussels realised from various oentres. 
However, it is estimated that about 3000 metric tons of 
mussels are landed annually, the bulk of the landings 
coming from Calicut - Cannannore and Vizhinjam to Nuttom 
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regions. The main season of the fishing is from November 
to May in the Centres on the west coast and from January 
to September on the east coast. 
The mussels that ar e landed are marketed a t present 
at the l anding centres or in the nearby markets in fresh 
condition with shell on . They are normally s old in counts 
of hundreds. The market price varies from place to place 
and depends on the quality (size) of the mussel , its 
availabi.lity and also the abundance and f luctuation of 
other fishes. 
There is no organised marketing system for mussels 
in India. Beca use of the relatively small quantity of 
mussels landed at present, marketing of the products does 
not pose any serious difficulty. However, it is envisaged 
that large ~quantities of muss els could be produced by the 
intensive culture in . the op en s eas, as well as in the 
coastal waters as indicat ed by the techno- economic studies 
and demonstrations carried out a t different centres. 
The marketing of fish or any c ommodity which has 
an established acceptability er forns an epicurean go urmet 
pos12- no problems . However , the mussels in our country 
is cons ider ed as pOQ.r. man I s food and a s a 'lesser spec ies ' 
·having poor demand and acceptibility in the market. This 
is largely due to the prevailing prejudices and preference 
a nd non- availability of the commodity in the form r equired 
by the consumers . However , in view of the great utility 
of mussels both from nutriti onal and economic points of 
view, the Workshop m?-y discuss the various aspects of 
marketing of mussels as well as the constraints enc ounter~e.d . 
, and may consider, 
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1. The urgent need to carry out a comprehens,ive 
market research/survey to establish a viable 
marketing base for mussels that could be 
produced from culture source; 
2. As the mussels c ould bridge the protein defficiency 
in the Indian diet a nd could contribute greatly 
to impro'Te the income of fishermen/fish farmers 
as well as the rural economy, there is an 
impera tive need to improve the demand and 
marketability of mussels through proper extension 
and education of the consumers. 
3. Marketing functi ons of mussels could be taken up 
throug h Fisheri es Cooperatives/Corporations s o 
as t o ensure stabilised price and to the best 
advantage of both the producers and consumers. 
4. Researches t o produce diversified muss el products 
may be strengthen ed, s o tha t the products preferred 
by the consumers could be made available a nd a 
sustained demand to the products could be ensured. 
5. Internal market ,particularly in the inland 
c entr es may be developed t o market the commodity 
a s mussel/mus sel products are not available in 
f ar away pl a ces fr om the coasta l areas . 
6. External rnilrkets could be explored properly 
through marketing intelligence and Marine 
Products Export Development Authority may 
endeavour t o export the commodity as muss el 
products could a ugment the much- n eeded foreiGn 
exchs.nge through increased export of fishery 
products. 
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TRAINING REQUIREr-1ENTS FOR THE ACCELERATED 
DEVELOPMENT OF MUSSEL FARMING 
It is well recognised that the developmen t and 
growth of any sector l argely depend on the existence er 
availab ili ty of trained personnel. The technology of 
mussel culture practiced at present in countries-like 
spain, Netherlands , Italy and Fra nce has developed into 
a sophisticated one necessitating the knowledge of several , 
aspects of its operation, surroucdi.ngs , post-harvest 
processing and preservation and c.isposal. Advances in the 
knowledge of biology, physiology a~d ecology of mussels 
and the environment in which they 1iYe and grow have 
helped greatly to obtain en ha nc ed product i on . New 
material a nd engineering SKill put in have enabled to 
design and ccmitruct viable f8..rms and culture bases. 
Investigations on environment management, diseases and 
.their control ha~e helped to achieve higher survival rate 
and quality products. These as well as other technol ogical 
progr es s made i n ,the recent years have thus d8veloped 
mussel culture to an import2.nt a nd specialised branch of 
aquaculture. 
The organisation of an extensive/intensive mussel 
culture enterprise depends to a l arge extent on the 
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efficiency with which the avocation is carried out and the 
personnel involved in it . The establishment of a mussel 
culture fisheries on modern lines requir es trained perso-
nnel of different categories. Key categories of personnel 
required for effective development aIJd stabilised growth 
of mussel cul;ture industry are (1) Research and Techni~:ll 
personnel (2) Managerial personnel (3) Culture speCialists 
(4) Coasta l environme.ntal specialists (5) Farm engineers 
(6) Process ing technol ogists (7) Extension specialists and 
(8) Skille? operatives . 
As indic a ted earlier, mctdern culture of musr:els has 
develop ed int o a mul tid isciplinary science invo the 
kn owledge of b i ol ogy, ecol ogy, plwsiology, micl 'Y , 
nutrition, genetics, water chemistry, engineerin .d 
processing , ' pathology, economics, sociology etc. "esearch 
and technological pers onnel are required to und ertake 
investigat ions in all these branches . ~1anageri al and 
t ec hno- admi nis trat ive personnel having so und kn owledge in 
the comp os ite subject matter s are needed to manage the 
f arms and implement t he schemes. The availability of 
speCies, culture site and its ecosystem, vary from place 
to place neceSSitating location-specific s tudies to ev olve 
viable techniques of culture . This requires the services 
of compet ent culture specialists and environmental sp ec ia-
lists. Open-sea farmin g of mussels warrao ts great engineering 
skill t o construct and put up the culture platforms in the 
dyn amic environment of the sea. Similarly the r ole of 
pr ocessing t echnol ogists in evolving conriuner pr eferr ed 
qua lity products ; ext ension specialists in the wide propa-
gation of · the system among the farmers and of the skilled 
oper at ives in the field of cultur e operation and fishing 
need not be empha.s ised . 
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The training needs of above categories of personnel 
are varied. There is at pr~sent no Institute or Centre 
in the country which offers training on regular and/or 
Institutional basis on mussel culture. This is perhaps 
due to the reason that the culture system is just emerging 
as a means of large-scale production of mussels and it is 
yet to be established on commercial scale in our country. 
However, the importance of training/ educat ion to meet the 
manpower requirements as well as to accelerate the process 
·of development needs no emphasis . 
In our country, the Central Institute of Fisheries 
~ucat i o n, Bombay, . College of Fisheries, Mangalore and 
Tuticorin and the Centre of Advanced Studies in Mariculture 
at Centr al Marine Fisheries Research Institute are the 
important Institutes imparting ed ucation/training on 
Fishery Science . Researches on mussel are carried out 
c.hi efly at Central Marine Fisher i es Research Institute, 
National Institute of Oceanography and in certain coastal 
ITni versi ties. Among them r esearch Tosti tutes the Central 
Marine Fisheries Research Institute is the pioneer Institute 
a nd has developed the basic technIques of mussel. culture 
in the open sea and has demonstrc ted its techno-economic 
feasibility . Recognising the dearth of trained research 
and t echnical personnel in the field and the urgent need 
f or filling up this deficiency, the Institute under its 
training proj ects and the recently established Centre of 
Advanced Studies in mariculture is offering both long-term 
. and short-term training courses. 
With a view to transfer the technologies ev.olved 
and p.erfected in the res earc h Institutes to the farmers! 
fishermen and t o provide need-based training in differ ent 
aspects of mariculture, a Farm Science Centre - Krishi 
Vigyan Kendra- was established a t Narakkal under the 
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Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute and this 
centre offers at present training on various aspects of 
prawn culture. The Kendra proposes to impart training on 
mussel cultUre shortly. 
In the light of the above background, the Workshop 
may like to consider: 
1. The need and pattern of education/training 
required to produce a cadre of qualified 
research/technical personnel to develop the 
mussel culture industry of India. 
2. In certain fields such as Farm engineering, 
coastal environments and genetics, the expertise 
available in the country is inadequate and the 
need for some arrangement for training of such 
identified subject matter specialists may be 
discussed. 
3. In view of the grea,t potentials for the develop-
ment of mussel culture in India and considering 
the la:I'ge number of fishermen/fish farmers 
required to be trained to carry Gut the culture 
operation effeciently and thqt too in their 
local language, it may not be possible to the 
KVK at Narakkal, the only centre of its kind 
on the subject in the country, to train all 
the farmers. Inteos ive training facilities 
Viill have to be developed by each of the states 
under suitably organised programmes, so that, 
skilled operatives are available when other 
developmental facilities are put in the field . 
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